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You've just been given a list of 20
companies to search in the next few
minutes. Some are public but most
are privately held.Whatls the best use
of your time starting right now?
Spend it with Company Intelligence:
the dynamic new database from
Information Access Company. In about
10 minutes your search will be over.
Company Intelligence is not only fast,
it's easy -because the latest company
information and the latest company
news are linked together in a single

record. Company information is updated
throughout the year to reflect changes
in the news. News is updated daily
from more than 3,000 newspapers,magazines and journals.
And you can locate and retrieve
full-text quickly.
With over 100,000 private and public
companies in the database, and more
added daily, not even those hardto-find privately held and emerging
companies are likely to escape our attention. Or yours.

In-depth information about
companies, hot stories about brand
new companies, and more news everyday - all in one place. A most intelligent use of your time, starting right now.
Log onto DIALOC"fi1e 479 for
Company lntell~ence.Or call us today
for more information at 1-800-441-1165.

Company lntell~geoceis a trademark of lnfwmtlon Access Company DIALOG 8s a registered smicemark of Ddog lofarmat~on
Senlces nc Cowrlght 1989 b, Infarmatian Access Company All rights resewed
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The odds
are stacked
in your favor
that we have
the back volumes
you need.

ASTROPHYSICS

BOTANY

I

CHEMISTRY
COMMUNICATIONS

1

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
CRIMINOLOGY

We maintain a comprehensive inventory in our warehouse that spans
many years of back volumes as well as
up-to-date issues.
Our customer service staff is anxious
to answer your telephone or written
requests. A d now you can even access us through the FAXON-LINXnetwork under "Jaeger': For a copy of our
current catalog and brochure please
write or fill-out and mail the coupon.
Or call Toll Free 1-800-%9-JAGR.

DENTISTRY
EARTH SCIENCES
ECONOMICS

I1

EDUCATION
ENGINEERING

,I)

66 Austm Boulevard, Commack, NY 11725
Phone (Code 5161 543-1500 TELEX: 968-189
FAX: 516--423-1537

.

ALFRED JAEGER INC.
66 Austin Boulevard. Cornmack, NY 11725
Dept. SLA
Gentlemen:
Please send you"r latest catalog and brochure
NAME

ADDRESS

TECHNOLOGY
CITIISTATtlZlP

VETERINARY SCIENCE
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CALL TOLLmFREE: (800) 223-7753
FAX: (415)32518428 & 325-7409

Your organization's technicallpromotionaI/legaland other general and
specialized documentation and literature [articles, books, reports, proposals, specs, ads, brochures, scripts, catalogs, manuals, patents, contracts et al.] expertly and expeditiously translated INTO ENGLISH
from any other major language FROM ENGLlSH into any other major
language ALL MAJOR INDUSTRIAL FIELDS o basic sciences1
engineeringlmanufacturing o electronics/computers/instrumentation o
pharmaceuticals/biomed/biotech 9power plantslaerospacelmilitary a
banking/finance/insurance BY VETERAN SUBJECT-QUALIFIED
PRO'S working into their respective native languages Word-processingltypesettingldesktop publishing in the major languages PROMPT
SERVICE WORLDWIDE from state-of-the-art industrial translation
center IN CALIFORNIA'S SILICON VALLEY UNIPLEX: international hub of leading-edge industries, higher education and advanced research -HIGH-TECHNOLOGY WORLD CAPITAL (just seconds
from anywhere!) &-

+

+

+

+

write:

WORLDWIDE

+

+

since 1957

525 Middlefield Road - Suite 150, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA
Telephone: (415) 854-6732 or toll-free (800) 223-7753
24-hour FAX: (415) 325-8428 and (415) 325-7409
Telex: 17-1425 AD EX USA MNPK

1 '1989
. AI)-EN', Menlo Park, CA
c
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1990 State-of-the-Art Institute

"Intelligent Systems:
A Framework for the Future"
SLA's fifth annual State-of-the-Art Institute
will explore this complex and rapidly developing field and its impact on the information

October 22-24,1990
in Washington, DC
Topics will include:
Knowledge management
Decision systems
Cognitive robotics
Strategic implications of A1
Natural language processing
and more...

Subscription Rates: Nonmembers, USA $48.00 per calendar year
includes the quarterly purnal, S p e d libmries, and the monthly
newsletter, Spetio1ist;odd $10.00 podoge for other countries including Conada. Specmllibrariesis$12.00 to members, Speckdidis 53.00
to members, indudedin member dues. Single copiesofSperiollibrarks
(1981-) $9.00; single copies of Speriolid(July 1980-) $3.00. Membership Directory (not a part of o subscription) is $25.00.
Buck Issues L Hard Cova Reprints (1 910-1 965): Inquire Kmus
Reprint Corp., 16 East 46th St., New York, NY. Hardcopy, Microfilm 8
Microfiche Editions (1910 to dote]: Inquire University Microfilms, Ann
Arbor, MI. Microformsof the current year oreavailoble onlyto current
subscribers to the original.
(hunger of Address: Allow six weeks for all chonges to become
effective. All communirotions should include both old and new addresses (with ZIP Codes) and should be accompaniedby a mailing label
from o recent issue.
Refund Policy: Due to the cost of processing a reimbursement, the
Association's policyis thot "No refundswill beissuedfor omounh under
SS.00."
Members should send their communications to the SLA Membership
Deportment, 1700 Eighteenth Street, NW, Woshington, DC 20009.
NonmemberSubsrnbe~~should
send their communiccniimto the SLA
Circulation Deportment, 1700 Eighteenth St. NW, Woshington, DC
20009.

Claims for missing issues will not be allowed if received more than six
months from date of issue. No claims ore ollowed bemuse of foilure to
notify the Membership Deportmentor theCirculotionDepartment(see
obove] of o chonge of address, or bemuse copy is "missing from files."
Spetiml libraries Association ossumes no responsibility for the stotements and opinions advanced by the contributors to the Association's
publiitions. lmtrutiions for Contributors appears in Speriollibraries
79 (no. 1): (Winter 88). A publication catalog n available from the
Association's Woshington, D.C., offire. Editorialviews do not necessarily represent the offitiil position of Special Libraries Association.
Amptanre of an advertisement doer not imply endorsement of the
produd by Speiml Librories Association.
Indexed in: Book Review Index, Computer Contents, Cumuhtive
ln&x to Nursing and Allied Health literalure, HistorKa/ Abstmds,
Hospitallitemhrre Index, IntermtionalBibliopphy of Book Reviews,
Inter~~ionalBiblmgraphy
of P~iodicollitemture, Library literature,
Managemed Index, and Srienre Citotion Index.

Sponsored in part by Disclosure, Inc.
For additional information, contact:
Special Libraries Association
1700 Eighteenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20009
(202)234-4700

Abstracted in: Cambridge Srientif~Abstmrtr, Infarmotion kienre
Abstmctr, INSPK Library & Informotion ScienceAbstmrtr, and Public
Affairs hformotion %iVi~e.

MEMBERSHIP DUES: Member or Assotiole Member
$75.00; Student Member $15.00; Retired Member $15.00;
Sustaining Member $300; Sponsor $500; Patron $1,000.
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When you're an industry leader,
everyone feels they know you.
Take OCLC, for example.
You probably got to know us

department in your library even more
responsive to your users.
Get to know today's OCLC.
We'll show you another Big Picture:

through our dependable cataloging
services and the Online Union Catalog,
the world's largest bibliographic
database.
There's more to OCLC.

your library's potential,
made possible today.

Now new OCLC products make every
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800-848-5878 (U.S.) 800-848-8286 (Ohio) 800-533-8201 (Canada)
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The small customer.

The small customer
at Ballen.

With some booksellers, a small customer doesn't rate quite the consideration
that a large customer might. But a t Ballen, the single book customer receives
the same service and services that a thousand book customer does.
Which means no matter what size your library, you can expect to have
your very own customer service representative to help answer all your
questions. And your very own shelf reserved in our warehouse to guard
against shipment and inventory mix-ups.
It also means access to our online, interactive BallenNet system for
order entry and current status. The ability to reach a Ballen company officer
just by picking up the phone. And a n ongoing evaluation of library needs so
rigorous, it's given us the industry's lowest overall return rate - less than 1%.
All of which we provide with the understanding that what are small
fish today, might one day be big ones.

speciul libraries

BIOSIS Previews

Gettmg the r~ghtmformat~onIS Important Genmg all
the right mformat~onIS lmperatlve when your
research entalls v~talhfe sclence decwons Otherwise, you re just wastlng tlme and money
When you're search~ngonlme for mformat~onon
sc~ent~f~c
and b~omedlcalresearch, you'll get ~t
r~ghtthe f~rsttlme through one source-BIOSIS
Previews, coverlng cltatlons from approx~mately
9.000 I~fesclence ser~alsfrom more than 100
countries

COMPREHENSIVE.
ON TARGET. RELIABLE.
BlOSlS PREVIEWS.
Can you afford to depend on anythmg less?
For more informat~onon BlOSlS Previews and a
complete listing of online and offl~nevendors who
offer this invaluable database, return the coupon or
call 1-800.523-4806 (USA except PA) or (215) 5874800 (worldwide). Do it now.

Address

--

----

~~

-

Postal Code

Return th~scoupon to BlOSlS Marketmg
Sect~on2100 Arch Street Ph~ladelph~a
PA
19103-1399 USA Telex 831739 Fax (2151

Informalion for Today's Decisions and Discoveries

BlOSlS Prevtews s a reg~steredtrademark of BlOSlS
BlOSlS is a ieglslered trademark of Blolog~calAbstracts, Inc
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To Stay Ahend in
Science and Technology..
You Need
Bowker's ABl Journals.

.

Comprehensive, World wide Coverage
of Today's Crucial SciTech Issues!
In today's world up to date and accurate information on science and technology IS vital Each
week, hundreds of science and technology periodicals publish thousands of important articles
that can make a significant difference In your work
Where can you turn for help in find~ngthat
information? Bowker's A&/ Journals Offering
easy access to current developments in robotics
artific~alintelligence, and CADICAM, as well as
coverage of a multitude of topics related to the
environment, energy, and acid rain Bowker's
A&/ Journals provide Incisive abstracts drawn
from the scientific and technical literature
published world wide These abstract journals
will make research faster and easier and help
you do your job better

Reference Resources for Everyone
Whether your patrons are scientists engaged in
research, business people who depend on closely
monitored news, public officials involved in policy
formulation, or members of the public looking
for the hard facts, Bowker's A&/ monthly* Journals
provide information on everything from renewable
resources to robotic locomotion to waste management, as well as thousands of other topics

Convenient and Easy-to-Use
Compiled by specialists in their fields, each
Journal's abstracts provide an accurate, comprehensive 100-word summary of each entry, plus
all the bibliograph~cinformation needed for further
research With its vast array of current literature,
the A&/ Journals free you from time-consuming
information searches by allowing patrons to work
independently w ~ t hresearch sources screened
and compiled in one place.

you alerted to thk latest scienti&
trends And since you can order
full text microfiche of over 8090
of our cited articles you can offer your
patrons access to information beyond your
current periodical holdings

Bowker A d 1 Journals
b

Environment Abstracts

b

Acid Rain Abstracts

b

CADICAM Abstracts

b

Robotics Abstracts

b

Energy Information Abstracts
Artificial Intelligence Abstracts

Bowker's A&/ Journals are also available online
or in annual cumulative volumes

Call Now For a Free Sample Journal!
To order, or for more information about our lntegrated services of monthly journals, annual
indexes, microf~che,and online databases,
CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-521 -8110
(In NY, AK, or HI call collect 1-212-463-6869)
'bmonthy for Acid Rarn

In-Depth Coverage
Indexing over 1.800 scientific, technical, academic,
and related journals published in over 50 countries.
Bowker's A&/ Journals also provide access to a
wide range of conference proceedings, government studies, patent publications, and other
significant, hard-to-find materials.

245

West 17th Street New York. NY 10011

mecia/ libraries

F o r 15 years, the Technical Information Centre, a
division of Micromedia Limited, has supplied customers
all over the world with copies of Canadian and foreign
patents and trademarks, U.S. military standards and
specifications, NTIS reports, and Canadian technical
and government documents.
We offer:
excellent quality document copies

spring 1990

d competitive prices

d easy ordering by fax, electronic mail, phone or telex

a

shioment within 24 hours bv fax, mail or courier
easi payment, including VISA, Mastercard and
Deposit Account.
Isn't it time you checked us out? Write, fax or phone for
a free copy of our Technical Information Centre
catalogue of products and services.

We have our reasons whv D ~
should be your primary research tool.

re."

As an miormation specialist, you're no stranger
to DIALOG.
There's even a good chance you're using it every
day After all, DIALOG
is the world's largest storehouse
of electronic mformation.
But that's only one of the many reasons why it
should be your primary research tool.
You see, we listened to your requests for more
information. More accessibility. Andmore support.
And then we responded.
When you told us you needed more full text
choices, we gave you more full text articles from more
publications than any other online service.
When you requested more current news, we
replied with more continually updated news sources.
When you asked for a better way to track advances
in technology and patents worldwide,we added more
international databases.
When you required more data on business and
industries outside the United States, we opened up a
world of new opportunities with detailed information
on more than a million companies operatingabroad.
And when you searched for a way to gain an
edge over the competition,our new business sources
enabled you to collect competitive intelligence and
track merger and acquisition activity on virtually
every industry
We even developed a better way to promote your
own organization's research center. Our support
literature -concise overviews on our growing online
sources- help spread the word about online information to people who need it most.
If you'd like to receive these complimentary
materials, or additional information about DIALOG,
call toll-free 800-3-DIALOG.
Once you do, you'll discover your own reasons
should be your most valuable informawhy DIALOG
tion solution.

D
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m

lNFORMATlONSERVlCtS INC
A Knght Rlddei Companf W

The ~oovldilargsf oizlzne ktzowledgebaizk.

I have yours.
.1389C a 30 ~ I O I PrnPSe!.
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let C A ~ L ~ N E "
help you with your patent searches
Search for patents and related l~teratureat your personal computer1 Through the CAS ONLINE f~les
(brought to you on STN Internattonal ) you can ob
taln worldwide up-to-date patent mformatlon quickly
and eas~ly

Gener~cstructure or name search~ng(no speclal
cod~ngto contend w~th)
Easy crossover to other STN f~lessuch as
INPADOC coverlng patent fam~l~es
and legal status
~nforrnat~on
for patents n all areas of technology

The CAS ONLINE flles, ~nclud~ng
CA. REGISTRY
and CAprevlews, provlde:
Substance lnformatlon and patent l~teraturefrom 27
nat~onaland 2 worldw~depatent off~ces(the Euro
pean Patent Office and the World In:ellectual Proper
ty Organ~zat~on)
Relevant non-patent l~teraturec~tedn CHEMICAL
ABSTRACTS

I
I

The best source of up-to the m~nutepatent Informa
tlon accord~ngto some of our customers ~n
CAprev~ews
These and other speclal features make CAS
ONLINE the patent database of choice send for more
mformat~onabout CAS ONLINE and STN lnternat~onal
todayt

.- i Yes. I want to learn more about STN and CAS ONLINE for patent searching!

Address

.

Telephone

p
p

----

-

-

-.

-

- -

Mall to Chem~calAbstracts Servlce
Market~ngDept 32890
PO Box 3072
Columbus OH 43210 U S A
STN Internallonal the scentflc and techntcal nformation network conlalns 90 mternatlonal databases STN lnternal~onal1s operated In
Europe by FIZ Karlsruhe in Japan by JICST ithe Japan Informatori Center of Scence and Technology) and n North Amertca by Chem~ca
Abstracts Serv~ced d v s o n of the Arner~canChemcal Socety
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We Think
That DataLib
Is Quite Simply
the Best at Doing
for Libmians
What Librarians
Need to Do.
.
..
.

We Call It:
Integrated
Interactive
Multi-User
Multi-Site
Multi-Task
Omnicompetent, dedzcated
library automation.
Our Customers Call It:
Indispensable
User Amiable
Thoueht
" Out
Bullet Proof
Career Insurance
A Patron Pleaser
A Team Player
T h e system they'd deszgn,
if they designed a system.

..
..
..
.

See us a1 Booh

DataLib automate5 corporate and government sperial libraries at speeds measured in blinks of theeye. Its sole purpose is
to provide the finest library management
tools to professional librarians and their
patrons. We're sure you'll probably come
u p with your own terms of endearment, but
first you'll have to call DataLib so we can
start introducing our library manager to

Call us at 1-800-843-4850 Ext. 7416
or 1-703-758-7000 Ext. 7416

Datalib
The Llbrary Managers L~braryManager

11400 Commerce Park Drive

Reston, Virginia PO91

L71/172 at the SLA Conference

special libraries

R.R. Bowker anmumsan alhmedltbnd the ddinlthrewide
to the who, wtlat, where, and how of America's volunteer effort.

Volunteerism

The Directory of Organizations,
Training, Programsand Publications 1990-91
TkkdEdmOll

Harriet Clyde Kipps, Editor

Prefaces by B a r b a r a Bush, Senator John Glenn, a n d Eugene M. Lang.

This unique, fully up-to-datedirectory to
more than 5,500 of America's volunteer
organizationsguides you through the full
range of national and local volunteer
resources, programs, and training events.
Featuring new sections on volunteer
efforts directed at combating AIDS, the
problems of the homeless, and teenage
pregnancy, plus an innovative chapter
outlining theactivitiesof the variousstate
Governor's Offices on Volunteerism,this
singular guide also features expanded
coverage of literacy and anti-drug campaigns. Volunteerism encompasses the
entire spectrum of the field's programs
and organizations, including:
drug and alcohol abuse
education
employment
family
the handicapped
physical and mental health
nutrition
senior citizens
and more.

Yes!

Volunteerism gives you a clear and concise portrait of each organization; every
description includes the latest information on the group's name, address, telephone number (including toll-free and
Fax numbers where available),objectives,
services, and publications.

Order your copy today by using this
order form, or by calling Toll-Ree
1-800-521-8110(in New York, Alaska,
and Hawaii, call collect 212-337-6934; in
Canada call Toll-Free 1-800-537 5416).
April 1990 0-8352-2739-1 $95.00

Previously published as the Community
Resources Directory. Volunteerism offers
persons and groups at every level and of
every interest a much-needed networking
tool-a tool remarkable not only for its
authoritative and rigorously checked content, but also for its breadth of coverage.

About the Editor:
Harriet Clyde Kipps is one o f
America's leading authorities on
Volunteerism. In 1984 she was
awarded a White House Commendation in recognition of her exemplary volunteer service.

Volunteerism is available now at the PrePublication ~riceof%85.50- 10% offthe
list price oi $95.00. Place a Standing
Order and save an additional 5 % plus 5%
off the list price on future editions. For
thisedition~ouua~only
$80.75! This Pre.
. .
Publication price expi& March 31,1990

OmKn FO~~M

a

please msh me ,he
fmitive guide to America's volunteer
organizations, pmgmms, and publications. I've indicated my ordering
choice below.

Name

Qv.

Institution

__

Stnnding Olderk're-Publicstion price
d$80.75eaeh. Iget 15%offthe $95.00
list price of this edition of Volunteeriam,
and 5% off the list price of all future
ediuons.

-- I prder to take advantageofthe 10% PnPublication price of $85.50 eaeh.
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Voluntee&": 'me D i m l o ' y o f m rations, lhhhq,Pmpmm and PubEh 1990-91 (ISBN0-8352-2739-1)

u

--

Mdress
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lHE INFORMATION RLFERENCE
COMWNY

BILLING OITIONS:
Please bill us: PO. # _
0Payment enclosed
0Charge my: 0Visa
Card # -

KLOS

MC

0Amex

Exp -

Siahlre

Please nuil to: R.R.Bowlter Order Dept.
PO. Box 762, New York, NY 10011

SHIPPING OPllONS: Unless othenvise indicated, all orders are shipped Fourth Class B w k
Rate or Library Rate as appmpriate

Introducing.TECHLIBdus, The Ultimate
ControrFor LibrarfManagement .
Today's special library is the
hub of valuable information.
As librarian, you must manage
the library efficientl~assisting
patrons and handling administrative tasks.
Such demands require an automation system that gives total
control. Only one does that:
TECHLIBplus.'"
TECHLIBplus is a complete,
integrated system for special,
technical, and corporate libraries. It automates acquisitions,
circulation, cataloging, online
catalog, and serials control,
sirnplifyxngthem for librarians
and patrons alike.
Powered by BASISplus:" the
world's leading text information management system,
TECHLIBplus runs on mainframes and minicomputers.
To learn more about
TECHLIBplus or register for
a seminar near you, call
Information Dimensions at
1-800-DNA-MGT
u HATTELLE Subsidiary

TECHLIBplus and BASISpIus are trademarks of
lnforrnat~anDimens~ons n c

Find
The Hard
To Find.
Fast.
Find the hard to find fast with
DataTimes. DataTimes gives you
access to over 600 sources from
around the world. Call and become
an online subscriber today.

1/800/642-2525

A World of InformationTM
14000 Quail Springs Parkway Suite 450
Oklahoma City, OK 73134 4051751-6400
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F r o m the Guest Editor Empowering the Special Librarian

Tom Peters once gave a rundown of the
potential influenceofln SearchofExcellence:
5 million copies sold,
2 or 3 million people may have opened it,
400,000 to500.000readup to fivechapters,
100,000 read it cover to cover.
25,000 took notes,
The book spawned video and audio
cassettes, seminars, and articles.

"But the question remains; who's doing much
of anything differently?"
That same senseof wonder confronted those
of us planning this special issue of Special
Libraries. Over 12,000copies of the report of
the President's Task Force on the Value of the
Information Professional have been distributed since it was issued in 1987. When questioned, we could find very few people who
rememberedreading thereport,and fewer still
who had changed the way they managed, or
knew of anyone who made any alterations
because of it.
As these thoughts circulated in my head, and
I faced the task of establishing a theme and
outline for content of the issue, I heard Jim
Matarazzo give a presentation to the New
York Chapter of SLA. His topic was the final
report on a follow-up study to the Task Force
findings, which he had conducted in coopera-

tion with Larry Prusak. The report not only
suggested actions for information professionals to take in order to strengthen their
position, but also contained some rather startling projections into the future, based on
corporate management's view of the value of
the information professional.
After discussions with Betty Eddison, who
had gotten the ball rolling on the concept for a
Library ManagementDivision specialissue of
Special Libraries, it was apparent that our
theme should attract practical articles which
would encouragereaders to take action. Leadership seemed to be what was needed-that
creative, innovative, proactive, visionary
force through which we can motivateourpeers
and subordinates, but more importantly, ourselves,to make adifferencefor our profession,
our image, and our personal career path. In
short, we wanted to encourage everyone to
make something happen.
Putting together an issue of a periodical is
somewhat like planning a successful dinner
party. You can try to achieve a balance and
synergy as you select the participants,but you
can never be certain until it is all over whether
it will be a success. Considering the desiredfor balance, we began with a relatively diverse
group of authors and gave them few constraints or guidelines, the end result is a wonderful blend. Muriel Regan and Nancy Norton
both talk about power, continuing education,
and how to foster a sense of appreciation
among our clients, for the unique expertise of

the information professional.
If Muriel thinks we'rerunning fast now, Jim
andLarry's study shows that we'll have to run
harder just to keep up in the future. They make
a strong case for some of the issues expressed
in Betty Eddison's survey-know your
organization's structure, language, players,
goals, competitors; also know your bosses
attitudes, strengths, and weaknesses.
Nancy's themes mirror Betty's, Jim's and
Larry's, and Muriel's: power, authority,
knowledge, career strategy, and lifelong
learning.
In short, you have in your hands some tools
to start you on your way to an improved image
and set of skills and goals. As you will see in
the final article, a review of current management literature with the needs of the informa-
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tion professional in mind, you can find some
motivation, valuable tips, and continuing
education in everything you read.
We hope this issue of Special Libraries will
be valuable to you. The key lies not in reading
it, but in doing something with it. As Eliza
Doolittle says in "My Fair Lady," "Words,
words, words; I'm so sick of words, ...don't
talk at all, show me!"
We end, as we began, with Tom Peters."Our
hope is that ten years from now you will be
going back and checking your underlinings to
see if you're still really doing the right things
you committed yourself to do." Hear, hear!
But don't wait ten years. Before April 1991,all
of us involved in this issue would like to know
how you haveused itand whatdifferenceithas
made in your life, if any. Go for it!

The Special Librarian as a Front Runner:
Running Fast, Running Hard, Running Ahead
by Muriel Regan, president, SLA

SLA members are the leaders in the library
and information management profession, the
bestandthe brightest. They work in afield that
is changing rapidly and placing more, and
new, demands on them each year. The sophisticated technology with which special librarians work requires experience and skill, and
they are often in positions that necessitate the
development and use of their decision-making
abilities. Some manage libraries or information centers of considerable size and budgetcenters which provide services crucial to the
professional ambitions and financial success
of their parent organizations.
In such an information+xiented society, an
information professional should be well paid
andrespected. Yet often, special librarians are
hardly known and are respected only by the
comparatively few people who make direct
use of their services. Some are dramatically
underpaid and are often not participants in
overall organizational planning. In short, at a
time when it is becoming obvious that an
organization's growth and success depend on
the quality of information used by its planners
and decision makers, special information
professionals are not being adequately compensated financially or looked to for the expertise they have developed. Relative to other
technical specialists, special librarians are
often underpaid and underappreciated. It is
imperativethat the inequality be explored,and
it is equally important to discuss how the imbalance can be changed.

While special librarians are the front runners, the best and the brightest in the information profession, they have been too busy giving service and have not developed their
professional image or claim to being what they
areexperts in an age of people bewildered
by the quantities of information produced.
Although it is often special librarians'efforts
that have been essential in keeping an organization running and successful,they have been
far too modest.
In fact, they have been more than modest.
Because most information professionals do
not see themselves as havingpower, they have
behaved as though they are powerless. I believe the contrary-special librarians are
powerful.
SLA, the professional association for special information professionals,has been asked
to work on improving special librarians' image, and to make managers and the public
more aware of the complexity and the "modemess," of what information specialists do.
Special librarians are becoming visiblewhich is all to the good-but more needs to be
done. Information professionals need to be
empowered, and public recognition is only a
part of the solution to the problem. Information professionals need to empower themselves, as individuals, and as a profession.
Power can be given, taken, or assumed-and
there is much special librarians can do to take
it or assume it for themselves.
First, the value and significanceof the work
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of special librarians has to be considered. If
you have not read SLA's "Report of the President's Task Force on the Valueof the Information Professional," published in 1987 and recently reprinted in From the Top (SLA, 1989),
do so. @id.note: the report is summarized in
this issue of Special Libraries and is available
through ERIC. Two passages from the report
are quoted here:
"What is the most important and yet the
least palpable ingredient in every successful business? Information. Every CEO understands that information is the invisible
force behind effective decision-making,"
"The increasing tendency toward information overload requires a greater reliance on the people who turn information
into useful packages, that is, the information professionals. While technology is
advancing in the activities that organize
information, analysis, judgement and decision-making remain intensely human activities."
Read the report. It presents in some detail
and with supporting evidence, what information professionalsknow but don't act on-that
they are, and will increasingly be, players in
the future. So what to do? This paper offers a
number of specific suggestions.
First, let's understand the extent of the professional importance of a special librarian. In
one sense, the most traditionalsense, information is considered a service. Information is
also, however,acornmoditythatisboughtand
sold, a "critical asset," a "competitive
weapon," a "strategic opportunity."' The person selectingand providing information plays
acritical role in an organization. It is arole that
information professionals play personally, in
corporate, academic and public libraries.
Empowerment is, in part, an awareness of and
a willingness to acknowledge the importance
of this role.
As professionals,special librarians are competent, dedicated, accurate, and responsible
individuals who know how to do their jobs.
But they often underestimate the valueof their
work or fail to make that value clear to others.
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Like other professionals, special librarians
function in an age of management productivity rather than worker productivity. Management productivity depends upon, and is sometimes defined in terms of, information-its
accuracy, adequacy, reliability, and accessibility .2
Today's world is dominated by specialists.
For information specialists,power resides not
only in obtaining information, but also in
knowing how and where to obtain it. The
knowledge of how to obtain information
shouldn't be sold short by regarding it as a service; special librarians need to follow the lead
of other specialists and not minimize what
they do.
Don't make your work look easy when it
isn't. Do not imply that any bright person can
do what you do when you have spent years
developing skills and educated judgement.
Information professionals need to protect
what has been referred to as their "turfqboth our image and our expertiseand drop
the modesty.
Refrain from putting too much effort into
educating users to be independent. The truth
is, special information professionals can do a
much better job than a user with rudimentary
information skills. Special librarians are the
people to whom others turn for assistance
the specialists. No other profession gives
away, or even sells, its trade secrets as librarians do. Instead, other professionals, other
specialists, sell-and market-themselves
and their expertise.
It is vital to understand the roles information
professionals play in their organizations.
Where is the library or information center positioned on the organization chart?It should be
in a position where the special librarian is
visible and knows what is going on within the
organization. A company's librarian should
receive information about the organization's
long and short-term goals. Special information professionpls belong out of operations
and into decision-making and strategic planning--out of office management or administration, and into the realm of ideas. Such positioning will allow information professionals
to make full use of their expertise for them-

selves, their library, and their organizationto anticipate what will be needed and to plan to
meet those needs-to be proactive rather than
reactive.
Special librarians must get used to thinking
strategically, in terms of organizational goals
and their ability to help meet those goals. As a
matter of routine, the roles they do play and
can play must bepublicized. A cost analysisof
what the special librarian does should be conducted and the resultsdistributed to the organization. Downplay the routine or clerical aspects of the information center and present and
promote the special information
professional's work in terms of its value for the
whole organization,notjust one department or
individual.
The roles of the information professional
can be expanded by encouraging others in
their organizationsto make use of the information professional's technology and showing
them what they might achieve with it. The
special librarian should articulate the value of
sharing or decentralizing information resources. Consider making the library or information center a clearinghousefor information
needed by other departments not presently
using your services, and provide that information in a format that meets their needs.
Step out of the role of librarian and become
an information manager. The change means
taking responsibility for packaging as well as
providing information, and making certain
that information travels through the organization to wherever it is needed. The special
librarian may need to advocate the organization invest in appropriate information systems, fill in information gaps with new
sources, or provide competitive intelligence.
The goal is an environment that is hospitable to
positive, negative, or neutral information,
where information is not considered a threat,
but a needed and vital asset, and where information is not lost in channels or ignored because ir threatens someone's preconceptions.
If the right environment and attitude can be
created because of the information professional's personal and professional power,
she or he has proven herself or himself a player, one to be taken seriously.

In short, an organization's special librarian
must work for theattainmentof organizational
goals-while promoting and publicizing their
own expertise. Use the power earned as a
specialist, and receive appropriate recognition, respect, and rewards.
Peter Block, in his book The Empowered
Manager, states that before one can achieve
empowerment, you need to create a vision of
greatness for whatever you manageyour department, library or information center, or
yourselves. Allow yourself to dream-to indulge in some grandiosity-to develop, and
then pursue, a vision that is both strategic and
lofty. Before elaborating on goals and objectives--those reality-basedways and meansfirst free yourself to "articulate a vision of
greatness,"as Block puts it @. 105), to capture
your own imagination and engage your own
spirit. Block is not afraid to use words like
"greatness" and "spirit." He thinks, and I
agree, that we have great potential-that we
need first to recognize it, then articulate it to
ourselves,and then, in more concreteterms, to
others.
That last element, communicating whatprofessionals do and can do, is public relations
and politics.
Everyone knows, theoretically,what power
is; but they may not know how to achieve or
manage it. And they may consciously avoid
power in its most direct and operational
mode-the use of politics.
Politics can be defined as gaining, utilizing,
maintaining, and changing power relationships. Special librarians need to learn the language of politics as a profession and as individuals-to protect and expand their "turf," in
order to attain the recognition they deserve.
In order to expand the boundaries of their libraries and information centers so their role is
recognized, special librarians have to identify
the people in their organizationswho door can
share the special librarian's vision, and turn
them into allies. Give up the notion that some
mysterious "they" stops you from doing what
you know you can or should do--and do it!
Relinquish the safety of allowing others, or
even habit and inertia, to define your roles.
Present yourself, even in the one-professional
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library-as a manager utilizing your educated
judgement.
Stay abreastof new technology, particularly
since the special information profession is a
field where obsolescenceis said to set in after
seven years with no new education. Don't box
yourself into career dead-ends by neglecting
management skills. Special librarians have to
learn how to be managers so they understand
human behavior as well as they understand information. They must think, individually and
as a profession, in terms of giving away information-but not expertise. Special librarians
want to provide a service-but not at their own
expense. Special librarians want to be viewed
as playing an important role in the life of their
organization. The campaign to improve their
image and increase their power is professional, personal, and ongoing; every special
information professional needs to map out his
or her own privatecampaign, in addition to the
battle being fought by SLA.
Be aware that many organizations would
benefit from having a CIO, chief information
officer; be aware these positions should be
filled by some of us, not by the head of the
department that owned the organization's fist
computer. Correct the misconception that
because other departments handle internal
information while the library handles secondary information, the latter is less timely and
less important.Instead,promote and publicize
your expertise, its usefulness, and its critical
importance to your organization's success.
On a more personal level, time and attention
should be given to career planning. Insist that
you have a career path in your organizationor work toexpand yourrole,as I've suggested,
and create one. If this is not possible, realize
the limits of the organization and think about
moving on.
Career planning includes what many professionals do anyway-keeping up with developments in the field, participating in seminars and conferences,maintainingnetworks in
your own and related fields, joining profes-
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sional organizations and being active in them,
and being professionally visible. In many
cases,professionalsdevelop new skills as they
move along a career path. Be conscious of
what the new skills are and their worth.
On a larger scale, as professionals and
members of a professional organizationSLA-special librarians want to continue efforts already begun: projecting a clear and
attractive image, and educating the public,
employers,and legislators about what special
information professionals really do and the
benefits of their efforts. It has been suggested,
in special library professional literature, that
special librarians might want to give up the
image of "helper,"-an image that dates back
to the librarian's historical connection with
education-and shift to the image of "information team member" or "partner.'"
As individuals and as a profession, special
librarians must refuse to accept low-paying
jobs while also insisting they are paid salaries
worthy of a professional wage. If special librarians don't insist on proper remuneration
for themselves, no one else will. The backing
of professional organizations for encouragement and support on this issue is essential.
Encourage the best and brightest of the
nation's young people to enter special librarianship by showing them it is a dynamic and
rewarding profession for those who can master its intricacies.
Remember that information professionals
are important in an age of information and that
empowerment can be achieved.
Special librarians are at an interesting,challenging, possibly even a critical point in the
profession, emerging as leaders in a postindustrial culture. This age of information, fast
becoming a global age of information,should
be ours. Special librarians are in the forefront,
running fast, running hard, running ahead. I
want to see us learn how to empower ourselves
and attain the status, financial rewards, and
satisfactionof empowerment that we deserve.
H
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The President's Task Force on the
Value of the lnformation Professional
An Update

The report of the President's Task Force on the Value of the Informational Professional,
published in June 1987 by SLA, was so popular that it is now out-of-print and can no longer be
ordered from SLA headquarters. However, SLA has made it available through ERIC. The ERIC
citation is:

President's Task Force on the Value of the lnformation Professional. Preliminary
Study. Final Report. Matarazzo, James M. and others. Special Libraries Association,
Washington, D.C. 10 June 1987.23 p.; Report presented at the Annual Conference of
the Special Libraries Association (78th, Anaheim, CA, June 10, 1987). Identifying
Numbers: ED287486; IR052163.
Order the report from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS) in paper for $6 or in
microfiche for $0.85 (prices are for mail orders). Address is: EDRS, 3900 Wheeler Ave.,
Alexandria VA 22304. Telephone (800)227-3742 or (703)823-0500 (in VA). Or use DIALORDER or other E-Mail document services.
The complete report is also included as Appendix B in From the Top: Profiles of U S . and
Canadian Corporate Libraries and Information Centers, (Special Libraries Association, 1989.
$25).
Jim Matarazzo has received word that the Task Force report has been translated into Italian.
Russian and German translations are in progress. When Frank Spauldingreferred to the report in
a speech to the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA), seqeral people approached him, and ultimately SLA, for permission to translate and publish it. The Italian version,
translated by Gabriella Magini of the Instituto Per La Recostruzione Industriale in Rome, will
appear in the March 1990 issue of I1 Bibliotecario, a quarterly review of library science.
Below are the highlights and concluding section of the report.We urge you to order and read
the entire report.
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President's Task Force on the
Value of the Information Profession

Highlights of Findings

The information professional must be prepared to prove the value of his or her services to the
corporation. The Task Force studied three possible approaches:
Measuring time saved
Determining actual monetary savings/gains
Providing qualitative, anecdotal evidence of value
The Task Force uncovered clear and compelling evidence of the value of the information
professional to business:
GeorgiaTech's online information system saves $1.2 million in faculty time. King studies
show how the use of information professionalsresults in time savings in government and
industry.
Texas Instruments' Houston Library is a widely-used corporate resource that frees up
scientist and researcher time. Its return on investment is estimated to be 515 percent.
Top corporate executives testify to the worth of the information professional. According
to an AMOCO executive, information professionals help the company "make better
decisions...and avoid costly mistakes."
Real-life examples prove quantitative worth of the information professional-for
ample, an $11 database search saves a company 200 hours of lab work.

ex-

Further research, building on the Task Force's foundation,is required to design and document
systems for measuring value.
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President's Task Force on the
Value of the Information Professional
Conclusion: Closing the Service Gap
by N. Bernard(Buzzyl B a d
Today's corporate information center is
operating in an extremely competitive environment. It is competing witha wide variety of
other services and production centers for a
share of corporate resources in the form of
operating budgets, staff,and decision making
power. These resources are generally allocated by corporate management according to
the contribution a particular service center or
production department makes toward maintaining or increasing the level of available
resources.
It is relatively easy for a sales or production
department to demonstrate its contribution to
the corporate "bottom line" in terms of units
produced or sold. Quantifying the contributions of a support service department, like the
information center, is much more difficult.
The Special Libraries Association's Task
Force on the Value of the Information Professional has made the job of "selling" the benefits of theinformationcenter tocorporatemanagement much less daunting.Each member of
the Task Force has outlined specific techniques that have been used successfully by
information professionals to quantify their
services in terms of real-dollar cost savings,
financial gains, or liability avoidance for the
corporation.The Task Force has also provided
strategies for gathering evidence of less tangible but equally valuable benefits such as
time saved by other corporateunits when they
use the information center to locate data necessary for their work.

Gathering quantifiable evidence of the
seemingly intangible benefits of an information center is only the first step towardcompeting effectively in the battle for corporate resources. The "customers," in this case corporate managers, must still be convinced that
their needs and expectations are being met
sufficiently by the proposed service to justify
its cost. The task of selling the services of the
information center to corporate management
is not unlike the marketing challenge facing
f m s in such service industries as express
mail,banking,accounting,law, restaurants,or
telecommunications. These service firms
must master the art of providing the type and
quality of service their customers need and
expect in order for the firm to survive and
prosper. The experienceof those servicefirms
that have been successful in terms of profits,
sales, and customer satisfaction provides a
number of lessons from which information
professionals can benefit.
Those successful firms have learned how to
close the gap between customer expectations
and service delivery. They understand who
their customers are, both those who make the
actual purchasing decisions as well as those
who influence purchasing decisions. They
find out what their customers expect and set
performance standards and service strategies
tomeetthoseexpectations. They monitortheir
advertisingand communications to make sure
that they don't raise customer expectations or
promise services beyond the level at which
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their firm can perform. And they constantly
monitor whether customers are getting the
type and quality of service they expect.
This formula has been followed with much
success by such corporate giants as Federal
Express, I Restaurants, and American Express, but it has equal validity in much smaller
settings, including the corporate information
center.
The corporate information manager needs
to know and understand who the key decisionmakers in the corporations a r e t h e people
who set management strategiesand determine
budget and staff allocations, as well as those
who influence their decisions. What are their
goals for the corporation? What kind of information do they need for themselves, as well as
for those corporate divisions they manage, to
achieve those goals? How do they get the information now? Are they satisfied with the
format in which they receive the information?
Do they receive it in sufficient time to use it
effectively?
It is not necessary to launch expensivemarket studies to gather this information. User
surveys, such as the study described by Helen
Manning in her paper "The CorporateLibrarian: Great Return on Investment" (One of the
papers in the Task Force Report), can be used
to help determineuser expectations,as well as
to quantify service benefits. It is also important to talk to customers and prospective customers. Arrange to interview corporate managers. Read internal communications such as
corporate newsletter, annual reports, and
memos to stockholders.
The information manager should be thoroughly familiar with thebusiness of thecorporation, as well as the industry within which it
is operating.Who are its competitors?How do
they get information about developments
within the industry, and how do they use it?
Armed with a clear understanding of the
needs and goals of the corporation, the information manager can define service standards
and strategies that address those goals and
meet the expectations of management. Ann
Talcott's paper (One of the papers in the Task
Force Report), "A Case Study in Adding Intellectual Value," describes an excellent ex-

ample of a corporate library that established
customer needs and expectations through
interviewsand observation,and then designed
an Executive Information Serviceto meet-r
even exceed-those expectations. In interviews with key clients, the information professional established the "goal" or purpose the
information was to serve, the format in which
the client wanted the data, and the client's
deadline for having the information.
The overall service goals and strategies of
the information center should be related to the
broader goals of the corporation.They should
be clearly stated in writing, and presented to
management for revision or approval. Similarly, transactions with individual clients
should also begin with a clear understanding
of the client's expectations and a realistic
statement of the services the information tenter will provide.
In order to meet service goals and expectations, the information manager must enlist the
support of every staff member within the information center. Each staff member, from
clerical through professional levels, should be
aware of the promises that have been made to
management and should assume responsibility for the fulfillment of those promises. This
requires both team effort as well as the recognition of the autonomy of individual team
members in dealing with clients. Additional
compensation or special recognition in the
form of awards or privileges helps to ensure
consistently high quality performance from all
staff.
One of the greatest difficulties service firms
encounter is the tendency to promise more
than they can deliver in order to lure more customers to their product. Although such promises may succeed initially in increasing the
client base, they also increase the level of
customerdissatisfactionwith both theproduct
and the firm. It is important to "advertise" the
services of the information center within the
corporation,but managers should monitor all
such communications-be they letters, newsletter articles,brochures orreports-tobe sure
that services are described realistically.
Building service credibility also requires
constant two-way communication between
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the information manager and the center's user.
Complaints-and compliments-should be
encouraged and followed up. Managers
should spend as much timeaspossible answering calls, talking to clients, and listening to
their requests and suggestions.By monitoring
customers' satisfactionand revising or changing service strategies to increase the level of
satisfaction, the information manager builds
credibility and customer loyalty.
The Task Force has pointed out the dangers
to the corporate information center inherent in
thecurrent orientation toward short-termprofits. In an effort to enhance the position of their
own division within the corporation, some
users may attempt to take credit for work done
by the information center. Documenting the
services of the information center helps to
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overcome this problem, as does establishing
customer loyalty through service credibility.
The most important step the information manager can take to addressthis concern,however,
is to be sure that service goals and service delivering are furthering the goals and meeting
the expectations of the corporation as expressed by management.
As information professionals, you are not
just working for the survival and prosperity of
the information center,you are working for the
corporation. The consequencesof yourjob can
have a significant impact on the company's
bottom line. By closing the gap between customer expectations and service delivery, you
will contribute to the growth and prosperity of
both.

Valuing Corporate Libraries:
A Senior Management Survey
by lames M. Mutarazzo and Laurence Pmak
Corporate managers of 164 libraries and information centers were surveyed to
assess the value placed by senior-level executives in their libraries. The aggregated
results of interviews with the executives to whom libraries report, show us how
corporate libraries are perceivedby their managers and provide a glimpse of the trends
and changes projected in the near future for these information centers.
Background and Methodology
The Special Libraries Association, in a report from its Task Force on the Value of the
Information Professional, highlighted a need
for additional research on how the corporate
world values its libraries and information centers. Specifically, the Task Force recommended a further study of the value placed by
upper-level executives on both the information professional and the corporate libraryhformationcenter. This study was conductedin
response to
that recommendation.
The survey focused
on
two
needs: to
enhance the
body of research on
how work
traditionally associatedwith speciallibraries is valued,
and to identify emerging trends for special libraries. The questionsposed to corporateofficials were selected to shed new light on these
subjectsacross a broad spectrum of the United
States' business and industry. Hopefully, the
findings will assist corporate librarians in
formulating plans and strategies.
In conducting the survey, we followed an
approach different from that commonly found

in today's self-referentialprofessional literature. That is, rather than interview the librarians, we interviewed those individuals to
whom the head of the library reports. These
corporate officials represented various functions and have different titles. The most common functions reported were finance and administration, marketing, and information
services. Titles ranged from manager to senior
vice president. Only two of the interviewees
had any library experience or library education, an interesting fact in itself.
The survey sample
of 164 companies was
developed
by the authors from
an analysis
of
contributions
by the forprofit sector
to the gross national product (GNP). Selected
firms, chosen by the size of the firm or by its
importance to a specific industry, thus represented significant contributors to the major
sectors of the U.S. gross national product. The
process also gave us a samplerepresentativeof
United States business while avoiding undue
concentration on "information intensive7'industries or, conversely, on struggling industries with libraries under obvious survival
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pressures. As noted in the appendix to the
report, the interview list developed has arange
and balance that reflect adequately the scope
of businesses in the Unit-ed States.
The study focused on larger companies because they

percent support a central library with an archive. On the other hand, 21 percent of the corporations surveyed reported only satellite libraries, and 5 percent have libraries serving a
small unit or individual in the organization or
collecting
specific
forms of literature.

Size of
Staff

reasonable
period of time. We selected this approach because we wanted thoughtful and seasoned
commentary from those interviewed.
Our expectations were met. Because the
executives interviewed must frequently justify the libraries to senior management or to a
board of directors, many already had given
some thought to our questions and were well
prepared to answer them. Their responses focused on issues of library organization, staff
sizes, values of services and staff, primary
users, and

way
measure a
library's
v a l u e .
Trends projected for
future li-

Why was the library
inttially established?
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Staff
sizes
at
these special libraries clearly tend to be small. The majority (55 percent) have staffs of five full-time
equivalents or fewer. Another 21 percent of
the librariesin our samplehave staffs of five to
ten full-time equivalents. Only 13 percent
have staffs of 10 to 20 full-time equivalents,
and only 11 percent have staff sizes greater
than 20.

Reasons for Initial Establishment
Qualitative use of
information
and its subsequent
identification and dissemination
cause companies to es20
30
50
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90
lo('
tablish inSurvey Responses
formation
centers. Those reasons outpaced others cited
by the survey respondents for establishing libraries.
The responses reveal a contradiction between the value sought when a company initiates a library and the way that value is subsequently measured. For example, although no
respondents cited cost control or employee
productivity as reasons for establishment, libraries often are asked to justify themselves
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The librariesin the 164 companies follow no
common organizational scheme,although use
of a central library,in some form, proved most
typical. Of the libraries surveyed, 3 1 percent
have a central library with satellites, 24 percent maintain a central library only, and 20
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usingjustsuchcategories.Perhaps this contradiction can be explained by the difficulties inherent in measuring qualitative factors.
Fewer than 30 percent of the respondents
mentioned data analysis as a reason for establishing the library, indicating a need for improving library capabilities in this area. Librarians are rarely perceived tobe information
analysts.
Skills for Whal types of intormation
otner
acquisition, supplied by the library
o r g a n i a- does the firm find most
synd,caled
valuable?

-

SLUd'eS
tion, and
dissemination of information
not bring
'th them
Exclusive (only type oted)
0
10
d U S t r y - Inclusive (cited among other types)
knowledge
or the took needed for analysis. Adding information-analysisability to the skill base of the
corporate librarian is a potential enhancement
that should be studied. For example, how
much knowledge of business information is
considered equal to knowledgeofthebusiness
itself?

.

Value of
Services?

,
I

Journals

What is the value of the
librarian in the following
categories?

two-thirds of the respondents did not know
and chose not to respond. This lack of knowledge is especially serious because the interviewees not only exercise management control over libraries, but also are the principal
evaluators of library managers and staffs.
These same individuals also may be asked to
justify library budgets and defend against any
move to
curtail or
reduce library expenditures.
Given the
survey response,
some substantive ef20
30
50
60
70
90
100
forts toPetccni Surrev Reaoanses
ward demonstrating the value of various library services would seem prudent. Perhaps library
managers should conduct appropriate studies
on value, then convey those results to senior
management.
Our findings in this survey are buttressed by
similarresults in earlier work. In a 1983study,
MacDonaldl found that neither librarians nor
corporate
managers
gave high
marks to
the library
w h e n
- .-.
asked it its
informa-

Delivering Ellrcfuc
Sewices

Librarians
R~spoldingto
Changing Needs
usually
Mskin
Stan
spend conum A m c t w e
siderable
amounts of
money, and
management must
have a clear vision as to what the organization
receives for that investment. Management
does not ask, "How good is the library?"
Instead, it asks, "How much good does the
library do?"
Based on responses to the survey, librarians
must do much more to demonstrate the value
of the corporate information center. When
asked to identify the library services that
added the most value to the company, nearly
the

80

40
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make
a
profit. In
her study,corporatemanagers were neutral on
the value, while librarians perceived a more
positive value for the information provided.
Coupled with the fact that more than 60 percent of the corporate managers in our SLA
study elected not to respond to or did not know
about specific value, the research indicates a
need for librarians to demonstrate in business
terms the value of services provided. Findings
in a new work2 provide a more positive sign:
Perceni of Surrey Resoon,es
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The most significantreason given for development of an outstanding corporate library was
upper management's belief that information is
important to the company.

Value of the Librarian
Librarians were generally rated highly by
the survey

40 percent
of the executives in this study rated their libraries/information professionals highly in
controlling information expenditures. Those
who didnotrate them as highly acknowledged
that the librarians cannot control all of the
costs involved.
Two factors should be noted in this response. One is the emphasis placed on developing and delivering effective services.
Comments by the executives on this question
noted that the library's "value-added performance is enhancedby developing services,
not by simply offeringmenu-type selections to
users. Important services include the various
customized programs designed for specific
users or specific divisions within a company.
A second factor to note is the intuitive nature
of these responses. In the absence of any
formal evaluation or measurement, the corporate managers of libraries based their responses on impressionistic evidence. To the
authors, this practiceoffers shaky footing in an
economy and a business climate that shows
little tolerance for any service failing to contribute directly to the business of the firm.

to library users. Almost 80 percent of the survey respondents cited database searching as a
key library service.
The increased importance of databasespresents some potential problems for librarians
because it leads to increased pressure from
several directions for end-user-initiated
searching.Vendors promote this approach for
commer-

ary to do the
searches. In some fast-paced environments,
the use of a librarian can be seen as a hindrance-a gatekeeper who adds little value.
To validate the use of an intermediary for
database searches,corporate librariansshould
stress the following:
The increased proliferation of databases and the issue of choosingtheright
one for each task;
The need to apply special skills in a
search process, which is more than
simply following specific procedures;
The need for in-depth knowledge of
database pricing to control costs.
High cost has discouraged end-user
searchesto some extent. In several companies
where end-user searching is permitted, for
example, management seeks to end the practice because of high costs. However, nearly 10
percent of the respondents want to initiateenduser searching where it does not currently
exist.

Most Valuable Services
-

-

Print materials still show good value, but
obviously databases now provide a key value
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Main User Groups
Primary users of corporate libraries and in-

productivity levels can be used by management to determine "value." In functions such
as marketing or public relations, proxy measurements (i.e., sales volume) can be used to
determine value.
But libraries often exist simply because a
firm is so informationally intensive it could
not survive without a library, or because a
CEO
or
highlywho are the main user
groups of the library?
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mentioned other standards. In addition, many
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ary" business need and not an essential operameasured.. .in terms of how, and to what extion.
tent, the actions of others are made more proLibraries face an additional problem when
ductive or their decisions successful. Followassessing value because they have no formal
ing this reasoning, a library must be measured
measurements for evaluation. In most other
in value in user terms."
operations, the labodmanagement ratio and

formationcentersare technical staffs. Marketing and sales personnel form the next largest
user group, followed by operations/administration (which includes the use of tax and law
libraries). Such results will surprise no one.
Among the user types listed in the "other"
category by respondents were systemsWS,
investor relations, and a specified "CEO"
librarv.
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Five-Year Trends

respondents stressed the importance of attracting new users, and several had just shifted the
library'sreportingrole to themarketing area in
order to make the library more visible in the
company.
The largest number of comments about future trends concerned the increased involvement of the librarian in value-added functions
such as
problem
analysis

We presented a series of questions to corporate managers on staff size, budgets, computer applications, size of the library, and
general impact of the company library on the
business. Near-term projectionsabout library/
information service roles were developed
from thoseresponses.
What trends do you see
in corporate libraries
In general,
the responoverthe nexlfive years
~nterms ot staft~ng,

"

No Change
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and the
writing of
summary
reports.

;

dents demonappl~cations,library slze,
strated a clear
and general impact on
theoperations of the
appreciation
business?
of the growing impor1ncmaSe
tance of infor0
Decrease
mation technology for
corporate libraries. That appreciation,in turn,
influenced other responses. For example, the
interviewees expectcorporatestaffs to grow in
the future, but foresee no concurrent growth in
library size. That expectation can be explained
by the increasinguse of information technologies rather than the more space-consuming
print products; information storage room can
be created without increasing the physical size
of the library itself. It might also explain the
anticipated growth in staff and budgets.
Approximately 10 percent of the respondents added specific comments about the desirability of end-user searching.
Another 10 percent expected the corporate
library to be transferred to the same business
organization areas as computer services or
records management, because corporations
will try to group like functions together.
One-tenth of the respondents want the library to occupy less space. Some projected
that CD-ROM technology might make this
possible, while others speculated that the increased availability of text-online might accomplish the same goal.
A larger segment (more than 40 percent) of
those interviewed on future trends want the library to reach a larger audience and therefore
generategreater impact on the business. These
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cluded internal consulting,problem evaluation,synthesis, advanced research, evaluation of information services and products, and high-level
analysis using models and spreadsheets.
100
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Implications
Responses to this survey have led the authors to ask a number of questions about librarians' salaries and career paths, about the
implications of increased technological applications, and about the overall information
work performed in a corporation.
Questions about salary structure stem from
adiscrepancy between the ratingsof librarians
and their salariesrelative to those of other specialists. For example, librarians received significant praise for developing and delivering
effective services and were also rated highly
for responding to changing needs and for
making staff more productive. With all of
these positive statements, we question why
librarians' salaries lag so far behind those of
other specialistsin most companies. Comparing the SLA salary survey with a similar report
for data processing professionalsprovides one
example of this disparity.
Questions about career paths for librarians
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arise from our review of the survey respondents' backgrounds. It was our original intention to bypass the company librarians and
obtain responses from corporate managers
with a reporting responsibility for the library
function. It is our belief that we succeeded in
the quest. We note that only two of those 164
interviewees--the managers responsible for
library functions-had any roots in library and
information science.What, then, are the career
growth opportunities for successful library
managers? Does the track lead the library
manager out of the library, in a quest for
greater remuneration and a more significant
role in corporate decision making?
Technology issues lead to questions about
future library positioning and roles. More than
10 percent of those interviewed speculated
about the future of library/information services in the corporation.Most of these individuals said theincrease in technological applications might lead to relocating libraries in MIS,
computer services, data processing, or technical systems departments. If such changes
occur, the authors believe that selection of library managers to run these departments is
highly unlikely-another potential roadblock

on the librarian's career path.
In addition, the support for technology in
libraries,thus far, seems to focus more on saving spaceand reducing headcount-by substituting equipmentfor needed staff and spacethan on advancing the library function. Based
on the projections in the study, we see corporate libraries in the future with smaller staffs,
fewer collections, and as little space as possible. Perhaps the librarian may evolve into an
information network manager for the firm.
Finally, we wonder who is doing the information work in corporations? Responses to
the survey revealed relatively small staffs,
even in the corporate libraries of some of this
country's largest firms. In some cases, the
small relative size of the library staff can be
explained by its serving the special needs of an
individual, a department, or an area. Still,
although it is not our intention to correlate size
of staff to size of the corporation,it does seem
unusual that these corporations find themselves with staffs of such modest size. Who
provides the information in those firms? This
question, as well as others raised by the study,
can be resolved in future research projects.
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Strategies for Success
(or Opportunities Galore)
by Betty Eddison

In 1986,Frank Spaulding,then president of
the SpecialLibraries Association, appointed a
PresidentialTaskForceon the Value of the Information Professional. The Task Force was
charged with investigating approaches to determinethe value of information and the value
of the information professional. The report of
the Task Force was presented at SLA's 78th
Annual Conference in Anaheim, CA on June
10,1987. Highlights and the concluding section of the Task Force report, plus ordering
information,areelsewhere in this special issue
of Special Libraries.
The Task Force report provided descriptions of valued information professionals as
part of the areas indicated for furtherresearch.
This article reports on a preliminary search to
collect additional examples of information
professionals who are currently recognized in
their organizationsfor the value of their work.
More than 25 people generously shared their
often exciting stories with me (alist of someof
them is at the end of this article). No one has
been quoted directly and no statements are attributed to a specific person interviewed.
As I roamed around the country via the telephone,I foundanumberof similaritiesin what
people reported, both in terms of their accomplishments, how they have positioned themselves in their organizations, and also in the
words of wisdom they want to share with their
colleagues. Although not everyone with
whom I spoke was able toreport complete success in demonstratingtheir value to their orga-

nizations, alarge majority of them are doing so
to a significant degree.
These are some of the themes which ran
through the conversations:
Know your organization, its structure
and language, its players.
Know your organization's goals, objectives, and strategies.
Position yourdepartment,the library or
information center, so that it is clearly
connected to plans for achieving the
organization's goals, objectives, and
strategies.
Know your organization's industry and
its competitors in that industry.
Know your boss's strengths and weaknesses.
Know your strengths and weaknesses
and those of your staff.
Prepare plans-business, marketing,
financial, operations-for the library1
informationcenter. These are plans for
your use as you strengthen the position
of your department.
Find yourself a champion and one or
more mentors.
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Make something happen. What is your
compelling vision and can you translate
it into reality?

Know Your Organization, Its Structure
and Its Players (or harm the Team ~ u l e s
and Get to Know the Team)
To be an information leader in your organization, define your objectives, target your
audiences, define your message, plot your
strategy, set your timetable, and get to work!
An important part of defining your objectives
is to know your organization so that you can
position yourself and the librarylinformation
center in a way that is clearly connected to
plans for your company's progress toward its
goals and objectives.
One way to find out about the team and its
players is to study the organization chart. Describe each person's function, and how that
function relates to you and the librarytinformation center. Record any professional,
sports, civic, or other interests you may already have discussed with each person. Note
anything which couldbe useful as you work to
strengthen an alliance with each person. Build
relationships, even casual ones, with several
people who are closely allied to a person
whom you need to influence--you may be
surprised how useful that will be. Findout and
add to the chart or file the names of the people
you don't know as yet, and then decide if you
should get to know them, and if so, how.
Here is what one colleague reported as a successful process for learning about her organization:
I studied my organization in the same
way I study our competition.I looked at
our company's annual reports for the
last five years, and made a chart, based
on what I found in the reports, of the
stated goals and announced strategies
for achieving those goals. I looked at
the financial reports to see what they
could tell me about the company's
plans. I read about what the company
was sayingto its stockholdersabout the

company' focus and whether it had
plans to change. I also checked for
information about acquiring other
companies,selling divisions,and moving into another market or into another
part of the world. I studied the industry
of which we are a part. After all that, I
had an increased understanding of the
structure of our own company.
If you carry out a similar exercise for yourself, consider sharing the results with your
boss, your staff, and other departments. Include them in this increased understanding as
you keep that chart or file up-to-date. Not all
departments see acompany as the same whole;
perhaps your analysis will help those who see
it differently. Discussing the result with you
will certainly increase their understanding of
the services the library staff can provide.
"Part of every image is formed in business and professional life just as it is in
social life-by association. Who do you
know, where are you seen? It's the company you keep that makes people feel they
know and trust you. Do you attend staff
meetings or departmental planning sessions? Have you been in the right places to
see to it that information costslbenefits
are factored into new products and projects? Do you find out about new product
design and new programs after the fact?"
. "If you think you are left out of meetings that you could contribute to and
benefit from, it's time to write a memo
and meet with your managertodiscuss the
problem. If you can't get the door open
that way, try the 'account executive'
approach."
"Assign a staff member to all significant (i.e., information using or needing)
departments.Each account executive systematically gets to know the people and
plans of that department. Initially, the account executive carries out an information needs analysis. As the department
being analyzed becomes aware of its information needs as demonstrated by the
account executive from the library, com-
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munication will improve astronomically,
and so will the library staff's Image
Quotient."
"Don't have enough staff to do it all?
Then set a priority scheme, picking out
the department to approach first, and do it
one bit at a time, but take action. All the
well thought out brochures on how to use
the library, all the newsletters from the
libraryon 'how we doit good,' don't work
as well as agood informationprofessional
who is listening to a colleague's information needs."'
There are rules and regulations throughout
organizations. Some are written, some unwritten. Some are essential parts of the culture
and power structure of an organization. Find a
mentor, if you don't already have one, who
can help provide knowledge and understanding about these rules and regulations. You can
have one, or several, or many mentors, and
they don't all have to belong to the organization in which you are working. You're looking
for guidance and experience resources from
people who are willing to support you.
Maybe a mentor on paper can be useful: The
Portable MBA, by Eliza G.C. Collins and
Mary Anne Devanna: provides understanding
of the language and environment of business
today. The book, a collection of concentrated
seminars taught by leading people from Columbia, Harvard, M.I.T., Stanford, Wharton,
and others, covers the full range of business
organization subjects: management of people
and resources,financialmanagement,marketing and strategic management, andoperations
and production management.

Marketing Planning and Programs
According to Sam Ruello, national vice
chairman of Coopers & Lybrand's management consulting services, "...the way top
executivesmanageinformationin the 1990sis
going to have serious impact on a company's
Librarians and informaability to ~ompete.'~
tion managers have opportunities to improve
their organization's ability to compete if they
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effectively market the information services
their departments offer.
Here are examples of what some colleagues
are saying and doing:
When times were toughest, about eight
years ago, the Library manager decided, on her own initiative, to produce
profiles of the company's competitors.
She had decided to present these to top
management in her company in order to
contribute to the company's planning
process. She and her staff gathered the
information, and then formatted and
published it in-house. The competitive
profiles were well received and considered valuable. Now there are five volumes of the profiles, and a full-time
staff member who keeps them up-todate.
I constantly illustrate the benefits customers receive. There are occasions
when the work done by the library staff
is especially commendedfor its support
of a particular study or proposal or
project. If the first commendation is
spoken rather than written, I always ask
"What was the impact of the work we
did for you on the study/proposal/project?" The resulting written commendation specifies the particular values provided, such as "enabled us to complete
the studylprojectsignificantlyahead of
schedule," or "provided information
not uncovered directly by the staff of
the study/project," or "gave us assurance that we had covered all databases." Prompt your clients/customers
to put it on paper and to specify impact.
Ideally, real cost/benefit evaluations
will or could result. Also, written subjective impact statementshave value at
performance appraisal time.

We think of the library as a business
with products. We define particular
products we offer to our in-house customers. For example, we provide a
'company backgrounder' for any pub-

lic company. We include the most recent annual report and 10-K, a report
from an investment analyst, and news
articles for the last six months in each
backgrounder. The first page of each
backgrounder, the cover sheet, summarizes the information in the backgrounder, either in written text or in
charts.
We always, always, deliver what is
promised by the time promised even if
the money has to come from the Information Center's overhead budget.
I was asked if the Information Center
could provide a filing service for the
company's law department. Their
looseleaf services needed attention. I
said yes, we would take that on as additional responsibility after hiring the
right person. Now a full-time member
of my support staff does filing of looseleaf services for the law,personnel, tax,
and other departments, giving us a
conduit into those departments at all
times. Our filing service is well regarded and that has made it easy for us
to make our information services well
known to the departments.
For the past nine years we have been using a slideltapeprogram to promote our
services to users in Corporate Orientation, the Information Center Class,
Information Center tours, and divisional presentations. It had become
outdated and we wanted to use video
tape to tell our story.
I asked for the entire video budget in
one budget year and was turned down.
I tried again the next year, splitting the
costs over two budget years. The request was approved. When we made
the first presentation of the new video
to top management, we received a
standing ovation.
In June 1989, we distributed 100
copies of that 14-minute video to our
major U.S. and international company

locations. The purpose of the video was
to describe our information services
and to promote use of them by nonheadquarters managers. In the five
months since then we have heard directly from 30 locations which mentioned the video and then asked for help
in finding information. We plan a
comprehensive survey of all video recipients. The results will be reported to
management in early 1990. A five minute version of the video was made for
corporateorientationand has been used
with our print materials to promote our
services to new hires.
The customer is always right. We give
extraordinary service by which we developed a reputation of a quality organization which delivers results in a
timely fashion. We have grown from a
one-person library in 1985 to a staff of
8 (3 professionals, 1 paraprofessional,
and4 support staff), which provides basic and advanced information services,
manages the company's records, and
also manages the corporate museum
and company archives. Managing the
company's marketing materials and
supplying external information for the
new ExecutiveInformation Serviceare
also part of the Information Center's
responsibilities.
We make presentations regularly. We
always begin this way, "Hi, I'm
from the Information Center. I'm going b tell you how we can
make your job easier." We use overhead transparencies prepared for a particular departmentso that they know we
are aware of the information they need.
We use a variety of other presentation
skills as well. We talkinourcustomers'
terms, not in library or research terms.
We market all the time. We keep the
name of the Information Center and the
perception of the value of its services in
front of the folks all the time. Frequently presentations are made to
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clients at the request of project managers who want toimpressclientswith the
company's information management
capabilities.
We have created a brochure with the
help of our Marketing Department. We
told them that the underlying themes
we wanted to convey in the brochure
were knowledge, experience, loyalty,
dynamism, cost-effectiveness, and
professionalism. The entire library
staff worked as a team in developing
the themes and the Marketing Department designed the brochure and the
logo. The cover sheet of all of our
information products matches the
cover of our brochure. We use the logo
on our user aids, letterhead, and computer paper as well. We have achieved
product identification in this way.
Customers throughout the company
recognize when they get something
from the Information Center.
Thevalueofwhat wedois perceived by
industry specialists within our company who now receive comprehensive
information. Prior to theLibrary's existence, they didn't know what they were
missing. In the 12 months since the
Library started, we have gone from one
professional librarian to three, and are
interviewing for a fourth. We have
grown from two on the clerical staff to
five plus a secretary. We operate in a
space of 5,600 square feet.

Financial Planning
Even if your librarylinformation center is
carried on the organization's books completely as overhead, it is a good idea to look at
the services and processes of the library or
information center as you would if asked to
functionon acompleteoperational cost recovery basis. You may find that those servicesand
processes look differently to you under those
circumstances. And if you are accustomed to
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thinking in this fashion, you will be ready
should the day ever come when you are asked
to do so. In fact, being prepared in this way,
you may be able to suggest that this is the
appropriateaction at a time when it looks as if
cost containingactions are about to take place
in the company.
Here are examplesof what some colleagues
are saying and doing:
The Information Center is 100percent
overhead and corporate in function.
The budgeting process is identical for
all departments. The Information Center budget is prepared exactly the same
way all other budgets are prepared. The
Information Centermanager prepares a
line item budget each year, including
budget figures for space, heat, and other environmental considerations, plus
staff benefits and salaries, plus materials of all kinds. The manager has been
named an agent for procurement by the
company's Purchasing Office so that
Information Center purchases up to
$5,000 (CD-ROMs, for example) can
be made directly from the Information
Center, bypassing the Purchasing Office. This has increased the efficiency
of both the Purchasing and Information
departments.
Originally the Information Center was
financed on a totally overhead basis.
Then we wereasked to change slightly,
to charge back for outside services such
as external database searches, document delivery, special purchases. Next
came full operational cost recovery
including heat, rent, division overhead
figure, and so forth.
We became an intrapreneurial business. I knew nothing about costing or
pricing our services or marketing for a
service which had a price tag attached.
I read everything I could get my hands
on, spoke to all sorts of people inside
and outsideof the company. I learnedas
we went along. We allocated space
within the information center to par-

ticular library functions, services, and
products, and went on from there to
apply other costs to each of those areas.
I gave our collection of information
resources a closer review than I ever
had before to make sure that each item
had relevance to our new role as an
intrapreneurialbusiness.
The first year we recovered 100 percent of our costs. The number of people
using our services had grown enough
that we were able to lower our prices
because our fixed costs remained the
same. The second year we were able to
lower our prices again. We are still
recovering 100percent of all our operating costs and have been able to lower
our prices a third time.
Having to pay for the information
serviceswe provide is a great motivator
for people in the company. As customers they perceive they are buying
what they need, and that it has value to
them.
We have found that people in our
company are willing to pay for our
services. They view us as a business, in
competition with an outside business,
and they know that we know their needs
better than an outside business could.

Bosses-Being

One and Having One

Peter Drucker divides bosses into two categories: readers and listeners.Try to apply what
Peter Drucker says to yourself and to your
boss. If you are aware that you are a reader or
a listener, let your staff know so they can work
with you in the fashion that is best for you. If
you don't know which your boss is, find out as
soon as possible. Watch carefully to see if you
recognize any of these clues:
"If you have a reader for a boss-like an
Eisenhower or a Kennedy," Drucker
writes, "don't just go into his office and
talk to him about a problem or a project.
Write it up first, make sure that you have

something for him to read; then you can
startto talk. If you have a listener-someone like Franklin Delano Roosevelt or
Harry Truman--don't send in a memorandum. Go in and talk about it first; then
you can leave the memo."4
The book called Managing Your Boss, by
William P. Anthony', a paperback dedicated
"to all subordinates in all organizations," can
be a source of lots of ideas. Most bureaucrats,
and that includes a lot of bosses, love to follow
written policies. Relate whatever you are planning to one of the organization's goals or objectives. Find something in your company's
printed policies or guidelines which support
whatever it is you want to achieve. Explain
exactly how your plan, when implemented,
will help the company to get where it wants to
be quickly, easily, and maybe even more
cheaply. Show how achieving this goal will
make your boss look better. Shape the plan so
your boss can approve it if possible, without
having to go upstairs for approval. Going
upstairs will take longer.
Here are examples of what some colleagues
are saying and doing:
I have learned to determine the management style of my boss every time I
have a new one. My current boss likes
me to be direct and to the point. That's
the exact opposite of my previous boss,
who wanted me to develop matrices of
alternative options.
If your staff looks good, you look good.
When your staff is successful, you
shine in the reflected glow of their accomplishments. I make the people on
my staff look good. I give them credit,
and give myself reflected credit because the person being praised comes
from the Information Center which I
manage. For example, when a staff
member achieves something that management has wanted, I write a letter to
the most senior person involved, including the president when appropriate, informing him that so and so of
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my staff has accomplished this great
thing for the company as part of the
services provided by the Information
Center.
We use our corporate newsletter as a
technique to help keep morale high.
Each month the staff of the Information
Center is responsible for a column
about the Information Center in the
corporate newsletter. Each column
talks about some of the services and
products offered by the Information
Center. I make sure that our staff
members take turns writing the column, that each one gets a byline for
their column, and that a photograph of
the person writing the column is included each month. Sample column titles in recent months: "Business Periodicals on Disk," "YES We Can!"
"ABCs of the Information Center,"
"The24-Hour Library." Staff members
love it. And people in the company
learn about the Information Center and
about that IC staff member.
I report to the Engineering Group vice

president, who reports to the chief
engineer, who reports to the president.
The Information Center is corporatewide in function. As manager of the
Information Center I attend the weekly
staff meetings of all managers in the
Engineering Department. All of us are
made aware of new projects and developments through these meetings and
are better able to support each other.

Conclusion
Obviously, information professionals are
demonstrating their value all over the country.
Remember, there is more to tell. I've only
offered highlights of the reports those energetic and creative people gave me. And there
are more innovative and visionary colleagues
to be heard from. Details about the next stage
of this study will be announced later in 1990.6
The exploration will continueto look for ideas
and practices which add to the perception of
value of the information services provided by
the information center managed by the information professional. Strategies for success
will go on being shared.
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Power to the information Professionals
by Nancy Prothro Norton
After defining empowerment and exploring the reasons why empowerment is a
salient issue for the informationprofession, the author explores the sources of power
and powerlessness. Strategies are suggested for increasing position power, knowledge power, and personal power, enhancing the overall power profile of the individual
and the profession.

It is ironic that a profession whose strength
and viability depend on the realization that
information is power finds itself less than
powerful and, therefore, vitally concerned
with the issues of empowerment.

Why All the Interest in Empowerment?
Empowerment is a concept whose time has
come, for members of the information profession and for others. The literature of management and psychology aboundswith articleson
the concept. And, as Conger and Kanungo
point out, the term has taken on a variety of
meanings.'In one sense, "empowerment" has
become synonymous with a set of managerial
techniquesincluding the delegation of authority and decentralization of power as embodied
in participative management, quality circles,
and self-directedwork teams. While information professionals certainly have reason to be
interested both as managers and as employees
in this aspect of empowerment,this article will
focus on empowerment as Muriel Regan defined it in her inaugural address as Special Libraries Association 1989190 President:
"understand[ing] our potential [to be] moreinfluential in this information-driven society.'Empowerment in SLA President Regan's
definitionis an enabling processaprocess of
enabling oneself and others by enhancing
personal efficacy. This concept of empower-

ment has as its primary goal not the control of
increased resources or the ability to influence
others (although that may indeed be aresult of
this type of empowerment), but rather the
affirmation of the fact that, through one's own
efforts, one can make positive things happen.
Various explanations exist for the healthy
individual's desire for empowerment. They
include the need for self-actualization? the
drive for competence,' and the intrinsic need
for self-determinati~n.~
Why is the issue of
empowerment such a salient one for information professionals at this time? Frederick
Herzberg's classic article on employee motivation made clear the relative importance of
intrinsic motivating power of efficacy-related
factors such as opportunity for achievement,
sense of responsibility, and possibilities for
g r ~ w t hMore
. ~ recent studies of the changing
characteristics and expectations of today's
labor force have reinforced the importance of
empowering job factors in motivating initial
employment and job satisfaction. While information professionals would naturally be
expected to share these requirements with the
rest of the labor force, their sensitivity to the
issues of empowerment has been heightened
by the heralding of the information society or
information age. Those for whom information
is the professional raison d'etre might well
have expected to experience an increase in
power with the crowning of the information
age. To the extent that reality has not fulfilled
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that expectation-whether in position titles,
job responsibilities, salaries, or respect-the
sense of powerlessness is exaggerated.

Understanding the Sources of Power
Power is illusive and multi-faceted. It is tied
to independence, control of resources, status,
and influence. An understanding of the
sources of power is a prerequisite to identifying the causes of powerlessnessand effective
empowerment tools and techniques. At least
three distinct types of power, each derived
from a different source, have implicationsfor
empowerment of information professionals:
position power, knowledge power, and personal power. The presence and strength of
these three types of power constitute a
person's power profile. People of high power
will most likely exhibit strength in all three
power types.
In order to improve one's power profile, it is
important to analyze one's place on all three
power dimensions. A good starting point for
this analysis and for developingan action plan
to achieve empowerment is a personal style
assessment like the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator or the Personal Profile System. Each
individual values and is at ease with different
types of power to a different degree. Developing a firm understanding of one's own unique
strengths and desires will create a foundation
from which to comfortably and effectively
pursue power-enhacing activities in each of
the areas of the power profile.

Position Power
Position power is that legitimate power derived from official position in the organization. Certain types of authority and responsibilityare associated with each position,
and, while position power does not necessarily
create respect, it does confer authority and is a
critical part of a person's power profile. Position is a necessary, but not a sufficient, determinant of position power. Position power
comprises where one sits in the larger organi-

zation, whom one works with and for, the
projects one works on, and one's ability to
influence those projects.
Where the library or information center sits
in the organizational structure becomes very
important when one considers that the librarian's position power is in part determined by
organizational reporting relationships. The
librarian who reports to the vice president for
Research automatically has, by association,
more position power than the librarian who
reports, along with the managers of maintenance and food services, to the supervisor of
Plant Services. Knowledge of an
organization's political landscape and power
structure will help the librarian lobby for the
most advantageous reporting relationship
with a resulting boost in position power. And,
along with position on the organization chart,
physical location of the library and the
librarian's office also play a role in determiningposition power. A study by Rosabeth Moss
Kanter determined that perceived power is
increased by centrality of physical location7
Librarians have known for some time that
library use falls off as distance to the library
increases.Now it is known that position power
declines as well.
Position power is also linked to what librarians call themselves and their function. This
may be the real issue at stake in the debate
about whether to rename the library an "information center" or "corporate intelligence
center."Perhaps librarians are acknowledging
the pastlack ofposition powerassociated with
the name "library" or "librarian" and are attempting to carve out for themselves a fresh
and more powerful niche in the organization.
Every librarian has heard colleagues recount
the promotions and salary increases that followed the assumption of new job titles like
information analyst or senior information resources consultant. While some adamantly
cling with strong logic and principles to the
title "librarian," members of the profession
should also be sensitive to the position power
dimension of the debate over what others call
them.
Another determinant of position power is
the range and level of one's professional con-
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tacts. Efforts to increase interactions with
empowered and empowering people will pay
dividends. The Kanter study cited above conf m e d that power is increased by contact with
senior officials.*
There are several ways to promote such
contacts including seeking out projects in the
organization that will require contact with
those in power and visibly participating in
professional programs, conferences, and
meetings. Leadership in community affairs is
an additional source of position power that
will spill over into the work environment. A
special mentor relationship with a powerful
individual also promotes empowerment.
Studies have shown that, regardless of their
position in the organization, mentored people
of both sexes reported having increased influence over organizational policy, increased
access to important people, and control over
increased resources as a result of their mentoring e~perience.~
Choose a mentor whose
level and application of power is worthy of
admiration, and explore with him or her the
avenues of empowerment that are successful
within the organization. Such dialogues with
the powerful will provide keys to effective
empowerment techniques and valuable warning of hidden mine fields in the road to power.
Information professionals do, in fact, already have positions of great power in the
organization to the extent that they establish
two key roles for themselves:
Gatekeepers of the flow of vital information within the organization; and
Those who fashion useable, manageable information from the overwhelming flood of data.
Information may be power, but control and
transformation of information are the ultimate
sources of power. In The Leadership Challenge, Kouzes and Posner assert that the
amount of power a person possesses is a function of "(1) ability to perform important tasks
and (2) the degree of discretion and visibility
associated with the job."10 If this is true, several lessons are clear. First, it is in the librar-
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ian's best interests to become a more vital part
of the organization's power structure, taking
on high visibilityfhigh risk projects. There
exists within each organization a shared
awareness of the truly critical projects or functions-those that affect the whole organization's viability, well-being, or growth. These
are the organization's most central tasks and
critical problems. The information professional must look for opportunities to become an integral part of the teams addressing
these problems. In addition, libraries should
develop information products and services
specifically targeted to meet the needs of top
management in order to increase their direct
appreciation of and dependence on the library.
In many organizations, it becomes all too
apparent in the budgeting process that those
who have final approval over the library's
budget are not direct users of the library's services. While appreciation of the library's
many uses may percolate to the top levels of
the organization, it is preferable for the decision-makers to have a firsthand appreciation
of the value-added services that are financed
through the library budget.
Returning to Kouzes and Posner's statement, the next lesson is to increase and make
visible the degree of discretion exercised in
fulfilling one's roles. At first glance, this may
seem like a difficult task since so much of the
information professional's strength comes
from building and using standardized systems
for information storageand retrieval and since
so much of library service appears to be routine. There is, however, a great deal of creative
problem-solving that goes on in meeting the
user's needs, and librariansshould not hesitate
to make that fact known to the clients. Library
managers can exercise their discretion in three
key ways:
By setting organizational information
policy;
By controlling their own budget andusing it as a tool to promote the value of
information services to the larger organization; and

By becoming a strategic planner of the
organization's information infrastructure and sharing that vision with the
larger organization.
These activities are standard ways of manifesting influence and will lead to aperception
of increased power for the librarian's position.
Furthermore, in addition to involving themselves with important tasks and directly serving importantpeople, information professionals should seek out higher power roles in their
organizations. The emerging roles of chief
information officer or information resources
manager are positions special information
professionals are uniquely qualified to fill for
the benefit of the organization and for the
enhancementof their own position power. Career planning is a key tool for defining the
knowledge base executive and management
positions require and for systematically acquiring the qualifications and political backing necessary to achieve these positions.
Finally, Kouzes and Posner refer to the
power of visibility. Special librarians routinely and superbly perform both their gatekeeper and information analyst roles for the
benefit of the larger organization. But they
have much to do in terms of expanding, capitalizing on, and publicizing those roles. Successes shouldbe celebratedpublicly. Because
librarians often function as part of a larger
project team, their valuable contributionsmay
not receive appropriaterecognition unless the
librarians ensure that they do. When a
librarian's work saves the company money,
prevents a liability situation, or makes a manager look good, the library needs to publicize
its role in that accomplishment and look for
opportunities to provide those same services
to others. Specifically, libraries should analyze their achievements and actively seek
opportunities to provide those same services
to others. This process involves identifying
actions that will make those opportunities
happen, as well as planning to capitalize on
them when they do occur.
In order to ensure actions aimed at enhancing position power are meaningful and are not
just attempts to gain power for power's sake,

each information professional must first define for her or his functional unit what Block,
in The EmpoweredManager, calls aUvisionof
greatness." It is important the vision be
grounded in the belief the profession has
something to offer the larger organizationthat
will, in Block's words, "truly make a difference."" Block's prescriptive requirements for
that vision seem tobecreatedespeciallyforthe
information profession: "pursue mastery,
meaning, contribution, integrity, service."12

Knowledge Power
The second key type of power, knowledge
power, is a product of the person's unique expertise. Although this area ought to be a strong
suit for information professionals, there are
disadvantages to overcome, not the least of
which is that everyone has used a library at
some time in their lives and, therefore, assumes their expertise is sufficient to their information tasks and possibly equivalentto that
of the information professional. This is, unfortunately,a case where all the old adagesabout a little knowledge being a dangerous
thing and familiarity breeding, if not contempt, certainly a lack of appreciation-hold
true.
Technology is also working against the librarian's perceived knowledge power in some
ways, with end-user searching making it easy
to retrieve at least something from a database
search,leading the client to believeyet another
one of the information professional's unique
skills is easy to master. Commercial database
vendors have seized upon end-user searching
as the key to enlarging their market which,
heretofore, was a wholesale business only,
with the librarian as the retail outlet. Information professionals even aid in this process by
encouragingend-user searching and teaching
their clients the basics.
In his seminal paper on the teacher versus
intermediary roles for the librarian in online
searching,Nielsen raised the question of selfconcept and professional status and related
them to the symbolic power of what information professionals define as their "core
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tasks."13 The degree to which others are dependent on a person's knowledge or ability is
one measure of power. While the librarian's
senseof servicemay increasewhen teaching is
the core task, his or her professional knowledge power suffers. As Nielsen notes, "The
intermediary role, if fully implemented,
would provide considerablymore status value
to librarianship than the instruction role, just
as the doctor has higher status than the teacher.
By allowing users to become their own question-answerers,instruction advocatesto some
degree blur the distinction between librarian
and layperson,a blurring that has causedproblems for those anxious about the occupation's
Fortunately, instruction has never been as
central a role for the special librarian as it has
been for the school, university, or even public
librarian. Nielsen calls for a humanistic merging of the two roles in some as-yet-undefined
way. The profession needs to approach that
challenge with full awareness of the implications for others' assessments of its
knowledge power. As the vision of electronic
libraries becomes reality, the question of core
tasks for the profession becomes critical, and
answers to that question will determine how
big a part knowledge power plays in the
profession's future power profile.
There are, fortunately,a number of steps information professionals can take to increase
their actual and perceived knowledge power.
First, they can develop and market more
professional information services that have a
high value-added component. Librarians need
to demonstrate that their expertise goes far
beyondlooking up telephone numbers or finding a few recent articles on a topic. Second,
they need to establish themselves as the information technology experts in their organizations and exercise leadership in defining and
meeting needs with new technologies.Librarians that hesitated in purchasing that first CDROM product because it was expensive and
because there wasn't really a package out that
met specific user needs did themselves a disservice by not recognizing the knowledge
power associated with being the one to introduce new "gee-whiz" technology to the or-
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ganization. The library should serve as consultant-at-largeto the organization in designing information management systems that
appropriately utilize and integrate new technologies.
Third,charging for services,while an anathema to some, is an effective way to have one's
expertise validated. Free services are often
undervalued, and services funded through
overhead,as libraries often are, are frequently
perceived as free. Many libraries have experienced increased appreciation of the infonnation professional's expertise and a growth in
demand for services as a result of instituting
charges for value-added services. Last, in
order to maintain and increase their knowledge power, librarians must commit themselves to lifelong learning. Continuing education is critical to a profession whose power
profile so heavily depends on knowledge
power and whose work environment constantly changes. Continuing education programs should include not only technical areas
and new technologies, but also management
tools like effective communication, project
management, strategic planning, marketing,
problem-solving,and decision-makingskills.

Personal Power
-

The third type of power-personal powerderives from the personal characteristicsofthe
individual. In contrast to the first two types of
power, which are concerned primarily with
function, personal power is primarily a matter
of style. It is in this area of the power profile
that librarians both suffer from negative stereotypes of the past and have also the most freedom to empower themselves in the future.
Two of the most traditionally powerless
groups are people at low levels in the organization and women.15 Librarians are doubly
disadvantaged by falling characteristically
into both groups, making achieving personal
power all the more important. Reversing the
unfortunate characterization of the librarian as
an unassertive female servant is the key to increasing personal power. The first step is to become more aware of one's own personal style

and of the behaviorsone exhibitsthat advertise
feelings of powerlessness. These behaviors
range from body language to speech mannerisms to styles of dress.
Why is it that librarians can usually recognize each other in a crowded airport? The answer has a lot to do with the image of personal
powerlessness they project. Studies consistently show that nonverbal communication
contributes much more to the message being
conveyed than either words or tone of voice.
Body language too frequently undercuts the
librarian's position and knowledge power
instead of enhancingit. Librariansneed to feel
comfortable about "taking up space," they
need to learn stances and positions that enhance power. They need to stop introducing
new ideas with phrases like "I think maybe.. ."
and "I don't know if this will work but..
They need to stop ending sentences with audible question marks telegraphing their lack of
self-confidenceand undermining others' confidence in them. And they need to abandon the
belief their knowledge power is so high that it
alone is sufficient to produce an effective
power profile.
"Dressing for success" is as valuable an
empowerment tool for librarians as for members of any other profession. The Special
Libraries Association has pioneered a number
of excellent programs and studies on the
profession's image that should be taken to
heart. The profession's continuing education
should include seminars on professional
image and power communication. Projecting
energy, enthusiasm, and vision are key ways
to exercise leadership and achieve empowerment.

are not surprising: a lack of understanding of
the sources of power, lack of training and
rehearsal which contribute to a fear of failure,
fear of risk-taking, and behavior by others that
reinforces personal powerlessness. None of
thesebarriers are strong enough to withstand a
concerted attack, however. This article is intended to increase awareness of power issues
and knowledge of power sources. Librarians
can help each other by serving as sounding
boards for these new goals and behaviors.
They can encourage each other and celebrate
their empowerment successes. Furthermore,
they can encourage themselves through positive self-talk and a commitment to set meaningful, realistic, and incremental empowerment goals.

."

Barriers to Empowerment
Once the profession has acknowledged empowerment as its goal, each member needs to
ask herself or himself, "What could stand in
the way of achieving this goal?" The answers

The Benefits of Empowerment
-

-

-

-

The personal benefits of empowerment include an exhilarating feeling of efficacy and
higher job satisfaction. Kouzes and Posner
conclude that empowered people "feel strong,
capable and ~ommitted."'~
In fact, the subtitle
of their book, How to Get Extraordinary
Things Done Through People, reflects the
potential benefits of empowerment to the
organization. When power in an organization
isnot viewed as azero-sum game,that is, when
power is multiplied as it is shared, rewards
include increased initiative and ownership,
better ideas and problem-solving, and better
acceptance of change.
Muriel Regan is correct in recognizing that
the time has come for information professionals to empower themselves. As she notes in
her article in this issue, "Power can be given,
taken, or assumed-and there is much special
librarians can do to take it or assume it for
themselves." Before the information profession can change others' perceptions, it must
fist change its vision of itself.

rn
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Leadership Can Be Learned
By Susan S. DiM uffiu

In his recent book, On Leadership, John
Gardner could easily have been talking directly to all of us, information professionals.
Although the information profession is faced
with threatening problems, it doesn't seem to
be acknowledging,or reacting to, the urgency
of any them. "We are anxious but immobilized," he states.'
Togain some inspiration and motivation for
the tasks facing information professionals,
and to make connections with some of the
points made by colleaguesearlier in this issue,
I re-read some favorite management literature
and read some new works for the first time.
One fact which became immediately obvious
is that focus in the literature has shifted from
"management" to "leadership." The new term
has a more positive, less manipulative connotation; it is also applied up and down the
spectrum of an organization. You don't have
to be top gun to be a leader.
Gardner says large, intricately organized
systems can't call the shots. Individuals at all
levels have to be ready to "exercise leader-like
initiative and responsibility.'" In the same
vein, in a discussion of the myth of leadership
as a superiorposition in TheLeadership Challenge, Kouzes and Posner say that leadership
is a process, not a place, involving skills and
abilities which are just as useful on the front
line as in the executive suite.
In The Leadership Factor, John Kotter
touches on a nerve, which may be the whole
key for the information professional. At the

middle management level and lower, leadership requires high energy level and a desire to
lead. The question is, does each one of us have
the desire?
Likewise, as far back as 1975, Michael
Korda, in Power: How to Get I t , How to Keep
It, statespeopledo not admit they want power,
which is why they don't get it. We've come a
long way Michael; information professionals
want it. The problem is, they have to want it
badly enough to go after it and work hard to
keep it.
Gardner says "Leadership requires major
expendituresof effort and energy-more than
most people care to make."3 To find solutions
to the threateningproblems, special librarians
need focused energies and sustained commitment.
In a discussion of power and public figures
in The Alexander Complex, Meyer says most
public figures are too purposeless and therefore too powerless to leave their mark on
history. Are information professionals too
purposeless to leave a mark on their organization, or on a larger scale, the information
society?
We're faced with choices. As a profession,
special information professionals have, for
years, been asking their association to help
boost their image, value, the perception of that
value, to make "them" (management, nonlibrarians, the world at large) understand the
qualifications and capabilities of a special
information professional. After two SLA
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Presidential Task Forces, one on the value of
the information professional and one on the
image of those same professionals, special
librarians are left with one, inescapable conclusion. It is up to every individual to decide
whether he or she wants the recognition,prestige, and power enough to work for it.
No one else can make a difference for us.
SLA can do studies, run seminars, publish
guidelines, and a host of other things to help
information professionals with ideas, moral
support,etc., but no one can make adifference
in how we are perceived in our little comer of
the world. It's up to speciallibrarians to put on
the mantleof leadershipand work like crazy to
achieve for ourselves.
The ideas expressed in Betty Eddison's article in this issue can be a rallying point and
source of inspiration, but the success her correspondents are experiencing will not translate directly to other special libraries unless
they work just as hard, or harder than the
correspondents. Nancy Norton hasn't been
successful because of what any outside group
has achieved; she has been successful because
she called on all of the leadership traits she
possesses and applied them to the needs and
realities in her environment.
What preventsus from perceiving ourselves
as leaders? Do we believe that leaders have to
be heroic, charismatic, in the public eye, and
responsible for large organizations, institutions, and even states or nations? Few of us
have the charisma of a Lee Iacocca. We
haven't, like Lech Walesa, stood up for what
we believe, against incredible odds, suffered
for our stand and finally had scores of our
peers recognize us as their leader. Only a
relative handful of people have ever been
elected, or even nominated for significant
political office.
In her most recent book, When GiantsLearn
to Dance, Rosabeth Moss Kanter says "no
lasting achievement is possible without vision, and no dream can become real without
action and re~ponsibility."~
Vision. Action. Responsibility. Those
words bring to mind images when applied to
people. What other words do you associate
with the word "leader?' Michael Meyer lists
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vision, leadershipability,willfulness,exuaordinary energy, and focus as common traits of
today's leaders. Man. and Sims, in SuperLeadership, say their subjects have creativity,
innovation,and the ability to respond to environmental shifts. Doesn't sound unreasonable
to achieve.
There are two interrelated aspects to the
leader's role, according to Maccoby in The
Leader. He or she must exercise power efficiently and wisely and must present, through
action, appearance, and articulated values, a
model that others are willing to follow. Gardner presents a list of tasks of leadership, including envisioning goals, motivating,
achieving trust, explaining, and representing
the group. He continues by saying that we
shouldn't confuse leadership with status; the
top ranking person may be bureaucrat #1, but
may not be able to lead a group of seven-yearolds to an ice cream counter! In other words,
it's possible to have power and not be a leader.
Kouzes and Posner say that energy and
enthusiasm, not charisma, make up leadership. You don't have to be Lee Iacocca or
president of the United States, with thousands
of followers and admirers in order to be a
leader.
Is that what has been holding many of us
back? We don't see ourselves as charismatic
or heroic. Kotter talks about Lee Iacocca and
Chrysler. Iacocca's methodology, and that of
any successfulCEO is the same as what works
for a team leader ten layers belowP
A vision--of what should be, that takes
into account the legitimate interests of
all people involved;
Strategy-for achieving the vision,
recognizing all the broadly relevant
environmental forces and organizational factors;
A cooperative network of resourcesa coalition powerful enough to implement strategy;
A highly motivated group of key
people.

Kotter goes on to say that few f m s have
sufficient staff with these skills and assets.
Although somewhat dated, The Leader, by
Michael Maccoby, also echoes the theme that
teams at all levels need leaders. This need
opens up a vast array of opportunities for
people who have never before thought of
themselves as leaders. In fact, the new opportunities demand that each and every one of us
sharpen our leadership skills.
Marz and Sims say lifelong learning is no
longer a luxury, but a necessity. Throughout
management literature, many words appear
repeatedly in descriptions of the characteristics and functions of leaders. The most important point, for information professionals, is
that leadership can be learned, and they have
the qualities and resources to learn it.
Crosby (Leading: The Art of Becoming an
Executive) expresses a similar sentiment in an
appealing way. One of the requirements for
becoming a successful leader, he says, is to
make time to sit and read and leam more about
the tasks at hand. In his opinion, those who are
able to keep learning, keep progressing.
Bradford and Cohen (Managingfor Excellence) say that the growing complexity of
tasks virtually ensures no one person can have
all of the knowledge necessary to handle any
given task. Information professionals to the
rescue!
Dialog has been distributing a calendar/
poster for 1990 with a large picture of the
front-end of an Edsel. The caption reads,
"Don't Let It Happen Again." The implication, of course, is that with Dialog products
and services, you will make informed decisions and avoid catastrophic mistakes.
Korda includes "information" in his discussion of power:
"More important still is the control of information. Almost everybody is dependent on the supply of information, yet
'information input' is usually regarded as
a clerical task, ...Hours are spent in discussing major questions of policy, but the
information on which these decisions
have to be made is soughtafterin themost
casual way.'%

Such a situation would not occur in an organization where the informationprofessional is a
leader!. ..and Korda acknowledgesit. "Those
whoplay the powergame...not only obtain and
controlinformation,they know how to make it
practically incomprehen~ible.'~
That brings us back to Muriel Regan's
warning early in this issue that information
specialistsgive away their expertise and make
their jobs sound too easy. According to Nancy
Norton's three power dimensions, special librarians have diluted their knowledge power.
The hesitancy and destruction has got to stop.
Heller takes the information question a step
further. He explains managers not only look
for perfectinformation,butperfectly analyzed
and interpreted information-an extra step
that almost never happens, according to
Heller. Possibly, if special librarians accept
the challenge in Jim Matarazzo and Larry
Pruzak's study, where respondents didn't see
librarians as analysts of information, managers will learn to trust and respect the analysis
and interpretationof information they receive
from librarians.
Kotter offers a perfect selling point for information professionals' services and expertise. His opinion is that withoutknowledgeit's
not possible to produce good vision or smart
strategies, and of course without that ability,
businesses can't survive profitably for long.
Kotter also says,"Great vision emerges
when apowerful mind, working long and hard
on massive amounts of information, is able to
see (or recognize in suggestions from others)
interesting patterns and new possibilities.'"
What a terrific opportunity for the information
professional to demonstrateleadership. As the
requests for information flow in from all corners of the organization, information professionals can make connections with patterns
and new possibilities as no one else can make
them, because no one else is in a position to put
together so many diverse pieces.
In Heller's study of who he considers to be
great decision makers, he features innovative
people and their sharp ideas. Then he follows
with a dumb idea or failure from the same
person. Risk is a necessary factor. You can't
succeed without taking risks and if your over-
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all track record is good enough,your mistakes
will be excused.
The new competitiveintensity, Kotter says,
requires not only risk-taking, but adaptation
and attention to the needs of customers. Listening to colleagues who have been downsized to some extent or another, I am sometimes amazed at their reactions and their obvious lack of attention to customer needs. One
person talked about some of the services she
had to cut out. One in particular, was her pride
and joy and she was certain that discontinuing
it would bring demands from her clients to
reinstate funding and staff to allow continuation of this service. To her dismay, no one
seemed to notice or care that the service was
gone. Something is missing in such ascenario,
and the major element is a service focus.
Korda's attitude is that professionals of any
type fall into a routine because anything else
would require imagination, invention, and
adventure. Kanter talks about incremental
innovation. Change and innovation can't be
mastered in one step, but a continual striving
for higher standards will create a series of
small wins that add up to superior perfoxmance. Furthermore, consistent superior performance may get you perceived as a leader, if
Hersey is right (The Situational Leader).
Leadership style, he suggests, is how the
leader appears in the eyes of others.
Many years ago, when then-President
Nixon visited Spain, I was in the crowd lining
the sidewalks of Madrid as his motorcade
cruised by. The Spaniardswere cheering and I
felt an immense sense of pride, as an American, as I watched a man who was being welcomed enthusiastically as a world leader.
Several years later, I watched the same man
climb the steps of a waiting helicopter on the
White House lawn, give a firm, determined
wave to the crowd and disappear, the first
president in our history to resign under duress-not the imageof aleader. Yet he was the
same man, with the same methods and dreams,
even the same wave, that I had hailed as a
leader in more positive times. To a large extent, my perception had endowed him with
leadershipstatus in Spain and had stripped him
of it that somber night in Washington.
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Early in Hornstein's book he says,"Organization regeneration requires confrontation of
the present in order to open a pathway into the
future. It requires questioning the value of
established organizational practice." Or in
Drucker's inimitable style, "Some of the
greatest impediments to effectiveness are the
slogans ...the issues of yesterday, which
still.. .confine our vision.. .."'" And from
Bradford, "The solution that worked yesterday is only slightly appropriatetoday and will
be irrelevant tomorrow.""
In Change Masters, her 1983 book, Kanter
called her leadersthose who know how to take
the best of yesterday and carry it into tomorrow. In her latest book, she describes the
challenge and frustration of changein terms of
theQueen's croquet scene from AliceIn Wonderland. All of the components on the playing
field are alive and constantly in motion. The
mallet, played by the flamingo, turns his head
just as Alice is ready to hit the ball. He represents technology. So much for strategy! The
ball, played by the hedgehog, unrolls and
moves toanotherpartof thecourt at whim,just
like employees and customers are inclined to
do. The wickets are card soldiers ordered
around by the Queen who represents government regulation, corporate raiders, and any
other factor that constantly changes the rules.
Change complicates things, isn't easy to
deal with, but is inevitable. Ignoring it doesn't
solve anything. Will Rogers once said that
even if you're on the right track, you'll get run
over if you just sit there.
After the Alice analogy, Kanter goes on to
say, "The years ahead will be the best of all,
however, for those who learn to balance
dreams and discipline. The future will belong
to those who embrace the potential of wider
opportunities but recognize the realities of
more constrained resources-and find new
solutions that permit doing more with less."12
That's us, my friends. We've been finding
solutions for doing more with less for quite a
while, and according to Jim Matarazzo and
Larry Prusak, 164 surveyed managers expect
us-the country's special information professionals-to keep doing even more of it. The
challenge is to embrace the potential of wider

opportunities; that's where the effort, high
energy level, drive for power, and desire to
lead come into play.
Thegoal is to turn challengingopportunities
into remarkable successes, chimes in Kouzes
and Posner. When successful leaders, studied
by the authors, talk about their personal best,
it's in circumstances where they have challenged a process, shaken up the organization,
and come away proud.
That's what information professionals are
out to d e s h a k e up existing realities; but it
will take all of the traits of leadership-vision,
innovation,creativeness,risk,etc.-to make it
happen. In SuperLeadership, Man and Sims
caution that imagination is a big factor and a
negative imagination can keep people from
doing the achievable. You have to purposely
choose to form a constructive mental image.
Imagine yourself a leader, an innovator, a
visionary, and you are halfway to the goal of

making your image real.
Jim Whittaker, the first American to climb
Mt. Everest, once said, "You never conquer
the mountain. You only conquer yourself."
According to Kouzes and Posner, "Because
leadership development is ultimately selfdevelopment,in the end, the leadership challenge is a personal challenge."13 And from
Bennis, "At bottom, becoming a leader is
synonymous with becoming y~urself.'''~
Each information professional has the
qualificationsand resourcesto lead the profession into the2lst century.Thedesire is present
in all of us. The world needs what we have to
offer-whether we have lead the world to
realize that yet is another issue. Make a commitment. Createa new image and a new future
for yourself. Summon all your energy and
commitment and step up to a leadership role.
Make something happen!
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Personal/Career Strategic Plan or
Making Things Happen through
Self-Leadership
by Susan S. DiMaf fia

At some point in your life, it is vital to take
a hard, cold, close look at where and what you
arecompared to where you thought you would
be and what you have always secretly (or not
so secretly) dreamed of being or doing.
Many of us muse about the "what ifs" or "if
onlys." Rarely do we tackle the problem in a
rational, organized fashion, proactively. How
often in your life have you made a conscious
decision about a job or career direction? Few
of us have a formal life-plan framework
against which to measure progress and opportunities. More often, we find a reasonably
agreeable job in tolerable surroundings at
something above subsistencelevel salary and
stay put, through inertia.
Betty Eddison has suggested, "To be an
information leader in your organization, define your objective, target your audiences,
define your message, slot your strategy, set
your time table, and get to work!"
I'm suggesting that after you've done all
that planning for your department,do the same
thing for yourself. You may discover that you
are exactly where you should be and want to
be. You may decide that there are several
things you could do to enhance your present
situation. Or you may conclude, as Muriel
Regan suggests, that it is time to move on to an
environment where you will have a more
positive career path and opportunity for leadership.
The important thing is to make a conscious
evaluation of reality.

Time Frame
"I don't have time," is not an acceptable
excuse. Do you have time to be less than
productive and to fall short of the satisfaction
you could be feelingfor the next several years?
Youdon't have time to wasteon poor information and a lack of goals and objectives.
Allow yourself an hour aday for two days to
think about step one of this analysis. The rest
of the steps should be spread over no more than
a week. Don't try to complete the exercise in
one or two days because things will occur to
you over time, as you go through your daily
routine with this career planning project on
your mind.

Step One-Background
Get a brand new, fairly large note pad. You
might prefer to use a PC, but having the flexibility of carrying a pad in order to register
random thoughts as they occur is useful in this
exercise.
Take a hard look at where you are professionally. Is it where you had hoped to be when
you thought about your goals ten years ago?
What are yourcurrent goalsand how have they
changed over the past ten years? Why have
they changed, and do you honestly think they
are stronger or weaker now?
Do you ever (frequently,or only very rarely)
look at someone else with envy? Is it because
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they have a better title, bigger office, more
people reporting to them, higher salary, etc.?
Try to keep your observations professional in
scope. Look at people outside your own organization. Perhaps someone in a similar organization does basically the same things you
do but has a stronger title, is in a more advantageous spot on the organization chart, or is on
a higher pay scale than you are.
Be sure to write down any thoughts that
occur to you as you concentrate on your current reality and compare it to where you want
to be, or to where other people are.
Try to describe, in two or three sentences,
what your overall, long term goal is. You may
find that you have more than onegoal,but keep
as focused as possible. Your primary concern
may be with security (financial or job); position (a specific title, affiliation with a particular organization, etc.), income level, geographic location, or a combination of factors.
Remember, every thought, feeling, or impression recorded is private, for your eyes
only. It willnotbecritiqued,unless youchoose
to show it to someone else for comment. Be
totally honest, but do it in writing.

Step Two-Strengths

and Weaknesses

Label the top of a blank page in columns:
Strength
Impact on Performance (Hi-0-Low)
Situational? If so, how?
Steps necessary to improve, alter,
maintain this strength
In similar fashion,at the top of another blank
page, your headings should read:
Weakness
Impact on Performance (Hi-&Low)
Situational? If so, how?
Steps necessary to strengthen this
weakness
This may be the most difficult part of the
whole exercise. If you are particularly hard on
yourself, you may have a much longer list of
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weaknesses than strengths. The second column on each page should put everything in
perspectiveby indicating whether the trait has
a significant positive or negative impact on
your currentjob performance.
The third column specifies any situation in
which a strength or weakness is of greater or
less proportion than normal. Under "weaknesses" for example, you might say that you
hate giving presentations to large groups. In
column three, you may be in a position to say
that if the presentation is in an office, with only
two or three people in attendance, you are less
intimidated than if you are in a conference
room with 12people around a large table. You
then use this insight to help yourself transfer
some of your preparations and feelings in the
smaller setting to being more successful in the
larger setting.
Include in the lists of strengths and weaknesses personal traits as well as professional
capabilities (disorganized, good sense of
humor, whiz at online searching, hate to catalog, etc.)
After creating what you believe to be a
complete and accurate picture of your traits
and capabilities, ask a few friends/colleagues
to prepare their own list of impressions about
you, without seeing your list. Compare the
results and be brutally honest about your perceptions of yourself as compared to an outsider's view of you.

Step Three-Environment
In this step, you will look at all the factors
that make up, and have an impact on, your
environment and which may have bearing on
your career options. Label a separate page
with each of the following headings: finances,
family, job, organization, professional involvement~education,mentors, competition.
Finances: List here all of your sources of
income, including your bank accounts and
investments. Indicate whether they are under
your control or whether othershave primary or
secondary claim to all of the funds. Consider
spouse, major creditors, etc. This section will
help you decide how great a risk you can

undertake in your decision making.
Family: Are you married? Arechildren still
a factor? How stable is your spouse's or
companion's job situation? If he or she has
established a professional practice or business, you may be tied to yourpresent region for
the next 30 or more years, or be faced with a
commuting relationship. How do you feel
about these possibilities? Is anyone involved
in continuing education (part-time MBA for
example) which would be a factor if you decided to move? Do you have good daycare,
household help, or other assistance which
might be difficult to replace? Is eldercare a
factor?
Job: Do you like it? Is there opportunityfor
advancement or is it dead end? How would
you rate the pay and benefits package? Do you
anticipate your job or department being
phased out, moved, or in some other way
altered in the foreseeable future? Is your job's
placement on the organization chart satisfactory? If not, what are the prospects for a
change? How are you perceived by management and fellow workers?
Organization: Is it in agrowing, declining,
or stable industry? Does it provide a service
that is still in demand? Is it a candidate for
takeoverlmerger?
Professional InvolvementlEducation:
Does your employer support professional and
continuing education activities? Have you
taken advantageof the opportunitiesavailable
to you and, if not, why not? Are you in an area
of the country where there are few opportunities. How important is that to you?
Mentors: Who, in your organization or
through professional or social contacts, could
you call on for help, advice, opportunities?
Competition: Is there someone on your
staff who wants your job, or who is apt to
compete with you for the only available advancement slot? Has your organization started
to contract (privatizej many servicesand functions? Could your area be the next to go that
route?
Depending on your personal situation, you
may want to add other factors which have a
strong impact on your freedom to move, your
need for job security, etc. If your hobby is a

boat, a horse, or antique cars, you wouldn't
want to move to alargecity where housing the
hobby is prohibitively expensive or where
facilities are so far away that you'd get there
too infrequently to make it worth maintaining.

Step Four--Options
Another sheet(s) of paper should list, in any
order in which you think of them, any and all
options that appeal to you.
Option

Risk Factor (1-10)
List them all, no matter how wild they may
seem. One may be something you have
dreamed of since you wereten yearsold. Some
may seem very far-fetched at present, but
might not be so wild if circumstances change
some degree in the future. If you've always
wanted tobe the first information professional
in space but don't have any science background, are not in good physical condition,
and are realisticallyat an age where to go back
and pick up the necessary pieces would not be
feasible, you might not want to bother listing
"astronaut training" as an option. You could
list "work for NASA" as a viable option in its
place.
Indicate the pros and cons for each option.
Refer back to your strengths and weaknesses
lists and to your environment analysis. Base
your pro and con designationsfor each option
on the factors you determined earlier in this
exercise. Use all of the space you need to be as
thorough and realistic aspossible,because this
is the heart of the entire exercise.
Assign a one-to-ten risk factor to each option, with ten being the highest risk. This will
be arbitrary and unscientific, but how you
perceive the risk is just as valid as actual risk
when it comes to your decision-making.
Don't move on to the next step until you
have had several opportunities to re-read,
revise, and expand on all the options you want
to consider.
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Step Five-Selection
Select the one option that seems most acceptable to you. Write down specific reasons
why you selected it. If one major reason is
because the risk factor is lowest,but a nagging
voice inside your head is saying, "but I'm not
wild about doing it,"do yourself and the rest of
the worldabigfavorandmake another selection. Remember, many writers have specified
that leaders are those who are willing to take
risks.

Step Six-Action

Plan

You may discoverthat it will take aprogression of options in order toreach your goal. List
them in the order in which they should be
addressed.
Create an action plan. Be very specific,
objective by objective. How will you reach
your one year goal and your five year goal? Be
sure your actions are in the right order. List
what you will do and who else will be involved. Describe their role as thoroughly as
possible, especially if you have to enlist their
support or cooperation to complete the objective. Be sure to include time estimatesfor each
segment of the plan, including a starting date
and a completion date. You could prepare a
time line, or use a simple chart:
Objective
Required Steps
Others Involved (Describe on
separate sheet for each)
Start
Completion Date
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You may feel you are over-planning. However, this is the spot at which most planning
exercises fall apart-the implementation
stage. If you take a few hours now to specify a
game plan, you have a much greater chance of
sticking to the steps in order and in a timely
fashion.

Step Seven-Evaluation
Evaluate your progress every three months.
Put it on your calendar and spend two quiet
hours reviewing each segment of the exercise
to see if any major strength, weakness, or
environmental factor has changed, and if any
additional option has occured to you or now
seems more attractive.
Try not to change your mind or direction
unless there is a compelling reason to do so.
None of these decisions are irrevocable, but
why waste time heading in the wrong direction,or backtracking two or three times? Try to
make solid decisions the first time around.
If nothing major has changed in steps one
through five, look at your action plan. Have
you done all you said you would in three
months?
If not, why not? Are you lacking motivation
or were your expectations unrealistic? Did
unexpected factors or people come into play?
Revise your action plan, based on current
realities, but not on reduced expectations.
Don't sell yourself short or give up too
easily. Grab every available opportunity and
stretch it, and you, to maximum potential. In
short, be a leader. Make something happenfor you.
Good luck! If thisexercise works for you, let
me know as you progress toward your goal. If
it doesn't work, go back to step one and try
again.
rn

Favorite Readings of Some SLA Leaders

A casual survey of the professional reading
preferences of several SLA leaders netted an
interesting potpourri. It is included here as an
incentive for each of you to create your own
list of personallysignificanttitles or sourcesof
inspiration or rejuvenation.
Betty Eddison, chair, Library Management
Division, is high on anything Warren Bennis
writes,particularly his latest book, On Becoming a Leader (Addison-Wesley, 1989). She
also draws our attention to a compilation of
papers given at aRutgers symposium on leadership in 1988. Speakers were Joanne Euster,
Alice Gertzog, Robert Wedgeworth, and
Emily Mobley. Their papers are compiled in
Leadership in the Libraryllnformation Profession, Alice Gertzog, ed. (McFarland,
1989).
William Fisher, candidate for SLA president-elect, and chair, the Association's Professional Development Committee, is a fan of
Warren Bennis and also Herb White on leadership. Bill cited an article by Seth Allcorn in
Personnel magazine for April 1988, "Leadership Styles: APsychologicalPicture." Allcorn
stresses that leaders have to be motivators and
have a high level of self-esteem.
Kaycee Hale, candidate for director and
immediate past chair of the Library Management Division, has a long list of publications
she uses in her speechesand workshops. Most
recently she has quoted from a newsletter
called The 2lst-Century Manager:
Tomorrow's Management Strategies Today.

The September 1989 issue included a list of
"16 Critical Job Skills for the 21st Century."
Of the 16, Kaycee ranked her top priorities as
creative thinking, organizational effectiveness, interpersonal skills, and speaking. The
list as reported also includes,knowing how to
learn, reading, mathematics, writing, listening, problem-solving, and self-esteem. The
list is taken from "Workplace Basics: The
Skills Employers Want," a report of the
American Society for Training and Development.
Kaycee's other valued titles include
Risking, Dr. David Viscalt (Pocket Books,
1977); Letitia Baldridge's Complete Guide to
Executive Manners (Rawson Assoc., 1985);
What It Takes, Lee Gardenswartz and Anita
Row (Doubleday, 1987); The Organized Executive, Stephanie Winston (Warner Books,
1985);Successls the Quality of Your Journey,
written and published by Jennifer James,
1983; and The Service Edge, Ron Zemke
(NAL BooksIPenguin, 1989).
Susan Hill: Whenever Susan is looking for
inspiration and insight, she turns to her file of
Herb White articlesand to his book, Managing
the Special Library (Special Libraries Association, 1984). She also reads Peter Drucker
and Tom Peters' Passion for Excellence
(Random House, 1985). Susan is a candidate
for director and a past-president of the Washington DC Chapter.
Emily Mobley, apast-president, is an inveterate reader when her busy schedule allows.
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Her current choices are Purpose Driven Organizations, Perry Pascarella and Mark
Frohman (Jossey-Bass, 1989) and Charismatic Leader: Behind the Mystique of Exceptional Leadership, Jay Conger (Jossey-Bass,
1989).
Jeanette Privat, past-chair of the Library
Management Division, says she is looking at
the issue of service a lot these days-not at
getting customers, but keeping them. For that
reason, Moments of Truth (Jan Carlzon,
Ballinger, 1989) was meaningful. Jeanette
credits How To Be Your Own Best Friend, by
Mildred Newman (Random House, 1970),
with keeping her from getting down on herself
and being ineffective. She says especially in
small librarieswe need to give ourselves credit
and an occasional pat on the back.
Guy St. Clair, candidatefor SLApresidentelect and current president of the New York
Chapter, calls Robert Hauptman's Ethical
Challenges in Librarianship (Oryx Press,
1988) the most important book about our
profession since he has been in the profession.
He also finds anything Herb White writes
stimulating,although he doesn't always agree
with him. Because he is an entrepreneur,Guy
reads Inc. magazine regularly, and quotes
from it frequently. He also finds Owen Ed-

wards' "Office Politics" column in GQ a
source of useful ideas.
Frank Spaulding, apast-presidentof SLA,
reads historical fiction for pleasure. On the
professional level, he says it is necessary to
keep reading other people's thinking in order
to clarify your own thinking. He believes that
people who say they don't have time to read
are doing themselves a disservice. He was
impressed with Harlan Cleveland's Knowledge Executive (Dutton, 1985). Recently,
Frank has found Information Specialist as
Team Player in the Research Process, J. M.
Neway (Greenwood, 1985) and Stereotypes
and Status, Pauline Wilson (Greenwood,
1982) to be particularly pertinent.
Ann Talcott, currently a director on the
SLA Board, and past-chair of the Library
Management Division, says that Herb White
has made an enormous impact on the way she
manages. Tom Peters, in Passion for
Excellence (Random House, 1985) addresses
service area issues vital to today. Ann finds
that she does more reading in periodicals than
books, particularly the Harvard Business Review and Sloan Management Review, where
there is always something to think about, talk
about, copy, and quote.

rn

the Scene
Joint Conference in New Zealand:
An Experience to Treasure
by Sara A. Hook-Shelton

The NovemberPecernber 1988 issue of the
MLA News included a call for papers for the
Joint Conference, Health Library Sections,
Australian Library and Information Association and New Zealand Library Association, to
take place in Auckland, New Zealand, November 12-16,1989.Intriguedby thepossibility of traveling to an unusual and distant country, I submitted an abstract describing the
Indiana University School of Dentistry
(IUSD) Library's efforts to offer a computer
literacy program to facultyand students. Early
in January 1989,I was informed that my paper
had been accepted.
The year slipped by quickly. Before I knew
it, I was in the Indianapolis International Airport waiting to begin a journey to another
hemisphere. Reality set in four hours later in
Los Angeles. A flight was announced that
would stop first in Tahiti, then continue to
Auckland; I suddenly realized how far I was
going.
Twelve hours is a long time when you are
trapped at an altitude of 37,000 feet. The flight
included both breakfast and dinner, but I
couldn't eat. Two movies were shown, so I
didn't sleep either. Almost every seat on the
plane was occupied; it was cramped and
crowded, and several people spent the flight
wandering through the aisles. It was a relief to
be on the ground again.
No matter where I go, the first person I meet
is a librarian.This trip was no exception. After
I had hurled myself and my bags onto the hotel

shuttle bus, I noticed the woman next to me
had a canvas tote bag filled with transparencies. It begged the question,"Are you alibrarian?" She was Pat Cunniffe from the New
Zealand Disabilities Information Bureau. Pat
looked after me during the conference, and I
must confess that I was grateful for her friendship and concern. My journey had taken close
to 20 hours. Although I had left on a Friday
evening, it was now Sunday morning, thanks
to having crossed the InternationaiDate Line.
I had hardly unpacked before I was compelled to join the flurry of activity that is part
of aconference. An organizational meeting for
speakers took place that afternoon, followed
by a welcome reception for all attendees in the
evening, By then, exhaustion prevailed. I had
gone almost 36 hours without food or sleep.
There were so many substantive and wellprepared presentations at the Joint Conference
that it is difficult to choose which to highlight.
The agenda was full and provided us with a
wealth of topics. The audience was receptive
to my presentation and our particular session
went smoothly, thanks to careful preparation
and strict observation of time limits by our
moderator, Anna Kulik Beltowski, Philson
Library, University of Auckland. Our session
was scheduled on the first day of the program;
we were happy to have it out of the way so
early in the conference.
In a session on informatics,ChrisCampbell,
New Zealand Department of Health, described the New Zealand Health Sciences
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Network. He forcefully defended the need to
integrate information on health care as a vital
service to both medical practitioner and patient. It is a difficult time for the New Zealand
Health Sciences Network, as the Department
of Health is "restructuring." I heard this word
often-it is akin to "downsizing"in the United
States. No matter what they call it, the process
means uncertainty for libraries. Jan Hausman,
New Zealand Department of Education, offered an overview of her efforts to bring
computer literacy to nurses. A survey was
conducted to show the level of competency
nurses have with computers. Based on this
survey, Jan developed teaching packages to
support computer literacy at nursing schools
in New Zealand. Finally, apresentation by Dr.
Stephen Wealthall, University of Auckland
School of Medicine, described his
institution'seffortsto addcomputer literacy to
the medical school curriculum.
Another interesting presentation which described specific applications of computers in
libraries was given by Suzanne Mobbs, Garvan Information Centre, University of New
South Wales. She displayed her library's
Hypercard program. Called GarLic, this program was organized into four main stacks:
Books, Journals, Ref (for personal files of
research staff), and Personnel. When a researcher wants to access the GarLic system,
she clicks her mouse on its icon, a clove of
garlic!
One particularly pertinent session was devoted to management issues. Rowena Cullen,
University of Otago Library, gave an in-depth
presentation on decision support systems and
the importance of adequate management information. This presentation was complemented by Monica Davis, who outlined the
process of corporate planning that had taken
place at the Biomedical Library, University of
New South Wales. The commitment of these
two speakers to the process of strategic planning was evident. In contrast, Ian R. Stubbin,
New South Wales Health DepartmentLibrary,
Sydney, gave a humorous account of his attempts to provide services within an everchanging governmental structure. His second
presentation was more serious,as he examined
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the literature of health promotion. Health
promotion is adifficultconceptto define,as he
illustrated through searches on related terms in
ERIC and MEDLINE.
Several presentations discussed efforts in
New Zealand and Australia to offer health care
informationto the general public. Pat Cunniffe
outlined the dire need for information that
exists among the disabled in her country. She
challenged librarians in all types of institutions to help her. Jill Harris, Victoria University of Wellington, had conducted a survey to
determine whether New Zealanders want
more health information. Her research suggests that although patients receive most of
their information from physicians,nurses, and
even friends and relatives, it is often either
inadequate, frightening, or not easily understood by the lay public. Finally, Moira Bryant
discussed Health Link, a consumer health information center at Westmead Hospital,
Sydney. Demand for information from Health
Link has been steadily increasingover the past
four years. Specific information requests mirror attention given to diseases and health issues by the media. A large percentage of
hospital staff use Health Link.
Auckland is a spectacularcity and I was fortunate to see some of it while I was there. Our
group took a short bus tour that gave us an excellent overview of the area. Our driver guided
us through lovely suburban areas, past quaint
houses and yards filled with lush vegetation.
He took us by shopping areas and around
downtown Auckland. Most memorableof all,
our bus made aslow but steady climb to the top
of a volcano which had been inactive for
centuries. The view was magnificent; we
could see both the Pacific Ocean and the Tasman Sea. But the most notable sight were the
cows grazing in the vast expanse of the
volcano's crater.
On our tour, we also visited the largest rose
garden I had ever seen. Row after row of
blooms offered a riot of pink, white, yellow,
and red. It was spring in New Zealand. We
stopped at an underwater aquarium, where
sharks and rays swam both around and above
us. Our tour ended with a ferryboatride across
the bay to Devenport. I viewed the unsubstan-

tial wooden boat docked at the harbor with
some skepticism. It was cold and the water
looked menacing. But then a much larger,
more seaworthy vessel pulled upbeside us and
the trip across was pleasant. We had dinner at
the Low Flying Duck Cafe in Devenport. My
table companions enjoyed the lamb and fish.
Conversation was lively between Norval
Gibson Smith, Marie Rogers from Repatriation General Hospital, Melbourne, and the
"two lovely ladies from Victoria" (Judy Stoelwinder and Beverley Hore, both from Austin
Hospital).
I had the opportunity to do a bit more sightseeing later in the week. One afternoon, I
shared a shopping excursion with Shirley
Deviesseux, Commonwealth Serum Laboratories, and Bill Freedman, Peter Maccallum
Cancer Institute, both from Melbourne. We
went to Parnell Road, an area of interesting
specialty shops and restaurants. Many of the
shopscarried goods and handicrafts from New
Zealand-hand-knit woolen items, wood
carvings and jewelry made from bone and
jade. I also went to the Auckland War Memorial Museum. A life-size Maori boat and two
houses have been reconstructed within the
museum, carved from wood and beautifully
painted, providing a vivid glimpse of New
Zealand's history.
One of the most memorable events of the
meeting was the conferencedinner. Sewed at
what was once the governor's mansion, the
food and the elegant surroundings helped
make the evening festive. A variety of games
and a limerick contest contributed to the fun
and provided an opportunity to "roast" the

conferenceconvener,MargaretGibson Smith,
Philson Library, who was both exhausted and
relieved that her two years of work on the
meeting were almost over. An anonymous
poet even favored me with a clever limerick
about chiefs and Indians.
With the conference over, I was anxious to
begin the trip back to the United States. An
eight hour flight to Honolulu was followed by
a flight ofover five hours to Los Angeles, then
two hours to Denver, and finally two more
hours to Indianapolis. It was after midnight
when we landed,in asnowy,cold environment
that seemed strange after the lush greenery of
New Zealand. I had made it. I had gone, seen,
and participated, and now I was home.
I returned to the United States with a new
outlook on librarianship, heartened by what I
had learned from colleagues thousands of
miles away. I was pleased about our library's
activities in computer literacy and anticipated
how these might eventually be the starting
point for a whole range of electronic technologies in support of teaching and learning. Once
again, I was ready to face the challenges and
embrace the opportunities our profession has
to offer.
My thanks to Dr. W. William Gilmore,
dean, and Dr. Lawrence I. Goldblatt,associate
dean of Academic Affairs, ISUD, for their
support of this endeavor. Most importantly, I
want to thank the librarians who participated
in the Joint Conference with me for their
hospitality and collegiality and for sharing
their excellent meeting with this Hoosier so far
from home. It was an experienceI will always
treasure.

Sara A. Hook-Shelton is head librarian, Indiana University School of Dentistry.
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How to Attract Ethnic Minorities
to the Profession
by Em Claire Knowles

In September 1988, I was appointed assistant dean of the Graduate School of Library
and Information Scienceat SimmonsCollege.
Responsibilities for this office are recruitment, placement, and other student affairs, as
well as maintaining a liaison with New England library employers and the school's
alumni group. To that role, I believe I bring a
librarian of color perspective. I have just begun to understand the full scope of my responsibilities.
Recently, SLA's Affirmative Action Committee and other groups requested me to look
at the challenge of seeking talented ethnic
librarians in the information profession. Since
then, I have become more sensitive to the
needs of identifying librarians of color at all
levels, including entry, middle, and upper
levels of management. My observations and
analysis emphasize three major points: outreach to attract more talent to the field; network within the field to becomeawareof more
talented ethnic librarians; and develop a commitment to attract more people of color
through mentoring in the Special Libraries
Association and various other library and information organizations.
A profile of the Simmons College student
population reflects the scarcity of ethnic minority librarians.There areapproximately450
students in the Graduate School Program. We
have one of the largest student bodies of ALAaccredited library schools. Of the 450, there
are 17 ethnic minorities consisting of African

Americans, Hispanics, and Asian Americans.
There are no American Indians. The group of
minorities makes up approximately four percent of the student population. There are also
3 1 international students representing 20 differentcountries. Furthermore, the Association
for Library and Information Science
Education Statistical Report states that minority representation has been weak and continues to be so in the majority of graduate
programs.'These statisticsare similar to those
in the William Moen and Kathleen Heim survey that appeared in the November 1988 issue
of American Libraries.
The results of the survey reflect not only the
statistical breakdown of the graduatingpopulation,but are also indicativeof who we see in
the workforce, which is less than 14 percent
minority? Other important statistical data reflective of students is that only seven percent
of those responding to the Moen and Heim
survey are m ~ b i l eIf. ~we take this information
andapply it to the ethnic minority population,
there is an even smaller percentage of librarians of color available forrelocationfor various
positions in library and information science
fields.
This places additional pressure "to reach
out" to interested ethnic staff, students, and
friends of the library by exposing them to the
field through meetingsand professional publications. The term outreach can be defined as
"to reach beyond, to extend to a wider section
of the population."s One rich source of out-
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reach is through ethnic professional associations. Many ethnic librarians belong to their
respective caucuses in the American Library
Association, American Indian Library Association, AsianlPacific Americans Library
Association, ChineseAmerican Library Association, and REFORMA: National Association to Promise Library Services to the Spanish-Speaking. Another possibility is to purchase space in the various ethnic library and
other education information publications and
place announcements of programs and requests. Thirdly, we can advertise to members
on mailing lists gathered from the respective
membership directories identifying ethnic librarians such as the Directory of the Black
Caucus of the American Library Association.
Because of my own membership in that
Caucus as well as my position at Simmons, I
have received numerous requests from headhunters who are seeking ethnic minorities for
various positions. Networking within the profession has also proven to be an effective way
to identify librarians of color. For example, at
a meeting of the Massachusetts Black Librarians' Network, I asked the group for names of
recent black librarians to be considered for
inclusion in the revision of the Simmons
Graduate School's catalog. Following the
dissemination of the Network meeting minutes, I received a letter and resume with a
photograph. Since then, I have begun keeping
a file on ethnic minority librarians with noted
expertise and aspirations. Recently, after another presentation, I was given more resumes
to add to my file. Further, I have the opportunity to network at my job. One of my office's
responsibilities is to maintain the "New England Jobline," a 24-hour telephone service on
which professional library job vacancies are
recorded. I often receive calls from people
requesting names of "qualified" or "competent" librarians ready and waiting for positions. Such positions range from reference to
cataloging, to children's services, and from
entry level to middle management to directorships. On arecent occasion I was contacted by
a law library affirmative action officer who
was seeking an ethnic minority to interview
for a head of technical services position. As

our discussion progressed, I inquired if there
were any ethnic minority librarians or paraprofessionals presently in his library. He was
silent, indicating a much larger problem than
his immediate concern.
I have been successful in developing a telephone network with several local academic,
public, and special library personnel offices.
Occasionally I receive the names of students
andalumni,but they areseldom ethnic minorities.
In addressing my third point, commitment
to diversity in the profession through mentoring, I will refer to examples of what is being
done by the library schools, library insritutions, and what we as individuals can do.
Anyone concerned about our profession must
be willing to bring others into the profession
regardlessofcolor. Wemust become mentors.
The University of California-Santa Barbara, University of Delaware, Ohio State
University, and Emory University libraries
have entry level internships for recent ethnic
master of library science graduates. These
programs select one or two persons per year,
may rotate the interns through various departments, and engage them in various assignments. The REFORMA and University of
California-Los Angeles (UCLA) Mentor
Program provides one-on-one support to prospective Hispanic librarianx6 The Stanford
University Libraries middle management
level internship for ethnic minorities is another example of a mentorshipprogram. These
programs serve as successful models that can
be adopted to attract and train ethnic minority
people for the profession.
John Richardson, a library and information
science professor at UCLA, has conducted a
study funded by the Association for Library
and Information Science Education. One of
his findings was that international students,
minorities, and males are usually more likely
to drop out of graduate library science programs due to lack of previous library experience. Again, in such cases, the internship and
mentoring efforts must be maintained and
enhanced to retain ethnic colleagues in the
profession.
Another issue we need to acknowledge is
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thatracism exists within the profession and we
must all work towards its elimination. Majority people seldom know what it is like to be the
"only one" in a social event or workplace. Insensitivity to such factors can discourage ethnic librarians from entering the profession or
even moving up the career ladder. Yet, educatedpeople,such as librarians,havethecapability to interact with the most diverse type of
individuals. A poem I found inspiring in addressing cultural diversity in the Greater Boston area is by Sara Ting:
Are you greaterthan the sun that shineson
everyone: Black, Brown, Yellow, Red
and White. The sun does not discriminate?
Her message is imperative to remember when
developing appropriate contacts with people
of color.
Lastly, I would like to make a few suggestions: Send requests to ethnic divisions in
ALA asking for the names of ethnic librarians
who may have served on panels and who have
served on their Executive Boards in the past
five years; send requests and announcements
about pertinentprograms addressing diversity
to library schools to share with ethnic librarianslethniceducatorsand social groups in your
respective work environments and local vicinities. Many of these efforts result in finding
new librarians of color, and new ideas to
attract potential talent to the field.
The 1989 National Library Week theme
focused on the librarian.This was an excellent
opportunity to invite ethnic minority librarians to speak about their experiences, especially in dominant ethnic and bicultural
neighborhoods. Opportunities such as a National Library Week to feature librarians of
color who can addressresources, services,and
future librarians' opportunities, are possible
directions to take in future years. If the opportunity arises, create those projects and
programs.
Inside your libraries,identify users and staff
who might be interested and show promise in
the field of library and information science.
Many of our users and staff need moral and
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financial support to pursue study. We can
recommend the completion of a library technician degree or bachelor's degree for eventual
entrance to a graduate library and information
program. Career planning requires a longrange view.
How often do we hear youngsters say, "I
want to be a librarian when I grow up!"? If you
don't, you're not alone. One of my colleagues
informed me that in a 1987 nationwide study
of college freshmen, not one listed librarianship as an occupational goal. Obviously, creative recruiting efforts are necessary for the
profession and a larger vision of our field. For
example, students,including ethnic minorities
whose career aspirations are limited to the
popular fields of education, sociology, history, engineering, and a broad spectrum of
health sciences, should be encouraged to pursue alternativeoptions in library and information science.
Library and information science is becoming a more diversified field offering skills that
can be combined with subject fields. For example, a musician could become a music librarian or computer specialist, history majors
might consider archival work, education majors and former teachers are choosing school
librarianship,biology and business majors are
turning to information consulting, corporate,
and special library work. These are just a few
career options in the field, but you already
know this.
Mentoring defined is "the act of giving advice or guidance.'%How are we going to share
our expertise with other potential library talent? We need more role models-people of
color. Talented librarians of color who enjoy
their work can be role models who can convey
their personal satisfaction and sense of pride.
This is an important point that I share with all
library school students.
If we are serious about the commitment to
diversity,wealso need to look at salaries.Low
entry salaries and limited salary ranges can be
quite discouraging to ethnic minorities as well
as women, who are seeking impressive and
challenging careers. Currently, newly-developed facets of the library and information
science field are underemphasized. The pro-

fession might attract more talented librarians
of all colors if the innovative aspects are encouraged and rewarded with increased salaries.
We need to broaden our base of library contacts to include librarians of color with strong
subject and technical expertise. One way is to
interact with ethnic librarians in diverse fields
and library organizations. We might look for
librarians of color who have been active in
other library, information,computer,and publishing organizations. The circle of contacts
needs to continue to enlarge.
Library administrators at a major academic
institution in the Greater Boston Area havebegun, for example, to explore the possibility of
establishing a library technicians' program at
a local community college. The intent is to
attract a higher percentage of ethnicminorities
to work in libraries.Also, such exposuremight
encouragesome of the students to further their
education towards the completion of a
bachelor's degree or master of library and
information science degree.
Representatives from the Washington, DC,
area library schools attended the Association
of CollegePlacement Officersmeetings to tell
them about the future outlook of the field of
library and information science. During fall

1988, four other library schools in the North
Atlantic States presented their programs for
those interested at the Information Industry
Association's Conference.Library employers
and library schoolsrealized the importance of
grooming librarians of color, and librarians of
color with expertise to become active in this
profession, this organization, and others.
In conclusion, we need to look at these
questions:
How can we reach out to the librarian of
color?
How can we network and include librarians of color in our contacts? and
How can we strengthen our commitment
to diversity?
We cannot cease seeking
- answers to those
questions. We need to implement programs
that make the goals a reality. As we approach
the 21st century, ethnic minorities are becoming the majority of our American population. They will become the replacement numbers for many professions.Will library and information service be among them? The challenge is ours.
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A Technological Assessment of the
SLA Membership: Summary Report
by Tbbi A. Brirnsek
Director, Research and Information Resources

Background
In the summer of 1989, SLA undertook a
study to assess the use and impact of technology on its membership. The goal of the study
was three-fold:
Determine the current status and impact of specific tools and applications
of technology in the workplace;
Project the short-term requirements of
the membership with regard to existing
tools and technology; and
Help plot future directions in the development of tools and applications of
technology.
The survey instrument used to conduct the
study was developed in spring, 1990. A select
group of SLA members were asked to participate in a pretest of the instrument in May and
June. Pretest responses resulted in some modifications to the questionnaire.Prior to its dissemination, the questionnaire was also reviewed by the consulting group retained for
data tabulation and guidance,Association Research Group of Alexandria, VA.
In mid-August 1989,10,695questionnaires
were mailed to all members and associate
members of SLA. 4,116 responses were received by the deadline date in late September,
providing a response rate of 38.48%. In terms

of the geographic segmentation of the participants, the response rates were 37.75% (3,665)
from U.S. members; 44.45% (425) from Canadian members and 45% (50) from elsewhere.
Only .l% or six did not indicate a geographic
location of the facility in which they are
employed.
The report that follows summarizes the salient findings of this study. It should be noted
that the data reported are the univariant or aggregate data from all respondents. While the
data have been tabulated for the geographic
segments of the membership, they indicate a
basic homogeneity among the membership.
Instances in which data for the United States
and Canada differ in a statistically significant
way will be noted. Detailed tables of all data
will be available in the full report of this study.
It should be noted that thedata from elsewhere
spans the globe from Eastern Europe to the Far
East to Scandinavia and representsarelatively
small number of responses. Thesedata are also
presented in the complete tables to be published in the full report.

What is in Use in Libraries and
lnformation Centers?
One of the focal points of the study was the
list of 33 applications of technology and tools
commonly used in libraries and information
centers and their parent organizations.
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Table 1
SelectedApplications of Technologyand Tools Used in Librariedhformation Centers and
Parent Organizations
CD-Rom
Circulation
Computer Conferencing
Current Awareness System
Computer-basedTraining
Interlibrary Loan
Serials Control System
Database Administration Software
Serials Routing (only)
Database Management Software
Desktop Publishing
Thesaurus Construction
Shared Cataloging (OCLC, RLIN etc.)
Electronic Mail and Messaging
Expert Systems
Fax
Online Databases:
Hypertext
Internal
Intelligent Gateways (to external sources)
External
Library Automation Applications:
Integrated Library System
AbstractingjhdexingSystem
Acquisitions
A-V Management Program
Online Catalog
Online Catalog - Remote Access

Optical Scanners
Optical Digital Disks
SpreadsheetSoftware
Statistics Analysis Software
Telecommunications Software
Voice Mail
Wordprocessing

To provide a global view of those tools and applications of technology currently in use, the
following list in rank order is offered:'
TooVTechnology
Application

Percentage of Respondents2
Currently Using Same in
LibraryIInformationCenter

Word Processing
External Online Database
Fax
Telecommunications Software
Internal Online Database
Electronic Mail and Messaging
Database Management Software
Spreadsheet Software
Database Administration Software
Online Catalog
Automated Interlibrary Loan System
Computer-basedtraining
Automated Shared Cataloging
CD-ROM
Intelligent Gateways to
External Sources
Desktop Publishing
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88.7
87.3
72.8
70.3
64.2
62.5
60.8
54.1
37.5
37.4*
34.5*
34.4
34.4*
33.0
31.4
23.6

TooVTechndogy
Application

Percentage of Respondentsz
Currently Using Same in
Llbrary/InformationCenter

Acquisitions System
Serials (Routing Only)
Integrated Library System3
Circulation System
Current Awareness System
Online Catalog - Remote Access
Voice Mail
Statistical Analysis Software
AbstractingjIndexing System
Optical Scanners
Computer Conferencing
Thesaurus Construction
Optical Digital Disk
Hypertext
A-V Management Program
Expert Systems

23.2*
22.3*
21.2
20.9*
20.7*
20.7*
19.3
16.8
16.8*
9.8
8.9
8.1*
6.9
5.7
4.8*
4 .O

Of the 4,116 respondents only 1.9% or 80
15.7%difference in the use of an automated
indicated that none of the applicationsof techshared cataloging system. 34.4% of the 2,818
nology or tools listed in Table 1 are in use in
U.S. respondents to this question use such
their libraries/information centers. As exsystems, while only 18.7% of the 321 Canapected in this dynamic field, this two percent
dian respondents to this question have such
is a very small group of respondents which for
usage. Usage of CD-ROM is also more comone reason or another do not use these particumon in the United States (34.5% of 3,567 relar tools or applications of technology availspondents) than in Canada (20.5% of 419 respondents)
able today.
by 14%.
The usUse of Technology and Tools
Converseage in most
ly, usage of
cases could
online cataeasily be
logs is more
considered
common in
slightly
Canadian
higher if the
percentlibraries
ages from
and inforthe
catmation
egory "purcenters
chased but
by 13.2%.
49.2% of
Figure 1
not yet implemented"
the 321 Cawere added to these figures. In the instance of
nadian respondents use online catalogs versus
least impact, external online databases, .5%
36.0% of their 2,818 U.S. counterparts. Dishave purchased but not yet implemented. The
cussion of various hypotheses for these differgreatest impact is a 4.8% response to circulaences may be included in the full report. It is
clear these differences could serve as a focal
tion systems which have been purchased but
not yet implemented.
point for additional research.
In addition to determining what SLA members have in use in their libraries/information
centers, the goal was also to determine future
The Parent Organization
plans. Several questions dealt with this issue.
As part of the question related to the tools and
Juxtaposed to the 1ibraryJinformationcenter
in the study is the parent organizations' usage
technologies listed in Table 1, participants
were asked to indicate which of these they are
of the same tools and applications of technology ,excluding the library automation applicaplanning to purchase within one year. The
tions. Below is a rank order list of those tools
most frequent response was CD-ROM with
11.8% of the respondents planning this purandapplicationsoftechnology with the parent
organization. The total number of respondents
chase within one year. The second most cited
to this question is 4,036 and the percentages
item planned for purchase within one year was
an online catalog (8.9%); the third, circulation
are based on this aggregate figure.
system (7.4%); the fourth, online catalogInterestingly, among the parent organizaremote access (7.4%); and the fifth, acquisition data, there is only one instance in which
tions system (6.2%).
Canadian and U.S. usage differs by greater
than 10%-voice mail. The differenceis actuIt should be noted there are several instances
ally only 10.8%.Theslightlyhigher usageis in
in which the usage of certain tools and applications of technology differ in the United
the United States. 29.4% of the 3,567 U.S.
States and Canada by more than 10%. These
respondents indicate such usage within their
differences are highlighted below. There is a
parent organizations while 18.6% of the 419
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Toolfl'echnology
Application

Percentageof Respondents
Indicating Using in
Parent Organization

Fax
Wordprocessing
Spreadsheet Software
Database Management Software
Electronic Mail and Messaging
Telecommunications Software
Desktop Publishing
Database Administration Software
Internal Online Database
Statistics Analysis Software
Computer-based Training

82.1
79.2
71.2
66.7
64.5
62.6
60.5
56.6
53.4
53.1
51.0

TooVTechnology
Application

Percentage of Respondents
Indicating Using in
Parent Organization

External Online Database
CD-ROM
Optical Scanner
Voice Mail
Computer Conferencing
Intelligent Gateways to
External Sources
Expert Systems
Hypertext
Optical Digital Disk

Canadian respondents report voice mail applications in use. For all of the other tools and
applicationsof technology, the U.S. andCanadim parent organization levels of usage are
very similar. In fact, for 35% of these tools/
technologies, the difference in U.S. versus
Canadian usage was reported at less than 1%,
illustrating again the homogeneity among the
survey participants.

Members' Purchasing Power

The SLA Member and
Technology in the Workplace

Staffing

SLA members' relationships to technology
and tools in the workplace are characterizedby
some strong and not unexpected responses.
77.8% of the 4,116 respondents describe
themselves as primary users of tools and technology, 66.2% implement tools and applications of technology,while 26.3% design tools
and technology applications. Occasional users
of tools and technology represent 20.6% of the
response. (As with all multiple response questions, the data do not tabulate to loo%.) Interestingly, only 2.2% of the respondents selected the description of %on-user of the tools
and technology."This statistic is very close to
the 1.9% of the respondents who indicated
they have none of the tools and technologies
listed in Table 1. Of the4'non-users,"only 6 respondents indicated that they are non-users
because they "choose not to use the tools and
technology."
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48.6% of the respondents are responsible
for purchase decisionsregarding the tools and
technology used in their workplaces. 63.9%of
the respondents influence purchase decisions
and 6.1% are not involved in those decisions.
(As with all multiple response questions the
data do not tabulate to loo%.)

The diversity of the special libraries environment is reflected in the range of staff sizes
reported in the study. The number of individuals employed in respondents' librarieslinformation centers varies widely. It can be noted,
however, that almost three-quarters, or 74%,
of the respondents report staff sizes of ten or
feweremployees in their libraries/information
centers.One-person libraries comprise 13.7%
of the total response (based on 4036 responses).Librarieslinformation centers with a
staff of two reflect the greatest proportion of
respondents at 16.6%.The next most common
are those special libraries and information
centers staffed by more than 20 people, a
group which comprises 14.6%of the response.

Impact of Use of Technology on Staff Size
Participants in the study were asked to as-
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plicationsof technology and tools used in their
sess the impact of the use of technologies/tools
librarieslinformation centers have served to
on both the staff size and composition for
different levels of staff: professionals, techniincrease the level of service provided. Techcians, and clericals. The impact on the profesnology and tools areameans to assist inforrnasional staff is in large part divided between two
tion professionals in their jobs, not an end in
and of themselves. By providing the benefits
of the options. 34.2% of the4,036respondents
indicated that the size and composition rethey do, the applications of technology have
mained the same but the responsibilities
expanded the types of services offered in
changed,
83.5% of
w h i l e
the responPerceived Levels of User Satisfaction d e n t s '
3 1.5% indiAs a Result of intograting Now Tools and Technology Applications
workplaces.
cated that
the size and
64.5% of
75.9%
Incnasod
Satisfaction
composithe
retion
respondents
Cannot Judgo/ 16.3%
mained the
have seen
No Rosponso
increased
same. An
No Cbango
7.4%
increase in
uses of their
Docroased
.4%
facilities
professionSatlsfaclion
while 1.8%
al staff was
report a dereported by
creased use
a
slight
Figure 2
of their fa2.8%. It
cilities. 3.7% of the respondents saw no
should be noted that 15.4% of the respondents
change in services. Only a small percentage,
could not judge or did not respond.
In reviewing the data for the technicians, a
5%, could not judge. While these responses
similar response type was evident as in the
reflect percentages of the study participants, it
case of the professional staff. 24.3% indicated
is a clear consensus that the impact on services
a status quo size and composition but change
has been both enhancing and positive.
in responsibilities, while 21.9% indicated no
change in size and composition. An increase in
technicians was reported by 12%of the 4,036
Perceived User Satisfaction
respondents.The group of respondents unable
to judge or respond in this category was
Over three-quarters or 75.9% of the respon38.2%. Clerical staff has been impacted by the
dents have perceived a greater level of satisuse of technology tools in a very slightly diffaction among users as a result of integrating
ferent way. 25.6% indicated status quo in size
new tools and technology applications into
and composition and 24.7% indicated status
their operations. 7.4% of the 4,036 responquo in size and composition with changing redents perceived no change in the users' level of
sponsibilities.An increase in clerical staff was
satisfaction.Less than 1% or specifically, .4%
reported by 10.4%,and clerical staff decreases
of the respondents,perceive a decreased level
were reported by 7.4% of the respondents.
of satisfaction. Those that could not judge or
3 1.9% selected the cannot judge response or
did not respond comprised 16.3% of the pardid not respond to this question.
ticipants. The impact of the use of technology
is graphically depicted in Figure 2.
It would seem to follow logically that if
there are increased levels and expanded types
Perceived Impact on Services
of service, users would enjoy a greater level of
An overwhelming 88.9% of therespondents
satisfaction.While these data are based on the
(based on 4,036 responses) felt that the apperceptions of the respondents, it would seem
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the total number of respondents are listed in
rank order.
The following discussion will exemplify the
relationship of a particular institution type/
business served to the library/information
Job Satisfaction
center's use of the tools and applications of
technology listed in Table 1 and to relate that
A clear majority of 86.4% of the 4,036 reusage to the overall usage by the entire base of
spondents indicated an increased level of job
responsatisfaction
dents. The
as a result
Job Satisfaction
discussion
of the use of
As a Result of the Use of Technology In the Workplace
has been
technology
I n r m s d 6mutly
47.1 %
developed
in the workto highlight
place. Only
I m m d Somowhut 39.3%
some com1.7% indiRemuhod tho Sumo
7.7%
parisons
cated a derather than
crease in
to detail
the level of
each one.
job satisAs noted
faction.
earlier, CD3.5% could
ROM
is
not judge
Figure 3
while .8%
currently
did notrespond. The message appears evident.
being used by 33% of the respondents. HeavTools and applications of technology are a
ier usage among segments of the respondent
positive force to be embraced to enhance the
population was reported: 63.6% of the 685
role of the information professional and prorespondents from academic institutions;
vide greater levels of job satisfaction. The job
48.1% of the 162 respondents from banking,
satisfaction response is graphically depicted
finance, and real estate and 45.4% of the 293
in Figure 3.
federal government respondents have indicated current CD-ROM usage. Interestingly,
while 11.8% of all the respondents are planning to purchase CD-ROM within one year,
Type of Institution and Business Served
26% of the 173participants from the hospital/
The typeof institution or business served by
other medical services group indicated such
the library/information center was included
plans. Several other groups exceed the overall
among the demographic data collected in the
average in this plan as well.
study. In Table 2, those institutions/busiDesktop publishing is in use overall by
nesses served which represent 4% or greater of
23.6% of the 4,036 participants. Among the
that further investigations focusing on the
means of measuring these types of impacts on
the user population would be beneficial.

Table 2
Type of Institution/Business Served As Represented by 4% or Greater of Total Number of
Respondents (4,116)
Academic Institution
Not-For-ProfitOrg/Assoc.
Government-Federal
Government-Other
Legal Services
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16.8%
7.3%
7.2%
5.3%
5.2%

Consulting Services
Engineering
HospitallotherMedical
Services
Banking, Finance, Real Estate

5.0%
4.8%
4.3%
4.0%

academic institutions group 36.8% of the 685
respondents are currently using desktop publishing. The federal government group indicated asignificantly higher usage of electronic
mail and messaging than the overall response
of 62.5%. Within the federal government
environmentthis tool is usedin 77.5% of the libraries and information centers, or by 227 of
the 293 respondents in the federal government
category.
Fax is used by 88.3%of the 162respondents
from banking, financeand real estate libraries/
information centersin comparison with 72.8%
of the overall group of respondents. Online
catalog-remote access applications are used
by 20.7% of the 3,181 respondents. 42.3% of
the 473 responding academic institution respondents have such applications in their libraries/information centers.
There are many instances in which interesting data appear in terms of a contrast of a segment of the respondents with the whole base.
The examplescited above are to provide some

preliminary data and to indicate the type of
data available. Complete data tables for these
comparisons will be available in the full
report.

Short-term Goals
Some very short-term goals (i.e., plans to
purchase within one year) have already been
discussed in the context of the tools and applications of technology listed in Table 1.
Going beyond that level of immediacy was a
more comprehensive question listing tools
and applications of technology (as well as
leaving blank spaces for items not listed) in
order to rank the respondents' top five priorities in terms of their technologicalagendas for
the next five years and what they would like to
see implemented in their workplaces. Table 3
below presents top three choices from each of
the rankings 1-5.
The tendency to put CD-ROM on the tech-

Table 3
Technological Agendas

Rank

Technology~ool

1
1
1

CD-ROM
Integrated Library System
Online Catalog

2
2
2

CD-ROM
Online Catalog
LAN

3
3
3

CD-ROM
Desktop Publishing
Circulation System

4
4
4

CD-ROM
Optical Scanners
Serial Control System

5
5
5

CD-ROM
Desktop Publishing
Optical Scanners
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Number of Respondents
Providing Ranking Data

Percentage and
Number
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nological agenda is clear. The full report will
include a more complete set of ranking tables.
As with the usage data, tables reflecting the
institution typelbusiness served were produced to review the technological agendas
within a demographic parameter. These data
are detailed in the full report. As would be expected, within different industries/institution
types, someprioritiesdeviate from thoseof the
univariant response.

Planning the Future
An integralpart of this technologicalassessment was the inclusion of a question to elicit
some "blue-skying" or "wish list" building
from the participants to help plot future directions in the development of tools and applications of technology. 1,065of the study participants shared their views to this end. The result
presented here is thecompilationof alistof ten
major areas which were approachedby several
different perspectives. The list is a combination of tools, technology, and concepts that
were mentioned most frequently by the respondents. Over one-quarter or 27% of the
respondents to this question mention some
aspect of CD-ROM-more, less expensive,
networked, specific applications, and standardsluniformity are some of the typically
cited issues.
Cost/money issues surfaced in 11% (1 16)of
the 1,065 responses. Conceptually, networking, integration, and compatibility among
software and hardware together account for
16%of the response. (The total does not add to
a 100%response as multiple issues were represented by the same respondent.)
Ten percent of the participants listed full
text applications as part of their wish lists for
the future. A common theme with full text is
the desire for many more of these applications.
Nine percent, or 91 individuals made reference to scanning technology-less expensive,
more wide-spread applications,etc. At the six
percent level of response, three issues surfaced: standardization (both hardware and
software);a common command language; the
further development of artificial intelligence
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applications-zg., expert systems for use in
the special library environment-and increased integration of handling capabilities
for images in the tools and applications of
technology developed.
A final note should be added for two concepts at their respective three percent and two
percent response levels: hypermedia and
voice recognition applications. As can be
seen, many of the wish lists are extensions of
the currently developed and developing technologies. The SLA membership shares these
thoughts in an effort to help shape future
directions of tools and technology applications to the special library/information community. It seems that the tools and applications of technology on these wish lists address
specific information handling issues surfacing
now. These information professionals are
ready to reach out and integrate these developments into the workplace insofar as they are
responsive to their needs and economically
feasible in their workplaces.

Conclusion
In conclusion, it must be said that the
technological assessment does in fact accomplish the goals described at the beginning of
this report. Information has been gathered on
the current status and impact of specific tools
and applications of technology in the
workplace, short-term requirements of the
respondents have been described, and visions
of the future have been glimpsed in terms of a
few major areas.
While the assessment has provided some
answers, it also lays the groundwork for more
research in this area. There have been some
questions posed in this summary report and
more are likely to surface in the final analysis.
A full report of the results of this study is now
available through SLA's Order Department.
The full report is entitled: "Powering-Up: A
Technological Assessment of the SLA Membership."Order information and the price may
be obtained by contacting the Association
office.
H

Notes

'

Because of a problem with the survey instrument, data on automated serials control system
are not available.
The number of respondents to the question is
4,036 unless there is an "*" indicated next to

percentage. In those cases,thenumber of respondents is 3,181.
If participants had an integrated library system,
they were requested not to answer for each separate component.
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Pittsburgh: An Unparalleled City

June 9-14
marks the 81st AnPittsburg to
8 1st Annual Conference
nual Conference of the
Special Libraries AssoSPECIAL LIBRARIES
The Greater Pittsburgh
ASSOCIATION
International Airport is
ciation, to take place in Pittsserved by 13 commercial airburgh, PA. Over 5,000 information professionals-like youlines and is a hub for USAir airare expected to attend the hundreds of
lines. Cab fair to downtown averages
workshops, education sessions,business
about $27, airport limousine service is
meetings, division programs, committee
available to major downtown hotels for
meetings, special events, and--of c o u r s e
about $10 (rates provided by AAA). Railroad
the exhibit hall with over 250 exhibitors.With
service is also available through Amtrack,
all thoseactivities,you may nevergetachance
with its historic Penn Station, conveniently
to see the city or to experience its unique
located downtown adjacent to the convention
culture.
center and hotels. Greyhound also provides a
Pittsburgh, the second largest city in Penncentrally located terminal next to the convensylvania with a regional population of more
tion center. For those of you who will be
than two million people, offers much more
driving into the city, you will find the fastest
than you may think. The city boasts a number
route to be along the Pennsylvania Turnpike.
of firsts including:
The First Radio Station: KDKA

A Brief History
-

The First Ferris Wheel
The First All-Aluminum Skyscraper:
the Alcoa Building
The First McDonald's Big Mac burger

In 1985, Pittsburgh was ranked the
country's most livable city by Rand McNally.
The city combines a number of features few
American citiescan,including history, recreation, and a revitalized business community.
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-

Tracing its roots to the mid-1700s and the
French and Indian War, Pittsburgh is perhaps
the only American city selected personally by
George Washington for trade and settlement.
Both French and English envisioned the area
where the Allegheny and Monongahela rivers
meet to form the headwaters of the Ohio as a
key trading and accesspoint to the western and
northern settlements. In 1758, the British
emerged as victors in the struggle for the
region and built Ft. Pitt, the largest and most

in Oakland, and Forbes Avenue in Squirrel
Hill-all lined with specialty shops. Also, the
city's historic South Side offers a montage of
galleries and antique shops.

elaborate outpost in North America at the
time.
A town soon began to grow around the fort
and it was incorporated in 1816. In the mid1800s industry began to develop rapid1y, particularly glassmaking and ironworks. By
1870,Pittsburgh produced half of the world's
glass and iron; and almost all of the world's oil.
The city's prosperity had been a boon to the
regional economy, but its industrialization
took a toll on the local environment. In the late
1940s, Mayor David Lawrence began the
nation's first urban renewal projects. Flood
control, air pollution, highway development,
andelimination of downtown industrialblight
were his goals. A similar project started in the
late 1970s. bringing urban renewal that has
made Pittsburgh the model city it is today.
After nearly twocenturies as aleader in mining and manufacturing, Pittsburgh has been
transformed into a major high-technology
center which includes a leading role in the
fields of education and health care. As the perception of its industrial past fades, the city is
cultivating its new image of a sophisticated
metropolitan area, housing the third largest
concentrationof corporateheadquarters in the
country.

Point State Park, located in the heart of the
Golden Triangle, containsanumberof historical attractions including the Ft. Pitt Blockhouse and the Ft. Pitt Museum. The Ft. Pitt
Blockhouse is the oldest building in Pittsburgh, while the Ft. Pitt Museum presents the
story of the battle between Britain and France.
Throughout the city a variety of other museums contain historical materials that provide
insight into its heritage. Of note is the 27,000volume library, archives, and museum at the
Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania
on Bigelow Boulevard in Oakland, PA.
Other parks and museums of note areBessemer Court, an outdoor museum featuring a
Bessemer converter built in 1930;The Carnegie, 4400 Forbes Avenue, a unique cultural
facility in the heart of the university area; and
Frick Art Museum, 7227 Reynolds Street, a
variety of Renaissance-style displays and
buildings.

What to Do

Other Events and Points of Interest

Pittsburgh offers a variety of attractionsthat
you may want to explore while in the area. Be
sure to pack comfortable shoes, because the
city is ideal for walking tours. In addition to a
compact downtown area, just 10 blocks, the
shops and restaurants at Station Square, as
well as the educational attractions in Allegheny Square, are only a bridge crossing
away.

The annual Three Rivers Arts Festival will
take place at Gateway Center, Station Square,
Market Square, and Point State Park at the
same time as the Annual Conference. The various programs include dance, music, art,
crafts, films, videos, theater, and mime. The
Festival is one of the most popular events in
Pittsburgh, with more than 500,000 visitors
expected.
For panoramic views of the city, the
Duquesne and Monongahela Inclines offer
spectacular sights as they climb nearly 800
feet to the top of Mt. Washington. You can
reach the inclines at Station Square or on
Carson Street and then visit the Mt. Washington restaurant at the summit. Both inclines are
part of the original transportation network in
Pittsburgh.

Shopping
The Golden Triangle's department stores
include Brooks Brothers, Saks 5th Avenue,
Kaufmann's,and Home's, plus dozens ofboutiques. Other close-by areas include
Shadyside's Walnut Street,South Craig Street

Museums and Parks
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River cruises are operated daily out of Station Square by the Gateway Clipper Fleet.
They offer a variety of cruises from two to six
hours. One cruise, called the Lock and Dam,
gives passengers an opportunity to learn about
river navigation. Don't forget, the SLA Fundraising Event scheduled for Monday night
will be an evening dinner cruise.
Pittsburgh is also the home to Major League
Baseball's Pirates. They will be playing four
home games against the New York Mets beginning Thursday June 14th. Contact Three
Rivers Stadium for ticket information.

Restaurants and Nightlife
Ethnic identities continue to remain strong
in Pittsburgh. Over 100 different ethnic communities make up the neighborhoods that
surround the city. They provide the diversity

in restaurants that you may not expect when
you think of Pittsburgh.
The same ethnic diversity carries over to
nightlife in the city. There is approximately
one tavern per 1,000residents. Bars and nightclubs range in style from the friendly neighborhood watering hole to polished brass and
bright lights. If you are looking for live entertainment you will find anumberofclubs offering everything from country and western and
jazz to the latest rock-and-roll.
If you have not been to Pittsburgh in more
than a few years, you will find a diverse, modem, clean, and cultured city. If you always
thought Pittsburgh was a little greener than
other c i t i e s i t is-Pittsburgh has more trees
within its city limits than any other city.
See you at the Annual Conference, June 914th. For registration information call SLA
Headquarters (202)234-4700.

Information Policies:
Strategies for the Future
By Sandy Morton
Director, Government Relations
and
Maria Barry
Editor, Serial Publications
The issue of formulating anationalinformation policy for the United States, was discussed in the milestone 1976report,"National
Information Policy," authored by the Domestic Council Committee on the Right of Privacy, chaired by then-vice president Nelson
Rockefeller. In May 1989, SLA's 1988189
President Joe Ann Clifton chaired a strategic
meeting on national informationpolicy. Initiatives and high priority areas were identified
and discussed by a select group of senior
public and private sector leadersin the field of
information technology. Participants of the
May meeting also resolved there would be two
follow-up meetings to further examine information policy issues.
In December 1989, 60 participants from
libraries, the information industry,education,
government,and the public sector met for two
days to continue debate and discussion of the
numerous aspects and considerations of national information policy and legislation.
Attendees gathered on the morning of the
first day to hear presentations from a panel of
experts in the information field.
Toni Carbo Bearman, dean, School of Library and Information Science, University of
Pittsburgh, provided an overview and an orientation to the meeting. Because information
exchange is now a global issue, any information policy must include both national and
international aspects, she stated. Bearman
also cautioned participants of the barriers
when forming any policy:

Avoid reducing the issues of information policy to a black and white dichotomy, it will only narrow perspective
and rule out possible solutions;
Avoid dwelling on failed attempts at
creating an information policy, it will
only stifle creative problem-solving;
Avoid being impatient, rushing
through the planning and thought process will only ruin any feasible solution.
Melvin Day, senior vice president, Herner
and Co., presented the audienceareview of the
Rockefeller Report. To give examples of the
Report's thoroughness, Day highlighted two
issues which healsoconsideredrelevant to the
meeting. The Report's extensive coverage of
Issue No. 2,"Establish Principlesfor the IntraGovernmental Transfer of Information which
Promote Efficiency and Provide Adequate
Safeguards,"shows how complex aseemingly
simple problem of sharing government information within theFederalGovernment,forthe
Government's own use, can be.
The Report's input into Issue No. 5, which
reads,"WriteRules to Clarify theRelationship
between Governmentand theprivate Sector in
the Production, Publication, and Dissemination of Information," shows how carefully its
drafters considered the differing interests of
the five concerned communities: government,
for-profit sector, professional society, pub-
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lisher, and the user, Day explained.
The report concludesby calling for a unified
approach to policymaking and also states the
policymaking process have public visibility at
all times. Day urged people to read the entire
Report. "While admittedly it does not cover all
issues that should be covered, it does a firstrate job with those that it does cover," he said.
Following Day's review, Kathleen Eisenbeis gave acurrentcommentary on theReport.
Eisenbeis, doctoral candidate, Graduate
School of Library and Information Science,
The University of Texas-Austin, asked her
listeners to keep the following considerations
in mind when formulating theirrecommendations:
The differing contexts of the
Rockefellerreport and of each individual currently contributing to the process of setting a national information
policy.
Remember how far the information
profession has progressed in creating
an information policy since the
Rockefeller Report (1976).
Compare the direction information
professionals want to take in formulating a policy today as opposed to the
direction desired in 1976.
Frank Reeder, chief, Information Policy
Branch, Office of Management and Budget,
discussed current OMB policies and recent
legislative initiatives in the area of information policy. Kenneth Allen, senior vice president, Government Relations, Information
Industry Association, providedan overviewof
the private sector interests in this arena. He
presented a number of policies and principles
which the IIA believe are essentialelements in
the creation of an information policy. A complete copy of these principles can be obtained
from the director, Government Relations,
SLA.
In the afternoon, participants met in six
"working groups"and spent the rest of the day
putting together recommendations for ad-

dressing the different aspects of a national
information policy. They reconvened the second day to present their recommendations.
Below is a brief summary of each group's
deliberations. Complete texts of speeches and
each group's presentations can be obtained
from Sandy Morton, director, Government
Relations.

Grou One:
Key ssues

P

Future information policy must guarantee:
Broad, equitable dissemination of and
accessto government information in all
formats;
The greatest possible diversity of public and private sources;
Protection of basic democratic values
such as a free press and individual privacy.
In seeking this policy balance,thegovernment
must address a host of key issues; following
are only some of the many issues identifiedby
group one.
Scientific and technical information
(sn)
Privacy
Public subsidies
Global Competition
Information policymaking and implementation
Local access to government information
Government management of information
Conclusion:
Rapidly changing technology is creating

new opportunitiesand new pressures in every
area of information policy. It is vital that the
information community undertake to create a
comprehensivenational strategy for information policies in the 1990s,and beyond without
delay.

Group Two:
Information Resources Management
-

--

ity the Federal libraries and information centers have in the collection, organization, preservation, and dissemination of government information.
Final recommendation:
SLA should lead the establishment of a
coalition to crystalize consensus on the principles articulated.

- -

Some of the principles and policies put forth
by the group include:
Federal agencies must provide information products to meet the needs of
American business, industry, academia, government,and the general public.
The public and private sectors should
be partners whenever feasible to improve low cost access to government
information.
Government information policies
should stress cooperation between the
public sector and the private sector.
Federal agenciesshould elevate visibility and stress agency responsibilities
for records management.
Federal documents 30 years or older,
with few and precisely delineated exceptions, shouldbe available for scholarly research. Decisions to continue
classifications beyond 30 years should
be supported by a compelling rationale
and agreed upon by both the head of
the agency concerned and the U.S.
Archivist.
Federal records management policy
should streamline the declassification
review of documents in order to increase access to historical material.
Federal agencies should recognize and
support the major role and responsibil-

Group Three:
Innovation and Productivity Group
Summary of conclusions from group three.
Innovation would result from the
"right" information being available
when needed; time spent in locating the
required information reduces productivity.
The founding fathers developed a set of
competing interests; these are reflected
in the information issues seekingpolicy
resolution.
Information policies can be reasonable,
but an uncoordinated policy can adversely affect innovation and productivity.
Finding and using information skills
will improve productivity (information
literacy); technical tools for organizing
and getting at information should be
available on an equitable basis.
Information enhances personal productivity and thequality of life; information
is essential to the continuation of the
historical progress of humanity, to informed choice, and the support of diverse choices.
Federal agencies should provide to the
Superintendent of Documents for distribution to the depository libraries all
government publications required by
the law to be made available including
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government publications in electronic
formats.
The U.S. must strengthen intellectual
property protection.
The Office of Science and Technology
Policy is the logical focal point for
Executive Branch ST1 leadership.
A focusing structure for information policy
formulation is needed. There must be apermanent staff for any entity responsible for the
formulation of information policy.

Group Four:
Information Services For Society
Below is a brief summary of the goals and
recommendations put forth by group four.
Goals:
An informed citizenry is the cornerstone of democracy.
Access to information is needed for:
exercisingcivic duties and responsibilities,
maintaining health and welfare,
economic security of individuals,
national security and international
competitiveness,
a viable educational system
Maximize information access by all
segments of society
John Q. Public -"lifey' services,
professionaVoccupationa1groups
(doctors, lawyers, scientists,
engineers, small businesses)
geographic/economic strata
(rurallurban; low income)

Recommendations:
Costs of assuring access is a shared responsibility:
government should take leadership
role, find ways to increase collaboration between public and private sectors
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Convene groups to create and informationbill
of rights to include and address:
diversity of sources
first amendment protections
individual privacy
national security concerns
non-discrimination of users
assuranceof product quality, accuracy,
completeness

Group Five:
International Information Exchange
Preamble:
In today's world the international dimension permeates all aspectsof national information policies. International aspects must be an
integral part of the development of strategies
for national informationpolicies and the deliberationsof any information policies task force
from the beginning. The United States has a
special stake in international information issues growing out of our first amendment tradition and practice.
As we enter the nineties, there are several
trends and developments that highlight the
importance of the international dimension:
Trade aspects of information exchange
are vitally important to the United
States, as evidenced by their being
negotiated, for the first time, at the
current round of GATT talks.
Issues such as copyright and privacy
have taken on increasingly important
internationaldimensions.
The U.S. information community's
influence in the internationalstandards
development is under challenge.
Moreover, national information policies development must include not only the international implications of domestic U.S. policies,
but also recommendations for international
initiatives. We urge that both of these strategies be incorporated from the beginning into

the work of planning groups such as the information policy task forces and the Advisory
Committee for the 2nd WHCLIS.
Recommendation:
Create an inter-organizationaltask force to
develop briefing documents and recommend
specific actions for creation of this top level
group. The Force should include representatives from the following sectors:
users
international information companies
international legal experts
federal officials with international
responsibilities
academics
representatives from international
programs
international information policy experts from U.S. organizations
nonprofit organizationsinvolved in the
field

Group Six:
Future Directions
Strategies, actions, as well as issues were
discussed by this group. Two issues examined were:
Build and maintain safeguards against
controls on access to information: the
issues of "sensitive, but unclassified"
information and of restrictions to
access.
"Ownership" of information-issues:
intellectualproperty/copyright/
patent
government rights in sci/tech information
journals-impact of electronic dissemination methods
government rights and uncopyrightable information
Results of the December meeting will be
used for further discussion and debateat a third
meeting which is scheduled to take place at the
end of April. For details contact Sandy Morton, director, Government Relations (202)
234-4700.
rn
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librarians in Search of Science andldentity: The
Elusive Profession, by George E. Bennett,
Metuchen, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, 1988,
ISBN: 0-81 082-075-7.221 pp.
As a professional librarian for close to half
a century, I found Mr. Bennett's thesis of
professional librarians covered a great deal of
the public's lack of knowledge of what a
librarian does.
Information science in the age of the PCs
has caused arevolution in the information profession,comparable to Gutenberg's first useof
the printing press. Having started my own
information career in 1942, I can appreciate
the growth of our field. The author wishes to
redefine the profession and spends achapter of
hermeneutics-or
in layman's language:
interpreting or explaining library science and
librarianship. A great deal of this book deals
with the late Jesse Shera, who was dean, Case
Western Reserve, and a highly influential figure in pioneering information science.
Of great interest for me was Mr. Bennett's
study of the stereotypeof the librarian as seen
from the eyes of the user-from the early
1920s to the present. A great deal of progress
has been made towards academic acceptance
of the role of the librarian or information
scientist, despite the author's view that academic respectability has been missing in the
professionallives of academic librariansin the
20th century. I disagree with this premise. Li-
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brarianshippublic, corporate, and academic-has progressed in every dimension
since 1940.
Most of the book deals with the issue that librarianship has struggled with its name for
some time. From the 1960s to the present, the
identity of librarianshipwith something called
information science has become increasingly
popular-so much so that one can easily hyphenate the current identity as library-and-information-science,displacing the older name,
library science. The adoption of library-andinformation-science,however, has been challenged by some librarians, especially Jesse
Shera.
Although I appreciate Mr. Bennett's
scholarship and the use of a colloquial dialogue, the entire subject of whether we are
called information scientists or librarians, I
believe is a tempest in a teapot.
Whether we are called information scientists or librarians, SLA's old motto of putting
knowledge to work, is the ultimate cause and
need for our services. Whether we utilize PCs
or 3x5 card catalogs, the needs of the library
user is of prime importance. I do not care
whether I am called a librarian or an information scientist, it is the customer who needs
information as soon as possible, which is my
chief concern. I thinkmost librariansshare this
belief.
It is not my intention to hurt the author's
feelings, as he has indeed applied serious
scholarship and research into this project in

defining who weare. But, oh, how boring! Mr.
Bennett's book could have been condensed
into ten pages. Since I read this work over a
period of four or five nights, I found this book
to be a definitive cure for insomnia-it beats
H
Sominex.

Larry Chasen
Manager, Information Center
General Electric Co., Astro/Space Division
Philadelphia, PA

leadership in fhe library/lnformation Profession, edited by Alice Gertzog. Jefferson, NC:
McFarland and Co., 1989, ISBN 0-89950426-4 (paper). 84 pp.
This small volume is good proof of the old
adage that everyoneknows a leader when they
see one, but no one can say what makes a
leader. The topic is explored on a variety of
fronts; by the end of the volume, however, the
reader still does not have a good grasp on what
leadership in the profession actually is, nor
how itmightcomparewithorbedifferentfrom
leadership in other areas of work.
The volume contains the proceedings of the
26th Annual (one day) Symposium of the
Graduate Alumni and Faculty of the Rutgers
School of Communication, Information and
Library Studies, which took place April 8,
1988. After a brief introduction by the editor,
four specific papers are presented on the topic
of leadership. Joanne R. Euster's paper, "The
QualitiesofLeadership,"isa brief summary of
some of the conclusions that appear in her

book, The Academic Library Director: Management Activities and Effectiveness, Greenwood, 1987,with additional reflectionson the
nature of the leader as an organizational visionary. Alice Gertzog's chapter on "Perceptions of Leadership," is also a presentation of
work in her recent Rutgers dissertation concerning the ways in which leaders (as identified in her study) in the library profession think
about and define leadership. She concludes
that the real leaders have good ideas, or vision,
and theUinstitutionalpositions" from which to
transmit those ideas. Unasked and unanswered is whether one can qualify as a
leader if she or he has only bne of these
qualifications.
The two remaining formal presentations, by Robert Wedgeworth and
Emily Mobley ,are not research based
reports but are more in the tone of personal reflections of their own experiences
in
the
profession.
Wedgeworth's is a particularly personal statement oriented towards the
question of how the profession might
nurture leadership. Except for saying
that one should always seek mentorship, he
never really answers his own question. His
advice for being a leader is use common sense
while taking uncommon chances. Emily
Mobley also takes a predominantly personal
approach in her paper, but backs it up with a
heavy dose of statistics that show the failureof
women and minorities to obtain leadership in
the profession. Her statistics showing much
greater success of women and minorities in the
leadership of SLA than in ALA are certainly
intriguing and warrant further study. The
remaining sections of the volume contain a
partial transcript of the panel and audience
discussion, an excellent but brief review by
Gertzog of the major concepts about leadership appearing in the general social science
literature, and a selected annotated bibliography of that literature.
Throughout the volume the problems of
separating leadership from "headship" (or
management position), is repeatedly mentioned but never directly addressed as it applies to the library and information manage-
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ment professions. While also a major problem
with the entire literature on leadership, it is
somewhat disappointing that the difference
was not covered more adequately here since it
is a particular problem in a profession such as
ours where women are dominant in numbers
but not "headship," and where the profession
itself suffers from low social esteem and poor
monetary rewards. Even though the volume
makes only slight progress toward "answers"
on the (very large) problem of leadership in the
profession, it is interesting reading and should
stimulateincreased discussion and, hopefully,
increased research on the topic.

Robert V. Williams
College of Library and Information Science
University of South Carolina

r'.*~escr@~ve
Sfafisfica\ Techniques k librodans, by Arthur W. Hafner, Chicago, II: American Library Association, 1989,ISBN: 083890-510-2.266 pp.
Most special libraries are required to keep
statistical data for management as well as for
comparativestudies.In this volume the author
stresses the need to communicate more effectively with those who use statistical concepts
and terminology. Also involved is the use of
statistical data in summarizing reports; we all
are impressed by the use of numbers in reports,
presentations, and correspondence, and the
use of graphs forms a very basic method of
communication.
This book is intended to serve as a textbook
for a first course in research methods for library and information science students. It can
also be used to good advantage by administrators, librarians, curators, archivists, resource
center technicians, and managers working in
information centers
Of specific interest is the author's description of using and misusing statistics. According to Dr. Hafner, there are are two forms of
statistics. Descriptive statisticsis amethod for
summarizing, organizing, and presenting information. By carefully organizing and sum-
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marizing information, descriptive statistics
communicates trends and spares the end-user
the cumbersome task of looking at each piece
of information individually. A good example
is the National Weather Service which monitors temperature continuously,while newspapers report only the high and low temperatures
of the day. These figures communicate the essence of the information and make it easier to
identify warming and cooling trends. Moreover, these figures are more manageable than
a long list of the succession of temperatures.
The other class of statistics is inferential
statistics. Its methods go beyond information
summary. It aims to predict new information
and to make broad generalizations from results obtained from limited studies. Although
the application of inferential statistics is an
interesting topic, this book deals exclusively
with descriptive statistics or information
summary.
Reading this book is a remarkable learning
experience. The author presents each chapter
succinctly and at thebeginningof eachchapter
there are learning objectives which involve
thinking on the part of the reader. This is not an
easy book to merely scan, each page has a
definitive message.
The basic theme of this book is the use of
statistics in all forms of communications. A
knowledge of some mathematical statistics
will make it easier for the reader to apply the
knowledge well defined by Dr. Hafner. For
library applicationshe surveysutilizing statistical data in:
Acquisitions
Circulation and Recall
Check-OutDate
Copyright date
Inventory
Subscriptions
Weediig

Dr. Hafner's use of pertinent library illustrations stems from a rich background including a master's in mathematics and a doctorate

in library science. This text does make statistics much easier to understand and use. The
text includes over 75 charts and graphs to
assist the reader in a better understanding of
the subject matter. I particularly liked the
author's use of library examples and problems, with solutions completely explained, so
the reader does not need to be a statistician to
understand. However, this reviewer, not a
math whiz, thinks some background in statistical mathematics would be helpful. Dr. Hafner is currently director of the American
Medical Association Division of Library and
Information Management. He has served on
the faculties of the University of Micnesota
and Northland College as a professor of
mathematics, and most recently as an associate professor of library science at the Chicago
College of Osteopathic Medicine.
This book is highly recommended for all of
us requiring the application of statistics in library practices.

Larry Chasen
Manager, Information Center
General Electric Co., AstroISpace Division
Philadelphia, PA.

Personnel Needs and Changing Reference
Service, by Rosemarie Riechel. Hamden, CT:
The Shoe String Press, 1989, ISBN: O208022-260 (cloth). 0-208020-279 (paper).
119 pp.
In this short volume, the author intends to
provide a practical source of information for
the improvement of reference services. Her
premise for offering such a book is that technology has brought the need for new skills in
information retrieval which must be met
proactively by the library community. For
Reichel, lack of personnel and inadequate
financial resources are not acceptableexcuses
for less than excellent reference service.
Personnel Needs and Changing Reference
Service is arranged into four chapters. A bibliography and an index are provided at the end
of the volume, although another list of readings is given at theend of chapter one. The text

is easy to read and the author uses lists
throughout the book to highlight significant
information.
Although the text of Personnel Needs and
Changing Reference Service is interesting,
similar information is probably presented in
many other books on library management,
online searching, and/or reference. For example, on page 106, the author lists factors
such as equipment, subscription cost, vendor
training and support, and database coverage
that need to be assessed when offering database searching. Similarly,pages 95-6give the
variables that affect the evaluation of reference services: patron characteristics, library
size, demographics, etc.
The overall flow of the text is good; the
arrangement of chapter two is awkward,
however. In this chapter, text is followed by a
directory of selected automated systems and
services, followed by more text, then a glossary of computer terminology, and finally
more text. Both the directory and the glossary
could have appeared as separate appendices.
This useful information is hidden rather than
highlighted when interspersed with text,
which is unfortunate.
Chapter three presents 25 actual case studies, which are supposed to show judicious
selection of information sources and expertise
in reference technique. The reference questions in many of these case studies seemed
simplistic;perhaps fewer,more in-depthquestions would have been morechallenging to the
reader. This chapter ends with a list of the
sources cited in the case studies. Again, it
might have been more helpful to have these in
an appendix.
The final chapter in Personnel Needs and
Changing Reference Service is devoted to
evaluating reference services. In this chapter,
the author presents many alternativesto judging the effectivenessof services,as well as the
difficulties in measuring and analyzing them.
This chapter is interesting and useful. Yet
there is no conclusion,presented separately or
as part of the chapter. The book ends with the
statement that evaluation of reference service
"is the best defense against obsolescence and
poor performance," (page 108). There is no
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pulling together of information and thus no
sense of closure in the last few paragraphs.
Overall, Personnel Needs and Changing
Reference Service provides some useful information that is probably duplicated in similar works. Although its intended audience
seems to be practicing reference librarians, it
is more appropriate for library school students,
who are learning about information sources
and reference interviewing techniques. Those
working in reference and library management
already know how important reference skills
are to the effective provision of library
services.

Sara A. Hook-Shelton
Head Librarian
Indiana University School of Dentistry
Indianapolis, IN

Ac uisition Management and CollectJon Devel lpment in Libraries, by Rose Mary Magrill
and John Corbin. Chicago, 11: American Library
Association, September 1989, ISBN: 0-9389051 3-7.256 pp.
Acquisition Management and Collection
Development inLibraries is the second edition
of a work first produced in 1984by Rose Mary
Magrilland Doralyn Hickey. Now Magrill and
John Corbin have produced a new edition
which is updated and expanded. The book "is
intended primarily as an overview of the way
in which library acquisitions programs are
managed, what they try to accomplish, and
what methodologies are often used, and the
processes through which the collection is
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designed, developed, and evaluated." (p. viii)
There are 12 chapters in the work, the first
three of which deal with fundamental and
theoretical aspectsof collection development.
Seven chapters are devoted to rather specific
functions of acquisitions management. One
chapter discusses organization for acquisitions work, including its relationshipto collection development generally. A final chapter
stresses the importance of evaluation.
Chapters one, two, and three provide an
overview of collection development,basic information about the need for and nature of collection development policies, and a comprehensive discussion of how the collection development function is organized and carried
out in various types of libraries. Standard
definitions are given which differentiate collection development and acquisitions, but, to
the credit of the authors, there is no attempt to
consider one function superior to the other.
Much attention is given to the environment
in which collection development
takes place, including consideration
of governmental policy, economic
conditions, the academic setting, and
the publishing universe. The authors
demonstrate an excellent understanding of the budgeting aspects of collection development and of all factors involved in allocating funds, analyzing
expenditures, etc. The overview of
collection development is quite thorough and
includes sections on staffing, education, and
training. References cited are pertinent and
up-to-date, including some dated in 1988 and
1989.
In chapters four, five, and six, Magrill and
Corbin review theorganizationof acquisitions
work and the routines of bibliographic searching and acquiring individual items. The information in these areas is basic, with little in the
way of new insights. The authors state bibliographic searching "may lack the challenges
offered by other library jobs" (p. 99), and this
may account for the rather straightforward
treatment.
Chapter seven isaconcise yet inclusive look
at 'Vendor-Controlled Order Plans." The historical development of such standing order-

blanket order-approval plans is covered, as
well as their advantages, disadvantages, and
the management issues they present.
Chapter eight discusses the acquisition routines and problems related to special types of
books, e.g., out-of-print, foreign, government
publications, technical reports. The section on
out-of-print materials is thorough and realistic. Note is also taken of the complexities of
acquiringgovernment publications,including
the fact that some are never "in print"
because all copies are distributed at
the time of publication. Bibliographic
ZS
control and distribution problems for
governmentpublications are described.
Format is the basis for discussion in
chapters nine and ten. For "Purchasing
onb book Materials," the point is made
that there are different bibliographic control
and acquisition channels for these materials,
but the principles of selection are essentially
the same as for the traditional print materials.
There is a good discussion on selecting and
acquiring some of the newer formats, e.g.,
computer files, software,CD-ROMs. Chapter
ten covers the basics of the acquisition serials.
The practitioner will appreciate the importance attached to the budgetary impact of serials and the references to many variations in
serials procedures.
"Gifts and Exchanges" are covered in chapter eleven. Of particular note here is that one
"cooperative exchange program" (Universal
Serials and Book Exchange) has become defunct since this book was published.
"Evaluation of the Collection" is an appropriate concluding chapter for Acquisition
Management and Collection Development in
Libraries. It deals not only with the methodologiesand techniques for evaluatingcollections and collection use, but also for the evaluation of acquisitionswork. "Evaluation should
be a recognized part of good management in
any type of acquisitions work." (p. 250) The
authors review the classic works on collection
evaluation and note their differing emphasis
and, at times, differing conclusions.
Magrill and Corbin have provided an excellent overview of acquisitions management
andcollection development. It is well written,

thorough, up-to-date, has good bibliographies
for each area covered, and is indexed. Library
school students and practitioners who need to
review state-of-the-art practices will find it
rn
helpful.

Don Lanier
Health Sciences Librarian (Rockford)
and Associate Professor
University of Illinois at Chicago
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E Mail for Libraries, by Patrick R. Dewey.
Westport, CT: Meckler, 1989, ISBN 0-88736327-X. 177 pp.
While electronic mail services have been
available in one form or another for many
years, they have become significantly more
accessible as a result of the microcomputer
revolution. The enormous array of such services currently available can be confusing even
to persons well-versed in computers;for those
who are just beginning to familiarize themselves with this area, it can be extremely intimidating. In E Mail for Libraries, Patrick
Dewey has attempted to provide aneophyte's
guide to selecting and using electronic mail
services appropriate for library applications.
After an initial summary of the various
forms of electronic mail and how they work,
Dewey discusses various library applications
such as interlibrary loan, networking, reference services, book and document ordering,
and broadcasting announcements. In the next
three chapters, he discusses several external
electronic mail systems such as MCI Mail and
CompuServe, together with alternatives such
as bulletin board systems, telefacsimile,voice
mail, and Telex. Security factors and selection
criteria are also discussed. Another chapter is
devoted to local area network (LAN) based
systems, discussing the basics of how LANs
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work, some of the available LAN hardware
and software, and how they can be used for
electronicmail. Dewey devotes achaptereach
to hardware and software considerations.
Each of the final five chapters is devoted to one
electronic mail system, describing through
sample sessions how each system works.
DIALMAIL, CompuServe, Delphi, MCI
Mail, and generic bulletin boards are the systems discussed. The book closes with several
useful appendices: an annotated bibliography,
aglossary, and directoriesof periodicals,software information sources and vendors, and
external electronic mail system vendors.
The major weaknesses in this book are in its
discussionsof hardware and software. Dewey
could more clearly distinguish between the
two major types of microcomputer systems:
the IBM PC-compatibleandthe AppleMacintosh. A differentiation is especially important
in that many peripheral devices (printers,
modems, etc.) either are compatible with only
one of these systems, or require additional
hardware to make them compatible. Similar
concerns can be voiced with regard to the
chapter on software. Librarians unfamiliar
with microcomputers could benefit from
Dewey drawing a clearer distinction between
the various types of software and their uses.
Additionally,in listing sources of information
on hardware and software, Dewey fails to
include what this reviewer considers to be the
most important source: the major microcomputer magazines such as Byte, PC Magazine,
PC World,MacUser, and MacWorld.
It is difficult when writinga book of this sort
to address all the significant points. The high
speed with which technology changes can
make some statements obsolete before the
bookis evenprinted. Additionally, it is hard to
satisfy all potential readers. Those with some
experiencewith either electronicmail or computer systems in general may be frustrated by
Dewey's rudimentary approach, while novices may consider his presentation to be too
complex. For themost part, Dewey doesan excellent job of presenting the issues involved
with electronic mail use in libraries and of
discussing those aspects of the technology
whichare least likely tobeaffected by change.
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The lnforrnlrflon Edge, by N. Dean Meyer and
Mary E. Boone. Homewood, II: Dow-JonesIrwin, 1989, ISBN: 155623-279-9.106 pp.
New librarians will need to read this book to
be convinced of the value of end-user computing, particularly for such common applications as wordprocessing, database searching,
electronic mail, and spreadsheets. What librarians may well profit from is the emphasis
on, and advice about, quantifying and justifying the benefits of office automation to top
management.
Presented largely through a number of case
studies from for-profit companies,benefits of
end-user computing always seem to be stated
in terns of generating hundreds of thousands
of dollars(at least) of valueadded. At times the
book closely resembles those resume books in
which new collegegraduates are rapidly transformed into imposing and experiencedjob applicants by the judicious addition of numbers
and appropriate vocabulary.
The overriding point of view is from that of
a dataprocessing/managementof information
department. The only index entry even related
to libraries is a cross-reference to external
databases. But the problems discussed are
very familiar.
And at its core, this title focuses less on technology and numbers, and more on management and communicationskills. At the heart of
its "strategy tree planning methodology" is a
firm commitment to a user-centered problemsolving approach, and recognition of the necessity for building alliances between staff
and line functions. Effectiveness, defined in
terms of value-added applications that allow
people "to do a better job, or to do things they
could not do before," (p. 8) is emphasized,
rather than the more traditional efficiency
measurements of time saved or productivity
increased.
The authors provide a useful value-added
measurement interview guide, but admit that
"in many cases, subjective management
judgements will be required to place a dollar
value on (value-added) impacts. Even though
measurement of value-added benefits is difficult, "it is better to measure significant bene-

fits roughly than to measure trivia accurately"
(italics in the original, p. 360). This is perhaps
their most important advice.
I did not find this an easy book to get
through. Transferring the case studies to the
nonprofit sector seems especially difficult.
But the compelling reasons for reading The
Information Edge are the same as for reading
those high-powered resume books. If you need
to market your services, you need to reach the
people with the power to make decisions, on
their terms, and in their language. The Information Edgemay bevery useful in helping you
gain that perspective and advantage.

'

Mary Chitty
Associate Librarian
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and
Allied Health Sciences
Boston, MA

lnternotiona/ librarianship, by K.C. Harrison.
Metuchen, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, 1989,
ISBN: 0-81 08-221 3-X. 194 pp.
This volume is a collection of 18papers and
addressesrelating to the theme of international
librarianship given by K.C. Harrison over the
years 1975 to 1988. An introductory essay
provides the framework for the book, discussing the growth of interest in international
librarianship and the need for more international understanding and knowledge in the
field. Mr. Harrison, a British public librarian,
has had as well, a long, distinguished career
consulting to libraries in countries around the
world. Indeed,theprimary focusof this collection is on international public library development. It is from his worldwide experience,and
extensive involvement with international library organizations, that Mr. Harrison draws
his material.
In the introductory chapter, Mr. Harrison
notes the increasing internationalization and
global integration of the world and its meaning
for librarians, "In theory, librarianship is one
world. Our aim should be to make it so in
practice." Librarians, like most other professionals, have gained and have much to gain

from the international exchangeof ideas in the
development of their field. Mr Harrison's
point is well taken. Certainly, with the development of rapid telecommunications and
computerization, information gathering and
exchange will increasingly be on the international level. However, the collection of essays
which follows the promising introduction falls
short of enlightening the reader in a substantive, coordinated manner.
The essays cover a wide range of themes,
from several eulogies of individuals to an
analysis of the futurerole of public libraries. A
sampling of titles gives the flavor of the book:
"Frank Gardner: Internationalist," "Finland
Revisited: Solid Lessons from a Remote and
Watery Land," "Origins, Development and
Tasks of INTAMEL," "From my COMLA
Scrapbook," "Adult Education, Literacy and
Libraries," "The Development of Book Selection in the UK," "Library and Information
Services in Bermuda: A Profile," "Ideal Size
for a National Library Service."
Most, though not all, of the entries have
been previously published. While individually, many of theessays provide some interesting information on library practices and services abroad, there does not seem to be any coherence to the selection or organization of materials included. A collection organized
around major topics under the umbrella of
international librarianship would have been
more approachable. As it is, historical pieces,
papers on individuals, on individual foreign
countries,on libraries in the United Kingdom,
and on international organizations are to all
appearances, randomly ordered.
As a number of the essays were originally
speeches, they tend to be chatty in nature
rather than informative, lauding individuals
and accomplishments, rather than providing
in-depth looks at the subject matter. For example, in the essay, "Libraries in the Commonwealth," one's curiosity is engaged by the
following: "It is when you come to some of the
very small islands. ..that you find almost insurmountable problems in the way of providing a good library service.. ." (p. 37) Expecting some enlightenment,all the reader gets is:
"But what.. .do you do with the Turks and
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Caicos Islands.. .? Well I'll tell you! You send
out a young librarian of Westminster City
Libraries asaVSO."@. 37) While such essays
have their own charm, the letdown comes
from the fact that the forward, written by
Lester Asheim, presents the book as potentially, "a superb textbook for a course in the
study of library service in other countries." @.
viii) Furthermore, many of the individual essays would have benefitted from additional
editing; papers delivered publicly, when subsequently published, do not need to have their
introductory remarks included. The actual
numbering of paragraphs within apaperor talk
is unnecessary and distracting; acronyms
should be spelled out in the titles on the table
of contents page.
All in all, librarians and library students may
find the essays an interesting peek at international librarianship,but as a substantive,organized look at the field, the book falls short of
the mark.

Mary Nell Bryant
Library of Congress
Washington, DC

Trends in Urban library Management, edited
by Mohammed M. Aman and Donald J. Sager.
Metuchen, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, 1989,
ISBN 0-8 108-2245-8. 174 pp.
This volume contains the proceedings of an
Urban Library Institute which took place in
October 1988at the University of WisconsinMilwaukee. The Institute brought together
middle and senior level administrators, primarily from public libraries, with a few from
academic libraries, to review trends affecting
urban libraries.
Most of the papers focus on the environment
in which urban public libraries operate. They
include the opening address on urban public
leadership by Henry W. Maier, former mayor
of Milwaukee and now a professor in the De-
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partment of Urban Affairs, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; a discussion of municipal
fiscal trends by David R. Reimer, director,
Milwaukee's Departmentof Budget andManagement Analysis, and an analysis of population changes in metropolitan Milwaukee by
Harold Rose of the University of WisconsinMilwaukee. David Shavit, Department of Library and Information Science, Northern Illinois University, covers city politics and urban
political trends.
Library management topics include an excellent paper presented by Mary Ellen Jacob
and co-authored by Deborah L. Rings, both of
OCLC, on strategic planning in urban libraries. The paper reviews the history of formal planning in libraries and discusses three
basic planning phases: development, execution, and control. Charles Pounian, Hay Management Consultants, discusses the changing
nature of the workforce, technological change
and the need for employee retraining, and the
changing nature of the employer-employee
"contract." Both of these papers transcend the
urban public library context and are valuable
reading for managers in all libraries.
Hank Epstein, Information Transform Inc.,
discusses technological trends in information services,and Robert D. Cooper,
an architect reflects on current trends in
American architecture and urban planning. Cooper's paper is valuable background reading not only for those planning
new buildings, but also for anyone interested
in public library architecture. Gordon L.
McAndrew, educator and consultant, examines the state of urban schools and proposes a
two-tier system of high school education. His
paper is provocative but somewhat off target
in relation to the Institute's theme. In a paper
titled "Public Libraries: Keepers of the Printed
Word," Rick J. Ashton, Denver Public Library, reflects on the roles of the public library
and the humanities in independent learning
and exploration, a traditional purpose often
overshadowed in today's emphasis on the
public library as an information place.
Although the papers, as usually is the case
when one brings together a number of speakers or writers, vary in quality, overall they

provide areflectiveexamination of the context
in which urban libraries operate. The papers
are published in the order they were presented;
perhaps arrangement by general topic, and a
short introduction would have added to them.
Reaction panels and questions followed each
speaker, and summaries of these are included
with each paper.
Whilethis volume will be of interestprimarily to those involved in urban public libraries,

several of the papers, specifically those on
strategic planning and human resources management, deserve a wider audience as do the
presentations on architecture, urban schools,
and public libraries as keepers of the word.

Holdlist. Softwarians, PO Box 451 462, Houston, TX. for IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 and Compatibles. 3 1/2 or 5 1/4 inch diskettes.
$75.00

ferred to a word processor. When either
method is chosen, the titles are alphabetized.

With an easy-to-follow user's guide and
main menu, anyonecan start a serials holdings
list for their library. Titles can be added, corrected, or deleted by main menu selection.
Separate files can be made for newspapers,
journals, magazines, or books. One fault of the
software is the lack of adaptabilityto typing or
human error. Capitalization, spacing, and
punctuation must be exact to add, correct, or
delete a title. To alleviate this problem, a user
may (1) look through (not (b) browse, the more
common term), a list of titles, if the first word
of the title is spelled exactly the same as the
titles in the list. Lists can be printed or trans-

Elin B. Christianson
Library/Information Services Consultant
Hobart, IN

Debbie Lemke
Marathon County Public Library
Wausau, WI

RLibrary/Cards. RACHELS, 11 1 lnnsbruck
Drive, Clayton, NC, 27520; (919)553-5511.
$1 39; demo disks are $5.
RLibrary/Cards is a Macintosh-based card
catalog production and printing software
package. The user catalogs materials according to the AARC2 rules within the preset
windows and text slots. RLibrary/Cards lets
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the user construct a master catalog file, print
cards and labels, and retain catalog information on diskettes or fixed disks for future use.
As with most Macintosh programs, it is window- and mouse-driven,utilizing the popular
Macintosh tools.
This reviewer recommends using the program with a hard disk and storing created files
on floppy diskettes, thus preventing unnecessary disk switching between drives. The master diskette contains the program and one text
folder, occupying a mere 75k of space. RLibrary/Cards was reviewed on a Macintosh SE
using an Imagewriter I1dot matrix printer. The
programmers recommend, and I concur, the
user should possess experienceusing a Macintosh before using RLibraryICards.
The program is accompanied by a 55-page
manual. The manual includes a tutorial, chapters detailing the many functions and options
of the program, six appendices, and an index.
Although the manual has a few minor flaws, it
is well-written and avoids much of the computer "lingo" irritatingly common in other
software documentation.
The tutorial is extremely well-done, allowing the first-time user to catalog a material
completely within one setting. This reviewer
catalogedan item within 15minutes of starting
the program for the first time. The manual is
easy to use throughout. Both the table of contents and the index allow the user to scan the
manual with ease; I have only two minor
suggestionsfor improvements. Print the manual on both sides of the page to reduce the
manual's size and use a better quality of binding. The plastic-ringed holder now used as
binding will allow the pages to be easily tom.
The program's main advantage and selling
point is the "user friendly" aspect. Presuming
the user has previous Macintosh and AACR2
cataloging experience, using this program is
nothing short of a pleasure. Entering information in the pre-chosen slots (title, area of responsibility,subject, call number, notes, publisher, etc.) is simple and quick. All punctuation and location slots are preset. On page
seven of the manual it states,"Anyone with

even a little experience in library cataloging
willbe able touseRLibraryICards.Acourse in
library cataloging may help, but is not prerequisite." I could not disagree more. Cataloging does require either experience or coursework regardless of this claim. This program
will, however, make the cataloger's job significantly easier and even a bit fun.
Two nice features of the program are the
preview option and the "Choose Phrases"
section. The preview option allows cataloging
previewing before saving or printing. The
"Choose Phrases" section has preset phrases
for the statement of responsibility, edition
number, and physical description areas. The
printing features can be adjusted for the entire
card set or specified ranges (main entry, labels,
shelf list, etc.). The main disadvantages of the
program are the lack of laser printer support,
fonts and style choices, and a macro-maker.
Also, the Booklist needs a greater size limit
than 32k.
I highly recommend this cataloging program tool for small- or medium-sized libraries, and also as an educational tool for library
schools and cataloging classes.
rn
Douglas F. Hasty
Coy C. Carpenter Library,
Bowman Gray School of Medicine
Wake Forest University
Winston-Salem, NC

Corrections:
In the article "Intemationalism of SLA
and IFLA 1989," Winter 1990, Anne
Galler was incorrectly identified as a
United States SLA member. Galler is a
Canadian member.
In a review of United States Government Information Policies: Views and
Perspectives, Winter 1990,the date of the
passage of the FOIA was incorrectly
printed. The Act was passed in 1967.
We apologize for these errors.

)I

Women's Issues Selections
from
SLA's 1990 Catalog of Publications
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These timely publications cover a wide variety of areas within the topic.
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Executive
DevelopmentAcademy
An intensive seven day program
dedicated to moving upper-level
information professionals to the
executive level, strengthening
executive decision-making abilities
and enhancing leadership potential.

Conducted by the faculry from
Carnegie Mellon University's
Executive Program, the EDA offen
participants:
The intellectual resources of
a nationally ranked graduate
school of business,
The opportunity to work
closely with internationally
recognized researchers and
teachers, and
The most advanced
instructional methods.
For additional information
contact:
Kathy Warye Hack1
Assistant Executive Director,
Professional Growth
Special Libraries Association
1700 Eighteenth Street, N W
Washington, DC 20009
(202) 234-4700

NewsNet
Eliminates
The Haystack.
Your phone's ringing again.
Again i\nd more than 50industry-specific
ontheother end is a produc-man. Again newsletters-a~~withnotimeernbar"

ager. Oramarket analyst. Maybe
even your CEO. Someone with an urgent
need forthe latest news onarevolutionary
technology. Or a competitor's new product
launch. Or amerger in themaking.
Your job is to pluck the needle out of the
haystack. Now.
NewsNet gives you that power.
NewsNet is the only database that consis.
tently brings you the news you need before
it's in print. From 11 major newswires and

collects the latest news you need. And
delivers the needle from the haystack.
rightto your PC.
'
goes. Which eliminates the time
ga~thatarchivaldatabasescanleave~ou Call usand mention this ad. We'll put you
hanging in.
online for a free demonstration. Right now.
You don't have to look for the news,
Right overthe phone
it looksfor you.
Call toll-free:
Only NewsNet has NeursFlash."the elec1Outrcde
-8OO-345-13Ol
thr U S call (215) 527 8030
tronic clipping service that continuously
scans the database, searching for news on
just t h e t o ~ i c s ~ oselect.
u Even when
So that every hour of every day, NewsFlash

Take The Search Out 0fResearch."
935 Havcrfurd Road. Bryn \ l a w PA 19010
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The Highsmith Soft-Drop " Book Cart '
Exclusive des~gnfeatures suspended Soft-Drop ' nylon
liner that gently catches books "at the top of the drop"
Rugged nylon h e r snaps securely to cart lip, prevents
damage and loss of small Items
Space-savfng suspensron system prov~desup to 50%
more capaclty than other carts of comparable
Steel fold-down handle extends 12" for safe, conven-

Outstanding 1990 Titles from Industrial Press
BASIC INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY

ENGINEERING SCIENCE

A Trainina and Maintenance Manual
G. OLIVER
1990, 300 pp., illus., 3006-7, $32.95
Explains the principles involved in the operation of
electrical equipment in an average industrial plant.
Offers a "hands on" approach and will enable the
maintenance electrician to see how his equipment
functions and what is required to maintain it.

WILLIAM BOLTON
1990, 213 pp., illus., 3007-5, $22.95
This source book will aid students and engineers in
developing an understanding of scientific concepts
and their applications which are essential to the
study of mechanical and production engineering.

KENNETH

COMPUTER GRAPHICS HANDBOOK
MICHAEL E. MORTENSON
1990, 272 pp., illus., 1002-3,$24.95
This well-written textbook presents and illustrates
basic geometric and mathematical principles and
concepts which are essential in achieving successful computer graphics applications.

C.N.C.
An Introduction t o Machining and Part
Programming
DAVID GlBBS and TOM CRANDELL
1990, 320 pp., ill^^., 3009-1, $29.95
Offers a practical introduction to numerical control
technology and fully explains the most recent developments in machining and programming. Contains a review of basic concepts and principles and
covers tooling, workholding, machine setting,
speeds and feeds, and part programming before
concluding with discussion of advanced techniques.

CAD SYSTEMS I N MECHANICAL AND
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
PETER INGHAM
1990, 180 pp., illus., 3008-3, $18.95
Using practical examples and illustrations this book
explains the application of CAD systems to mechanical and production engineering. All important aspects of CAD are considered including software
drafting systems, three-dimensionalmodelers, finite
element analysis packages, and database systems.

A GUIDE TO METAL AND PLASTIC
FINISHING
MARION L. MARONEY
1990, 120 pp. (approx.), illus., 3028-8, $18.95
Compiles information on buffs, abrasives, abrasive
belts and wheels, and polishing and buffing compounds. It also includes suggestions as to their
usage and methods of usage on metals and plastics.

VIBRATION SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
A Practical Approach
STEVE GOLDMAN
1990,280pp. (approx.), illus., 3027-X, $36.95
Every rotating machine exhibits a unique characteristic. This book teaches the maintenance
mechanic or engineer to identify problem areas
on critical rotating equipment before extensive damage occurs.

MATHEMATICS AT WORK
Third Edition
HOLBROOK HORTON
1990, 190 pp. (approx.), illus., 3029-6, $19.95
Presents fundamental mathematics including arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and
logorithms and provides step-by-step analysis and
solutions of a wide variety of problems.

MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY
D.H. BACON and R.C. STEPHENS
1990, 552 pp., 3003-2, $29.95
A comprehensive one-volume source which covers
stress analysis, dynamics, thermodynamics, and
fluid mechanics.

STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL
LEONARD A. DOTY
1990,286 pp., illus., 2000-2, $34.95
Presents the practices and procedures of statistical
process control as a means of controlling quality in
the workplace.

TESTING FLUID POWER COMPONENTS
ROBERT A. NASCA
1990, 352 pp. (approx.), 3002-4, $45.00
Purposeful as an aid to understanding and applying
common test procedures for hydraulic and pneumatic components.

TRIBOLOGY IN MACHINE DESIGN
TA. STOLARSKI
1990, 352 pp., illus., 1102-X,$59.95
Explains the role of tribology in the design of machine elements and discusses how algorithms can
be used in a range of practical applications.

INTERPRETATION OF GEOMETRIC
DIMENSIONING AND TOLERANCING
DANIEL E. PUNCOCHAR
1990, 142 pp., illus., 3010-5, $19.95
Provides students with a full understanding of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing through basic
principles and meaningful applications.

WORLD CLASS MAINTENANCE
MANAGEMENT
TERRY WIREMAN
1990, 190pp. (approx.), illus., 3025-3, $34.95
Provides a framework of options allowing maintenance decision-makers to select the most successful way for them to manage their maintenance
function while minimizing activities and costs.

INDUSTRIAL PRESS INC./DEPT. 90411200 MADISON AVENUEINEW YORK, NY 10016
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your entire library. . . and had a quick and easy sei-up pyocedure with all
the custom reports you need for complete control of every information resource
you have?
INMAGIC software is a dream come true for thousands of librarians worldwide. With its ability to create online catalogs and bibliographies, track serials,
acquisitions, loans and more, it's no wonder INMAGIC is the industry's most
popular information management software. And there's no programming
involved, so you can begin to use it right away.
INMAGIC and its companions the BIBLIO GUIDE and MARC Adaptor were
developed by library and computer professionals who understand the needs of
librarians, and their dreams.
For more information, and the name of an INMAGIC dealer near you, call
617-661-8124. TESTMAGIC, a full-function trial version, is available. Mail us
your business card and we'll send you our free planning booklet on automating
your library.

IIIA@
INMAGIC

Inmagc Inc
2067 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02140-1338
617-661-8124 - Telex 709543

INMAGIC4 1s a reg~steredtrademark of lnmag~cInc BIBLlO GUIDE:" MARC
AdaptorT"and TESTMAGICr"are trademarks of lnmag~cInc
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LEADERSHIP
DIRECTORIES
CONGRESSIONAL YELLOW BOOK, a quarterly directory of members of
Congress, including their committees and key staff aides. 5165 per year.
ISSS 0191-1422.

FEDERAL YELLOW BOOK, a quarterly directory of the Federal
Ihpartments and Agencies. 8165 per rear. ISSS 0145-6202.
STATE YELLOW BOOK, a semi-annual directory of the Executive. Legislative
and Judicial branches of 50 state governments. 5135 per year. ISSS 0899-2207.
NEWS bIEDIA YELLOW BOOK O F WASHINGTON AND NEW
YORK, a semi-annual directory of reporters, columnists, editors and producers in
the nation's government and financial capitals. S135 per rear. ISSS 1043-2620.

THE CORPORATE 1000, a quarterly directory of those w h o manage the
leading 1000 listed I:S. companies. S165 per war. ISSS 0882-3227.
THE FINANCIAL 1000, an annual directory of those w h o manage the leading
1000 I'.S. financial institutions. S100 per rear. ISSS 0894-7627.

THE OVER-THE-COVSTER 1000, an annual directory of those w h o manage
the 1000 younger growth companies. S100 per rear. ISSS 1040-00LY.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE 1000,an annual directory of those
w h o manage the world's leading 1000 corporations. $100 per year. lSSS 1042-1475.
THE BLVE BOOK O F CANADIAN BVSINESS, a n annual directory of
basic information a n Canadian corporations. S100 per year. ISSS 0381-7245.
JAPAN COMPANY HAN)BOOK, FIRST SECTION, a quarterly guide to
Japan's leading corporations listed o n the first sections of mnjor Japanese stock
exchanges. 5194 per war. ISSS 0288-9307.
JAPAN COMPANY HANDBOOK, SECOND SECTION, a quarterly
guide to Japan's leading corporations listed on the second sections of mnjor Japanese
stock exchanges. S190 per year. ISSS 0288-93315.

FACSIMILE I'SERS' DIRECTORY*an annual directory of key Fax numbers
in the 17.S..Canada and overseas. S100 per year. ISSS 1041-3286.
MONITOR PlTRLISHIlVG COMPANY
104 Fifth A\enue Sex\ 'liwk, S . E 10011
Tel.: (212) 627-4140
Fax: (212) 645-0931

TEACH ONLINE SEARCHING,
WITHOUT ONLINE COSTS!

with STN Mentor'",a series of
personal computer tutorials for
scientific databases
You know how to search the 80 databases on STN
InternationalW o w STN Mentor lessons will help you
teach others They II learn in the privacy of their own
offces, at their speed with no risk because they are
not really onlme Its easy and it s economical
Choose from these STN Mentor lessons that operate
on IBM PC and 100% compatibles
STN Overview (FREE)'
STN Expressa Overv~ew(FREE)*
Spotlight on Authors I
Introduction to CAS ONLINE'
lntroduction to Chemical Journals Online (CJO)
Focus on Superconductors
Focus on Blotechnoiogy
Focus on Health and Safety
Focus on Physics
The CHEMLIST File
The JICST-E File
'These lessons are now available for certain
Mac~ntoshmodels1
STN Mentor lessons cost $19 50 (STN Express
Overview and STN Overview are free ) Send today
for your free information package
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
'
I
I

C YES1 I want to learn more about STN Mentor software for easy searching of scientific databases.
C Please send my free package of STN Mentor. STN Overview, for
IBM (DOS)
3 % inch

IBM (DOS)
5% ~ n c hdisks

I

Macintosh

Name
Address

--

Telephone
Mall to STN International,c!o Chemical Abstracts Service.Oept 30590. P O Box 3012
Columbus. OH 43210 U S A Phone (614)447-3600or 1-800-848-6538
S I N internallonal s operaled n North Arnerca by Chemical Atstracts Seivce a d v s l o n of the Arner~can

I
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I J

Chem~caiSoc~ety
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How can you locate crime
statistics for Australia?
Next time you face a tough question,
next time you need an answer other print
and electronic indexes can't provide, start
your search where you're bound to find the
right answer: PAIS. Only PAIS' acclaimed
publiclsocial policy indexes give you:
Selective coverage of the
publiclsocial aspects of
business, economics,
.finance, law and legislation, international trade
and relations, public
health, and much more.
Eclectic coverage of
literature published
around the world in
English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish.

Precise indexing of monographs,
periodicals, directories, government
documents-in all, nearly 300,000
stringently edited items in the electronic formats and more than one
million items in the print indexes.
A treasure trove of
references to hard-to-find
statistics, demographics,
business trends, and
background information.
The indexing format
that meets your needs
best: print, online,
or CD-ROM.
For more information on
PAIS' family of publiclsocial
policy indexes, call today.

PAIS

Public Affairs Information Service, Inc.
521 West 43rd Street. New York, NY 10036-4396 800-288-PAIS
212-736-6629(outside the US.)

-

I n Print: PAIS BULLETIN. PAIS FOREIGN LANGUAGE INDEX PAIS SUBJECT HEADINGS
Online: PAIS INTERNATIONAL On Compaet Disc: PAIS ON CD-ROM
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THE FACT COMPACTOR

.........................................................................
ACCESS TO MORE THAN ONE MILLION DISSERTATIONS AND
MASTERS THESES-IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND
Dissertation Abstracts Ondisc (DAO) enables your patrons to get at critical
research information-with minimum research assistance.
FACT: A few easy-to-use, virtually indestructible compact discs can lead researchers to over
one million dissertations and masters theses.

Dissertation Abstracts Ondisc includes 700,000 citations for dissertations published
from 1861 through June 1980, and over 300,000 citations and abstracts for
dissertations published since July 1980. From mid-1988 forward, DAO includes
British abstracts. Theses are searchable by author, institution, year of degree,
title, subject, and now adviser. Subscribers receive updates wery six months.

I

FACT: Researchers get quick results without direct supe~ision.

DAO starts to work for your patrons the instant they sit down at the workstation.*
And because the information is ondisc, there are no busy signals1 no connect
or print charges, no mid-search disconnections, no data t r a n s e s i o n errors.
FACT: You can save space, reduce costs, and speed your patrons toward a new level of
independent searching.
For more information about Dissertation Abstracts Ondisc, return the coupon
below or call us toll free at 1-800-521-0600, x780. In Canada, call toll free
1-800-343-5299. In Michigan or Alaska, call collect 313-761-4700.

I UMI
I

A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1346 USA

C -----------------

*IBM PC X F . A P . or 1 W o compatible microcomputer, or IBM PSlP with a minimum of 640 kb RAM

I

Please send me the complete DAO information packet

I

Please have an account representative contact me.
I

I

NAME

I
I

TITLE

II

INSTITUTION

I

ADDRESS

I
I
I

CITY

I

Chp (or copy) this coupon and mail to UMI Dissertation Services, Box 61, 300 North Zeeb Road,
Ann Arbnr, MI 48106-1346 USA

I

PHONE (

I
I
I
I
I
I

STATE

ZIP

1

L- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Scientific, Technical, Management and Reference

BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS
New (Spring 1990) Books From
McGraw Hill

Di Giacomo, J., DIGITAL BUS
HANDBOOK (0-07-016923-3)
American Water Works Association, WATER QUALITY AND
TREATMENT: A Handbook of Public Water Supplies
(0-07-001540-6)
Ginsburg, G. PRINTED CIRCUIT DESIGN (0-07-023309-8)
Hillier, F. INTRODUCTION TO OPERATIONS RESEARCH, 5/E,
IBM Version (0-07-909758-8);Mac Version (0-07-909759-6)
Jacobson, M. OPTICAL THIN-FILM DEPOSITION (0-07-032209-0)
Nakas, J. BIOTECHNOLOGY OF PLANT-MICROBE INTERACTIONS, (0-07-045867-7)
Rorabaugh, C. COMMUNICATIONS FORMULAS AND
ALGORITHMS: For Systems Analysis and Design
(0-07-053644-9)

RESEARCH BOOKS, INC.
Serving
Special Libraries for 27 Years

38 Academy Street, P.O. Box 1507
Madison, Connecticut 06443
(203)245-3279 FAX (203) 245-1830

Except from Connecticut call 1-800-445-RELY

EDUCATION FOR LEADERSHIP IN THE 2 W CENTURY

School of
Columbia
announces an
exciting expanded
MS program that
will emphaske
special~ationsin:

In this dynamic new program
priority will be given to methods,
principles, and specializations,
forty-eight credit hours required.
Special internships available.

Academic and Research
Librarianship
Archives Management and
Organization
Bibliographic Control
Conservation and Preservation
Health Science and Medical
Informatics
lnformation Science and
Systems
Information Services

Qualified students may finance
studies with scholarship and
fellowship grants from the University and other sources, with
educational loans, and with parttime or full-time workktudy
arrangements.

Law Librarianship
Management and
Administration
Public Librananship
Rare Books, Special Collections, and Bibliography
S~ecialLibraries, Information Centers, Independent
S~eciaMies/Consultencies

Deadline for scholarship
applications: April 1, 1989.
For information about the
Master's, Certificate, or Doctoral programs:

School of Library Service
516 Butler Library
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027
212-854-2292
An Equal Opportun~lyEducator/Employer

Managing lnformation Systems Projects, May 14-June 15
Personal Computers for lnformation Management, May 14-25
Onllne RetrievalServices, May 14-Aug 10
Management & Design of an information Based Organization, May 14-June15
Online Publlc Access Catalogs, May 14-25
information Piannlng & Use In National Development, May 28-June 8
Comrnunicatlngw l h Library & lnformation System Publics, June 11-22
Curriculum Concerns for Media Speclallsts, May 14-Aug 10
History of Recorded Information, July 2-Aug 10
Reference & lnformatlon Services, July 2-Aug 10
r----------------------.
I
Media for Young Adults, July 9-Aug 10
I
i~arne
Collection Development, July 2-Aug 10
Motivation in lnstructlonai Deslgn, July 9-27
j~ddress
For more informationm summer wokshops id Syracuse University,
complete the coupon 8 mail it to Syracuse University, Mvlslon of
Summer Ysslons, I
230, 111 Waverly Avo., Syracuse, NY
13244-2320. Or,call (315) 4434181.

i

ICiV

iZip

shk,

You can have it all.

Others can place your order. but only Faxon provides a conlplcte line of serial\ acqulsltlon and management
w v i c e s to guide you through every step of your purchasing cycle. Our accurate pric~nginformation Licilitate\ budgeting and planning. w h ~ l cother Faxon services sinlplify order~ngand renewal. \peed chcch-in
and cla~rning.and provide ia\t. easy acce\s to all the ~nformationyou need.
Start putting Faxon'\ comprehensive set of serviccs to uorh for you
Call today at 1-800-225-6055. (In M A . call 617-329-3350 collect.)
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Terminals Hazardous
At Last! An authoritative, balanced and
comprehensive presentation of the
questions and answers surrounding this
controversial p~iblichealth issue afecting
millions of people daily. VDT Health and
Safety: Issues and Solutions is packed with
interesting and usehl information as ~vell
as practical recommendations concerning
VDT (video display terminal) work and
workplace design. In easy-to-lundersta~id
lay terms, it relates the findings of recent
research to everyday problems in the
\\~orkplacc.Important reports, articles, and
books arc identitied for hrther reading.
Y ..helpful sucggestions ave included
pertaining to lvorkrtation desgn intended
to incivase comfort and alleviate uperatw
complaints."
BOOKLIST, February 1988.
"?his volume is desgned to provide usejid
VDTs
information to people involved I&J
(video display terminals) and VDT ~ v o dso
that thev can make intellintwt decisions
about iealth, safety, and productivity
Academic, technical, and public l i b v a ~
collections." CHOICE, May 1988.
'(Well-documentedwith extev~sivenotes
and bibliogphy, e clear and accessible,
this book is recommended for most public
and academic libraries, avtdfbr subject
collections ia management, inf~rmntion
qstems, erganumics, andgeneralscience. "
L,IRRARY JOUKNAI,, A u g ~ ~ 1988.
st
'2

VDT Health and
Safety: Issues and
Solutions
By Elizabeth A. Scalet
Preface by T.F.M. Stewart
"L?x hoopla szwroztndiq.gti~ehealth iisk
posed &Y lon@mn c.?cposwcto video di.plnv
ternzinals is dispclkd in n clear nnd ol7_ecrive piwentation ufthe issue... "
WIISON LIBKARY BULLETIN,
No\rcmber 1988.
CONTENTS: VDTs and Radiation.
Eyes and Vision. Strain and Injury. Stress.
Pregnancy and Reproduction. Policy and
Regulatory Issues. Glossary. Notes.
Bibliographies. Index. Illustrated. 157
pages, $37.50/ISBN 0-916313-13-1.
Add $3.50 posvage and handling.
I

Ergosyst Associates, Inc.
Ergos!,st publishes source hooks and
directories for computer and infornution
professionals. For more information about
this or other publications contact: Ergosyst
Associates, Inc. 9 13,442-7334 or at 123
W. Eighth Street, Suite 2 10, I ..~u~ence,
Kansas 66044-2605.

Abstracts in Human-Computer Interaction is derived from

&mPUter

Usability
and Health
30A

L I ~ - t o - d asearches
te
of the database at the Scottish HCI
Centre, Glasgo\v, Scotlami. This joar~ialbrings togcrhcr rhc
widely scattered literxi~rerelevant to the usabilit!. of
computers and computer-based systems. Rook ch.lpters and
conference papers 'Ire abstrxtcd individudly. F o ~ r issues
r
per
year. Up to 600 .ibstracts, .~pprouirnatcly200+ p g e s per
issue. I s m i 0 4 i - o i 0 ~US
. s2m.1 per y e i r Outside US,
( h a d . 1 .dd $40 airm.~ilp o x q e .
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AD-EX Worldwide Translations ................................................................2A
Alfred Jaeger
1A
Ballen Bookseller
6A
Biosis
7A
8A
Bowker A+I Publishing
11A
Chemical Abstracts
Columbia University
27A
DataLib .......................................................................................................12A
15A
DataTimes
10A
Dialog
17A
EBSCO Subscription Services
E r gosyst
30A
28A
The Faxon Company
Cover 111
The H W Wilson Co
The Highsmith Company
18A
Cover I1
Information Access Company
Information Dimensions
14A
19A
Industrial Press
20A
Inmagic, Inc
21A, 29A
Institute for Scientific Information
9A
Micromedia Limited
Monitor Publishing
22A
16A
Newsnet
OCLC
5A
Online
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24A
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R.R. Bowker
Research Books
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STN International ......................................................................................23A
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Syracuse University
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PHQNEFICHETM
P R E S E N T S

RN-DAY USES
he PAPER
E DIRECTORY
U n t i l Phonefiche, paper phoneb6oks were a necessary source of clutter
s. But with phone directories on space-saving microfiche,
paper directories have become obsolete . . . except maybe for the uses
you see here. Now you can fit directories covering 50,000 communities
into just a few small trays. Phonefiche includes residential and business listings, Yellow Pages, information pages, maps, and indexes.
In addition to saving space, you'll eliminate the cost of staff time
required to order and shelve paper phonebooks. Choose
from subscriptions based on population, state, state capital,
metropolitan area or region, and country.
Granted, Phonefiche isn't much of a booster chair. Bu
you'd like to get directories your library needs while
saving money, space, and wear, write today for your
C a l l UMI at 1-800-521-0600. In Canada,
call 1-800-343-5299; in Michigan or
Alaska, call collect 313-761-4700.

-

L

Test yourstrength

\ $

r------I

""
*%

i*

--

[7 Please rend me a free Phonef~checafalog

\

I

State
A Bell & Howell Company
1-800-521-0600

Phone j

I
I
I

ZIP ___

I

Cl~p(or copy1 and mall to UMI Box 51
300 N Zeeb Rd Ann Arbor MI 48106 1346 USA

I
SL

32A

I
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Information for Contributors
Special Libraries publishes material on new
and developing areas of librarianship and information technology. Informative papers on the
administration, organization, and operation of
special libraries and information centers and
reports of research in librarianship, documentation, educations, and information science and
technology are appropriate contributions.
Contributions are solicited from both members and nonmembers. Papers are accepted with
the understanding they have not been published
elsewhere. Special Libraries employs areviewing procedure. When reviewers' comments have
been received, authors will be notified of acceptance, rejection, or need for revision of manuscripts. The review procedure usually requires a
minimum of eight weeks.
Three types of original contributions are considered for publication: full-length articles, brief
reports, and letters to the editor. New monographs and significant report publications relating specifically to library and information science are considered for critical review. Annotations of the periodical literature as well as annotations of new monographs and reports are published--especially those with particular pertinence to special libraries and information tenters. Articles of special relevance may be reprinted occasionally from other publications.
Full-length articles may range in length from
about 1,000words to a maximum of 5.000 words
(up to 20 pages of manuscript typed and double
spaced). Reports will usually be less than 1,000
words in length (up to 4 pages of manuscript,
typed and double spaced).

Instructions for Contributors
Manuscripts
Put the significance of your paper or a statement of the problem first,
supporting details and arguments second.
Make sure the significance of your paper will
be apparent to readers outside your immediate
field of interest.
Avoid specializedjargon. Readers will skip a
paper they do not understand.
Provide a title of one or two lines, up to 26
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characters plus spaces per line.
Write a brief author note, and include position
title and address. In the author note, include
information concerning meetings, symposia,
where the paper may have been presented orally,
etc.
Submit recent glossy black-and-white photographs of the authors, if you wish.
Insert subheads at appropriate places in the
text, averaging about one subhead for each two
manuscript pages. Keep the subheads short (up
to 35 characters plus spaces). Do not use more
than one degree of subheads in an article. Provide a summary at the end of the article.
Mail one original and three copies (in English
only) to the editor, Special Libraries, 1700Eighteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009.
The manuscript should be mailed flat in an envelope of suitable size. Graphicmaterialsshouldbe
submittedwith appropriate cardboardbacking or
other stiffening materials.
Style
Follow a good general style manual. The
University of Chicago Press Manual of Sole is
appropriate.

Format
All contributions should be typewritten on
white paper onone side only, leaving 1.25 inches
(or 3 cm)of space around all margins of standard,
lettersize (8.5 x 11 in.) paper.
Double spacing must be used throughout,
including the title page, tables, legends. and
references.
The first page of the manuscript should carry
the first and last name of all authors, the institutions or organizations with which the authors
were affiliated at the time the work was done
(present affiliation, if different, should be noted
in a footnote), and a notation as to which author
should receive the galleys for proofreading.
Succeeding pages should carry the number of
the page in the upper right-hand comer.

Abstract
An informative abstract of 100 words or less

must be included for full-length articles.
The abstract should be complete in itself with
reference to the paper or the literature cited. The
abstract should be typed with double spacing on
a separate sheet.

59 (no. 10): 1241-1243 (Dec 1968).
Smith,John J. "The Library of Tomorrow,"
in Proceedings of the 34th Session, InternationalLibrariesInstitute, city,year. 2v.city.
press, year published.

Acknowledgments
Credits for financial support, for materials and
technical assistance or advice may be cited in a
section headed "Acknowledgements." which
should appear at the end of the text.

Illustrations
Tables or figures should be completely intelligible without further reference to the text. Letters and numbers should be distinct and large,
most figures will be reduced in the printing
process.
Graphs. charts and photographs should be
given consecutive figure numbers as they will
appear in the text.
For figures, the originals with three clearly
legible reproductions (to be sent to reviewers)
should accompany the manuscript. In the case of
photographs, four glossy prints are required.
preferably 8 in x 10 in.

References and Notes
Number all references to the literature and
notes in a single sequence in the order in which
they are cited in the text. Cite all references and
notes but do not insert reference numbers in titles
or abstracts.
Accuracy and adequacy of the references are
the responsibility of the author. Literature cited
should be checked carefully with the original
publications.
References to personal letters, abstracts of oral
reports, and other unedited material may be included. The author should secure approval, in
writing, from anyone cited as a source of an
unpublished work. Be sure to provide full details
on how such material may be obtained by others.
References to periodicals should be in the
following order: authors, article title, unabbreviated journal name, volume number, issue number, inclusive pagination, and date of publication.

Featherly, W. "Steps in Preparing a Mertification Program in a Company." ASME
Paper 72-DE-12 presented at the Design
E n g i n e e ~ gConference and Show, Chicago, Ill., May 8-11, 1972.
References to books should be in this order:
authors, title, city, publisher, year, pagination.
Brown, Abel. Information at Work. New
York, Abracadabra Press, 1909. 248 p.
Andrei. M. et al. The History ofAthens. The
History ofAncient Greece, 10v.New York,
Hanvood Press. 1850.

Editing
Manuscripts are edited to improve the effectiveness of communication between authors and
readers. The most important goal is to eliminate
ambiguities.
In addition, improved sentence structureoften
permits the readers to absorb salient ideas more
readily.
If extensive editing is indicated by reviewers, with consequent possibility of altered
meanings, manuscripts are returned to the
author for correction and approval before type
is set. Authors can make additional changes at
this stage without incurring any printers'
charges.

Proofs
Authors receive galley proofs with a maximum fiveday allowancefor corrections. One set
of galley proofs or an equivalent is provided for
each paper. Corrections must be marked on the
galley, not on the manuscript.
At this stage authors must keep alterations to a
minimum.

Smith, John and Virginia Dare. "Special
Librarianship in Action." Special Libraries
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3 WILSONLINEe Mode
The same commands available
w ~ t hthe WlLSONLlNE o n l ~ n e
retrieval system.

WILSONDISC OFFERS
CD-ROM Access
Search each database o n a
separate compact disc. And, w i t h
the touch of a button, you can
update your search online!

Online Access
For access t o the most current
data, subscribers to each
WILSONDISC database receive
unlimited online search time i n
that database. You pay only the
nominal hourly telecommunications rate-no additional charge!

Three Search Modes
for Users at All Levels
1 BROWSE Mode
The same access points as the
familiar Wilson printed indexes.

2 WILSEARCHa Mode
Easy-to-follow menu options
s ~ m p l i f ysearch formulation.

Unlimited Online
Searching with Your
WILSONDISC Subscription
Subscribers to a WILSONDISC
database can also take advantage
of unlimited online searching i n that
database, paying only a nominal
telecommunications charge.

VIDEO!
Now availablHow to Set Up
WILSONDISC
(NO-CHARGE w i t h Your
Initial Co>hcrrintinni

WILSONDISC Databases
W Applied Science & Technoloav
.,. lndex
W ~rtlndex
Biography lndex
W Biological & Agricultural lndex
W Book Revlew Digest
W Busines P ~ r ~ n d ~ rIndex
als
I umulatlve boo^ lnaex
W Education lndex
W Essay and General Llterature lndex
W General Science lndex
W Government Publications
and Period~cals*
GPO Monthly Catalog
lndex to Government Periodicals
W Humanities lndex
W lndex to Legal Periodlcals
W Library Llterature
W MLA Internattonal Bibliography*
W Readers' Gulde Abstracts
W Readers' Gulde to Periodical
Llterature
W Religion Indexes*
W Soclal Sclences lndex
Dalabare not produced hy
The H W Wllmn Company

To Order Call Toll-Free:
1-800-367-6770

Over 1,200 attendees at the ONLINE '89 General Session

ONLINE '90.. .
The BIG Conference & Exposition For Searchers Of
Online / CD-ROM Databases And Library Micro Users
Washington, DC Hilton, November 5, 6 & 7
How-to Online & CD-ROM Searching Sessions.. . Practical
Networking.. .* Microcomputer Applications ...a New
Technologies.. . Information Management.. Live Demos.. . Micro
& Searching Workshops ...
Technical Consultants For Hardware & Software.. . Poster Sessions.
Pre-conference & Satellite Sessions.. .. Big Exhibit Hall ...And More

..

SEND FOR FREE ADVANCE PROGRAM
TO: ONLINE '90, 11 Tannery Lane, Weston, CT 06883
Please send an Advance Program to:
Name...........................................................................................................................
Organization................................................................................................................
Address.. .......................................................................................................................
City........................................................ StateProvnce.......... Zip ...........................
FAX: 203 / 222-01 22
PHONE: TOLL-FREE 1-800-248-8466 (in CT: 1-227-8466)

